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WHAT IS PROGRESS? 

Our statement of policy says that we are concerned with progress in 
architecture. Very often this is confused in the mind of a casual 
reader with dogmatic interest in a modern stylism. We believe that 
the material in this issue should dispel any such impression; the very 
contributors represent many points of view. There is a recent school 
graduate, and a well known college professor; a Fellow of the A.I.A., 
and the guiding spirit of C.I.A.M.; a designer identified with the 
Bauhaus, and a designer who abhors the Bauhaus point of view; an 
engineer employed by an equipment manufacturer, and the research 
committee of an A.I.A. chapter. They all have a common interest-
progress in architecture-and we are proud to give them all space in 
the magazine for that reason. 

Webster defines progress as "advance to an objective." Our objective 
certainly is the best possible physical environment for man to live and 
work and play in. Any advance toward this end is progressive archi
tecture, and we see the forward movement on many fronts. Some 
designers are primarily interested in technics, some in esthetics, some 
in planning research, some in social needs. In the simple matter of 
progress in the design of a chair there can be several defensible atti
tudes. The Breuer chairs, (pages 50-66), are designed for mass manu
facture with simple machines; Robsjohn-Gibbings' chairs on page 69 
contend that modern furniture, like contemporary architecture, should 
express more than mechanized techniques. We publish them both, 
because both indicate progress beyond the chair designs that are 
generally available, in comfort, in construction, and in appearance. 

We deplore any rigid stylism that creeps into present-day design; 
"styles" are natural occurrences, not self-conscious posturings. We 
see our role as the medium for showing to the profession progress 
made in many directions by many people. We evaluate these efforts, 
discuss them, criticize them, and we know that you will do the same, 
deploring some things, applauding others. If you then go back to your 
own practice with a bit more assurance, we will feel that we have 
justified our policy. 
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Ingerso 
UTILITY UNIT 

T R l\DE M A RK 

Pr.oduction line ol Ingersoll 
Utility Units. Here basic plumbing 
connections for the Ingersoll's kitchen 
and bathroom fixtures are fitted into 
the frame of the engineered core by 
journeymen plumbers. 

Acres ol zaechanical cores 
about to move onto the final assem
bly line where they become a single 
engineered utility unit. Ready for 
shipment with ALL equipment for 
Kitchen. Bathroom and Heating Plant. 

Furnaces, electrical connec· 
tions, hot w-ater heaters and all 
basic plumbing are tied-in to form 
the complete core of the Ingersoll 
Utility Unit. 



INGERSOLl 

Shipment 
daily; hu 

Builders in half a dozen states are rapidly 
piling up actual on-the-job experience in in
stalling the Ingersoll Utility Unit. They and 
their sub-contractors agree that Ingersoll's 
accurately engineered, practically designed 
Utility Unit not only speeds construction, but 
gives them an excellent workmanlike instal
lation that adds greatly to the utility and 
appearance of any home. 

Here la the bathroom side of the lnc;reraoll Utlllty Unit 
installed and In use. Note alao the recently Installed 
unit at the rlc;rht • . • see how neatly kitchen utllltles 
and bath fixtures tie Into the central mechanical core. 

ILITY UNIT 

~_..._ - ------, Inge rsoll Steel Division · 
• Borg-Warner Corp., D ept. l ·2 I 
• 310 S . Michigan Ave . , Chicago 4 , I llino is I 

Please send me a free copy of the Ing ersoll book 
of house plans. 

Name ........ ..................................................................... . 

Compa·ny ..................... ............ ................ ...... ......... ... ... . 

Address ....................................................... ............. .. . 
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SPECIALTY USES FOR 
RESILIENT FLOORING MATERIALS 

Resilient flooring materials are thought of mainly 
for commercial and residential floor installations. But 
many special appl ications of these versati le materials 
have been developed which great ly expand their use
fulness. Some of these, relating to floor problems as 
well as other uses, are outlined below. They will 
doubtless suggest new ideas to architects and designers. 

FUNCTIONAL USE OF DESIGN 
Through their color, design, and methods of in

sta llation, resilient Boors can help to direct traffic, 
advertise a product or serv ice, emphasize a decorative 
motif, mark off game areas, or create the illusion of 
greater width or length in a room. Linoleum offers 
the greatest choice of co lors and smface texture effects 
for these purposes and is most useful for complex de
signs with rnrved elements. A custom-designed floor 
executed in a res ilient tile costs little more than the 
same floor in one allover color, because these floors 
are laid a block at a time. In gymnasiums and recrea-
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tion rooms where floors of asphalt tile are installed, 
it has become common practice to use blocks and 
feature strips of contrasting colors to establish clear, 
permanent game lines. 

TO MEET UNUSUAL PHYSICAL 
CONDITIONS 

The location of certain rooms in a structure, or the 
acfiivities carried on in these rooms, may impose spe
cial requirements on the floors. Resilient flooring 
materials have successfu lly met many such conditions. 

Acids and Corrosives. In chemical laboratories, 
both school and commercial, there is danger that 
acids may be spilled on the floor. While no floor, in
clud ing steel and concrete, will resist such concen
trated solutions as nitric, hydrod1 loric, and su lfuric 
acids, asphalt tile has been found to give the most 
satisfactory serv ice of all the resilient floors. Arm
strong recommends its Standard Asphalt Tile in group 
"A" and group "B" colors for this use. The tile is re
sistant to acids, and because these recommended 
colo rs are dark, acid stains are relatively unnoticeable. 
Of course, the floor is further protected against stain 
if acids are wiped up immediately after they are 
spilled. In case of severe damage to a Boor such as 
asphalt tile, a few individual blocks can be replaced. 

Embalming rooms also involve possiLdity of cor
rosive liquids coming in contact with the floor and 
causing damage. Tests conducted with various em
ba lming fluids have shown that Standard Asphalt Tile 



TYPES OF DECORATIVE WALL TREATMENT USING LINOLEUM 
Murals in linoleum and linowall featuring 
bold simplicity of design. Many plain 
colors and jaspe patterns are avai lable. 

Frieze of sandblasted linoleum in lobby 
of McCaskey High chool, Lancaster, 
Pa. Henry Y. haub, architect. 

Mural in Radio City School of D esign, 'ew 
York. This decorative panel is hand-carved from 
Armstrong 's Oriental Blue lino leum. 

in color groups "A" and "B'', Industrial Asphalt Tile, and 
rubber tile can be used satisfactorily in these rooms. 

Grease and Oil. For areas subjected to greases and oils, 
as in garages, filling stations, and mach:ne rooms, Grease
proof Asphalt Tile now provides a positive answer to the 
flooring problem. This specia lly formulated material is 
available in many of the colors of Standard Asphalt Tile. 
For use in kitchen areas, where grease is sometimes acci
dentally sp illed, linoleum, Linotile*, and Greaseproof 
Asphalt Tile are highly recommended . 

Moisture. The most common enemy of flooring mate
rials is moisture. When concrete subfloors are laid directly 
on the ground, either on grade or below grade, moisture 
always presents a problem. It is drawn up from the earth 
through the concrete by capi llary action and carries free 
alkali from the concrete with it. The only resilient flooring 
material which resists the deteriorating effects of moisture 
and alkali and gives satisfactory wear under these conditions 
is asphalt tile. Where hydrostatic pressure is not encoun
tered, it is possible to do without expensive waterproofing. 

FOR OTHER SURFACES 
Furniture. Table tops, counter tops, and shelf tops of 

resilient flooring materials are growing in popularity. Colors 
and designs of the floor can be repeated in these tops. In 
kitchens, restaurants, and cafeterias, linoleum or Grease
proof Asphalt Tile may be flashed up the wall behind work 
surfaces to serve as a splashback. It can be curved over a 
wax fillet at the joint for a smooth, sanitary surface. 

Walls. Where special wall effects are desired, especially 
for harmony with a floor treatment, resilient flooring has 
often been used with excellent results. 

Where wall surfaces are subjected to hard wear, such 
as scuffing or abrasion, linoleum, Linowall ~, or resilient tile 
is now often used on bulkheads and wainscots. Theatre 
balcony rails and standee partitions, waiting rooms,. and 
baggage checkrooms are typical examples. In gymnasiums, 
cork tile is frequently used for wainscots because its great 
resilience provides protection against injury of athletes. 

* * * N ew architectural uses for resilient floorings are under 
constant study at Arm trong's Research Laboratories. 

•Reg. U. S. P at. Off. 

For further details, you are invited to get in touch with 
any Armstrong office, or write direct to Arm-
strong Cork Company, Building Materials Divi-
sion, 8902 Duke Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvan ia. 

In Manning's Coffee Shop, Los Angeles, Greaseproof Asphalt 
Tile was used both on the floors and on counter tops between the 
aluminum tray slides. To eliminate dirt-catching corners, the asphalt 
tile was coved to the face of the counters, and on counter tops it 
was coved to meet serving equipment. 

Gymnasium, Y .M.C.A., W arren, Pa. The floor is moisture re
sistant, for it is Armstrong·s Asphalt Tile. Into the background 
color (Cedar ) are set the court and game lines. Basketball bound
aries are of Buff; baseball diamonds of Ivory Marble; vo lleybal l 
lines ( sides ) of light Green and (ends) of White. 
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A a _.. 

Fresh rn 
eats keep lender f 

convenient Servel or days in the 
meat keeper. 

FAMOUS 

Servel's big, convenient 

Frozen Food Locker stores up 

to 60 packages of frozen 
meats, poultry, vegetables, 

fruits, biscuits. It saves home 

makers hours of shopping 

time, helps them plan new 

and varied menus every sea 

son of the year. 

Garden fruits and vegetables 

stay at just-right tempera 

tures in Servel's big dew

a ction fresheners . Salad 

greens crisp up, perishables 

stay safe and appetizing . 

And there 's plenty of extra 

room, too, because shelves 

adjust to eleven positions. 

all, there's no ma 

chinery to cause noise or 

wear in the famous Servel 

Gas Refrigerator. Not a 

sing le moving part in its 

freezing system. As more 

than 2,000,000 happy 

owners know, Servel stays 

silent, lasts longer. 



FOR SILENCE AND DEPENDABILIT Y 

#6111 $17 Se,vel o#'e,s 
le/lt'INls gnQ owners eve/I mol'e 
For years a big favorite because of its 
silent, dependable operation, the famous 
Servel Gas Refrigerator now gives tenants 
and owners a wealth of new convenience. 

The new 194 7 Servel contains a big 
Frozen Food Locker that stores a bushel 
basketful of frozen foods. Moist cold and 
dry cold provide just-right temperatures 
for garden vegetables and meats. The new 
Servel flexible interior is adjustable to 
eleven positions for extra roominess. 
Shelves are Plastic Coated for the utmost 
in rust- and scratch-resistance. These great 
new features, plus Servel's famous silence, 
will win the applause of tenants everywhere. 

What's more, prewar installations have 

WHY SERVEL IS DIFFERENT • • • 

STAYS SILENT, LASTS LONGER 

proved that the Gas Refrigerator is ideal 
for rental properties. Owners have found 
that Servel performs faithfully year after 
year. Operating costs remain low. Service 
upkeep is held to a minimum. These impor
tant advantages are the result of Servel's 
amazingly simple, basically different 
method of operation. 

Specify the great 1947 Servel Gas Re
frigerator for the apartment buildings and 
homes you design, build, or manage. Plan 
now to provide outlets for Gas Refrigera
tion in your current designs and construc
tion work. Write today for the full story 
on the 1947 Servel. Address Servel, Inc., 
Evansville 20, Indiana. 

There is not a single moving part 
in the freezing system of a Servel. 
That's because this different re
frigerator operates on the con
tinuous-absorption principle of 
refrigeration. 

In a Servel Gas Refrigerator, 
the refrigerant is hermetically 
sealed in a set of vessels con
nected by tubes. A tiny gas flame 

is applied to the lowest vessel. As 
a result of the evaporation prop
erties of the refrigerant and the 
law of gravity, ice forms in an 
upper vessel. No machinery
motor, valves, pumps and com
pressors-is needed. Servel has 
no moving parts to get noisy or 
wear. Thus, the Gas Refrigerator 
stays silent, lasts longer. 

HERE 
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IS 
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1

SILENT ••• LASTS LONGER \ 

~ 7he ~ Refrlf'eru'ror 
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VIEWS 

DESIGNING THE SMALL HOUSE 

Dear Editor: 

What is the architect doing about the 
small house problem'? Professionally 
this has been and continues to be the 
subject of much discussion, particu
larly from the standpoint of fee for 
service. From t he profit basis, many 
architects have become convinced that 
small house work is a pleasure in which 
they cannot indulge for the standard 
consideration. Men in this category 
simply ignore their responsibility in the 
serious degradation of our national 
domestic architecture. 

In the past few months, various asso
ciations of architects have taken ac
tion to increase the standard fee from 
6% to 10% and in some instances even 
to 12 % . Few prospective owners of 
$10,000 houses can afford to spend one
quarter of the building cost for con
tractor's and architect's fees. The re
sult of the increase in fee , I believe, will 
be virtually the same as the individual's 
withdrawal from the field. 

Whether by personal choice or group 
defection, are architects to eliminate 
themselves from this important mar
ket? What is to become of our national 
architecture? Admittedly, office costs 
have risen and the need for profit is 
still fundamental. But as a group, ar
chitects must make a more concerted 
effort to stop the accelerated regres
sion in design. Various means are being 
tried or proposed to improve the situa
tion. Small homes bureaus (operating 
on a questionable basis, from the 
strictest ethical standard) can perform 
owners a real service. Prefabrication, 
if design standards can be maintained 
integrally with production and selling, 
can also do much. Some proponents go 
so far as to suggest that the govern
ment and other loaning ag·encies set up 
"to furnish architecturally designed 
house plans" as a part of the promo
tional service. All of these methods 
would entirely eliminate t he architect 
as an entity. He would exist as de
signer only without responsibi li ty and 
without personal identity. Whil e de
sign standards might be upheld more 
strictly by these means, much is left to 
be desired from the standpoint of super
vision in execution. 

Craftsmen, really architects, whose skill 
and taste in design fashioned our New 
England heritage in domestic archi 
tecture are almost nonexistent today. 
Such a condition need not prevail if 
reconsideration be g iven to the ethical 
barrier which precludes the architect 
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from exerc1smg his former and tradi
tional prerogative, that of building. For 
a fee less than is required under the 
separate fee for architect and contrac
tor, the architect-builder could perform 
a much better service for owners. The 
architect could afford to do this because 
of the minimized requirement of con
tract drawings, specifications, and cost 
accounting, and he could do this all at 
a profit. Various engineering and con
tracting firms perform a similar service 
for large industrial and commercial 
cli ents. But ethics, which permit com
petition between such organizations and 
architects, seem to be too hidebound to 
allow the practitioner himself to per
form a similar service for the pros
pective home builder. 

Now, if we as a profession are to en
force such a prohibi t ion upon ourselves, 
t hen one further alternative seems to 
present itself. Training of contractors, 
instilling a fundamental concept of good 
domestic design as well as an engineer
ing background to assure safe and well 
detailed construction, must be under
taken in our schools of architecture. 
State laws which now preclude persons 
not professionally certified from doing 
archi tectural work have only the legal 
status of safe construction to substan
t iate them. If contractors could qualify 
under a type of state approved regis
tration, contractor designers would 
take over t he architect's responsibility 
in t he small house field. 

It is a possibly jealous conclusion, but 
i t is my personal opinion that the pro
fession should come down from its high 
horse and assume the role by which it 
first set itself apart. We could then 
rebuild a fin e new American Archi-
tecture. 

KENNETH J. HEIDRICH 

Professor of Architecture 
The Pennsylvania State College 

DOUBLE-TAKE 

Deai· Editor: 
Thanks for the sheets illustrating the 
chapel of St. Francis in Brasil. This 
shows just how ridiculous some archi
tects are allowed to be in connection 
with church work. We will display this 
a t the forthcoming exhibit of church 
architecture at the National Arts Club, 
December 31 to January 4. 

With real appreciation, I am 
E. M. CONOVER, Director 
The Interdenominational Bureau 
of Architecture 

Hasty Planning 

United Nations Home Worthy 
of World Competition 

To tne New.York Herald Tribune: 
May I congratulate you on your 

excellent, though belated, editorial 
statement of the case for an inter
national competition for · a design 
of the United Nations headcuarters. 
As long ago as ·last March "Progres
sive Architecture" called editorially 
for such a competition, and as a re
sult received cables and letters in 
support of the principle from every 
part of the world. In addition· to 
the American Institute of Architec
ture, le Congres Internationaux 
D'Architccture Moderne and the 
Americaa Society of Planners and 
Architects have put themselves on 
record as favoring a competition. 
Architectural Journals in England, 
U. S. S. R., France, Australia, Ar
gentina, South Africa, Sweden. 
Switzerland, Italy, Greece and other_ 
countries have joined in urging that 
this important assignmen~ be made 
only on the basis of a competition. 
Hundreds of letters have been re
ceived from individual architects 
who did not believe that any other 
method of selection would be suit
able. 

All of this demand for an inter
national competition has been called 
to the attention of Trygve Lie, but it 
appears that the appointment of 
Wallace Harrison, an architect who 
has long been identified wi th the 
Rockefeller interests, was taken for 
granted when the Rockefeller gift of 
property was accepted. In the same 
way that all the criteria for site, 
established after a year's study by a 
board of technical experts, were 
ignored- when Turtle Bay was ac
cepted, so the many good reasons for 
determining the headquarters de
sign by a competition among the 
world 's · greatest architect~ were 
brushed aside. 

Mr. Harrison undoubtedly will 
direct design in a satisfactory man
ner. Unfortunately, however, t he 
architects and planners will always 
remember the assignment as a dis
graceful deal pushed through in an 
unnecei;sary rush, and the interna
tional pride in a world headquarters 
designed by fair competition will be 
lost. The people of the world who 
look to U. N. with new hope de
served better treatment. 

THOMAS H. CREIGHTON, 
Editor, "Progress! ve Architecture." 

j New York, Jan. 7, 1947. 

So that our readers who joined in our 
plea for a n international competition 
for U .N. headquarters may know of our 
final efforts, we are reproducing the 
above clipping. The previous day, Wal
lace K. Harrison had been named "Di
rector of Planning of the U.N. Perman
ent Headquarters." This occurred after 
Mr. Creighton had written his "Obser
vations" on page 116. 



Y ouR STRUCTURE is only as sound as its foundation. To determine what is 

under the surface of the ground, Raymond can secure samples of the material at 

the site of the structure, and obtain the necessary information upon which the 

engineer may base his foundation design, such as the density and thickness of 

the various strata. 

Let RAYMOND make your borings and give you a report of the boring specimens 

which, after testing in a laboratory, will permit the load bearing qualities of the 

soil to be determined. 

THE SCOPE OF RAYMOND'S ACTIVITIES 
includes every recoqnized type of pile foun 
dation-concrete. composite. precast, steel. 
pipe and wood. Also caissons. construction 
involving shore protection, ship building 
facilit ies, harb ::ir and river improvements 
and borings for soil investigation. 

RAYMOND 
CONCRETE PILE CO. 

Branch Ollices in Principal Cities 
of United States and Latin America 

140 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK 6, N. Y. 
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JOBS AND MEN 

MEN WANTED 

SENIOR ARCHITECTURAL DRAFT MEN 
a nd CONSTRUCTION INSPECTORS - by 
long es tablished Southwestern archi
tectural and engineering firm doing a 
general practice. In reply give age, ex
perience record, references, and salary 
desired. Haynes, Strange & Kirby, 
Architects-Engineers, 19th St. & Dixie 
Drive, Lubbock, Tex. 

DESIGNERS, TEACHERS-Georgia School 
of Technology neerls men for design of 
buildings in college expansion program, 
and additional instructors. Immediate 
need: someone to take charge of project 
and carry through working drawings, 
part of nine million dollar overall plan. 
Salary commensurate with respon sibili
t ies. Apply Harold Bush-Brown, De
partment of Archit ecture, Georgia 
School of Technology, Atlanta, Ga. 

For any building, there is no method of cleaning that will do the 
work faster, better or at lower cost than Spencer Central Vacuum 
Cleaning. 

Factual data is available for every type of building, every kind 
of surface or equipment to be cleaned. 

Complete Spencer Data is available to architects. Write on 
your letterhead, please. 

SP~.~0RER VACUUM 
0 

CLEANING 
THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY, HARTFORD 6, CONN. 
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SEVERAL ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMEN
thoroughly experienced, able to prepare 
preliminaries, working drawings, etc., 
familiar a ll phases architectural draft
ing. Must think, draw along modern 
trend. Work on postwar theaters and 
diversified projects. Excellent oppor
tunity for permanent position. Write 
education, experience, salary, to M. J. 
DeAngelis, R.A., 1404-1405 Temple 
Bldg., Rochester, N. Y. 

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMEN-excellent 
openings for well qualified men. Diver
sified work on permanent structures. 
Good salaries and working conditions 
in ideal climate. Write P.O. Box 308, 
Santa Fe, N. M., stating educational 
background and experience, salary re
quirements, and availability. 

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN-thorough
ly experienced, capable of preparing 
working drawings and details from 
ketches. Long established office doing 

residential, commercial, school, and 
church work. Permanent position, ex
cellent future for right man. Write 
full particulars regarding education, 
experience, age, and salary desired. 
Crutchfield and Palm, Architects, 09 
Pine St., Chattanooga, Tenn. 

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN - compe
tent to develop complete working draw
ings and details from sketches. State 
starting salary expected, and address 
Frampton and Bowers, P.O. Box 637, 
Huntington 11, W. Va. 

SPECIFICATION WRITER-opening in Fort 
Myers office for first-class man experi
enced in architectural and equipment 
specifications for general and neuropsy
chiatric hospitals. Six months' employ
ment guaranteed; permanent position 
for right man. Furnished apartment 
available at low rent. Write air mail, 
Fort Myers, Fla., P.O. Drawer 310, 
describing training, experience, and 
stating salary expected. Bail, Horton 
& Associates, Architects & Engineers. 
GRADUATE ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEER
at least 2 years' experience in concrete, 
steel, and general building design and 
supervision. Fine future, good starting 
salary with progressive people. Box 
34 7, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 
SPECIFICATION WRITERS-must be ex
perienced in large projects and able to 
produce. Salaries range from $5,000 to 
$6,500 per year. Send record of train
ing and experience and samples of 
work, which will be returned. Box 350, 
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 
FOUR STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS-who can 
make designs, details, and structural 
drawings for steel and reinforced con
crete for large buildings. Must have 
good experience and background. Salary 
$6,000 per year. Send full information 
and examples of work. Box 351, PRO
GRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 
FIVE TOP ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS
must have background in designing and 
planning large projects. Salaries $6,000 
to $6,500. Send record of training and 
experience and samples of work. Box 
352, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

(Continued on paqe 12) 
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SUN SCREEN 
o~ 11LOCKS SUN HEAT RAYS 

THE WINDOW 

l~ ~ 
The most efficient (~' 

shading de vice ever developed 

Comparative tests prove KoolShade gives 
more effective shade than awnings, vene
tian blinds or window shades. Up to 903 
of sun heat rays are blocked and radiated 
outside the window. Vision from inside is 
not cut-off or blurred ... every elusive 
breeze drifts through. Paper-thin slats, in 
effect, form a miniature outside venetian 
blind. Sun-exposed rooms stay as much 
as 15 degrees cooler. 

N O TE TH ESE VALU AB LE FEATU R ES 

• Permanently set at 17° angle for greatest shading efficiency. 

• Prevents the fading of valuable drapes and furnishings. 

• Easy and inexpensi ve to install- wi ll not rust, rot or rattle. 

• Fi ts neatly and smoothly into modern architectural design. 

• Durable bronze KoolShade also effective as insect screen. 

~ r11~~ • -0~~ 
OOL~HAuE SUN SCREEN 

Air conditioning becomes 
more effective and less costly 

Sun heat rays pouring through unshaded win
dows build up room temperatures and put a heavy 
load on air conditioning equipment. The Amer
ican Society of Heating and Ventilating Engi
neers state in their 1940 guide, ", .. by reflect
ing, absorbing and radiating most of the sun's 
heat rays outside the window, KoolShade has 
been shown to account for as much as 75% of 
the cooling necessary." 

An overloaded air-conditioning unit can be
come effective by installing KoolShade. On new 
installations an excellent cooling job can be ac
comphshed with hghter, less expensive equipment 
if KoolShade is used on all sun exposed windows 
- e lectricity and maintenance costs are lowered 
by reducing the load on present equipment. 

Ingersoll Steel Di vis ion 
Borg-Warne r Corp., Dept. 12 
310 South Michigan Ave., Chicago 4 , Il l. 

Please send £ree sa mpJe and literature. 

N a m e .. . ... .. . ... .. . .......................... . . . 

Com pany .... . .................................. . 

A dd ress ........................................ . 
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JOBS AND MEN 
(Continued from page 10) 

FOUR ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMEN -
need not be top designer but must be 
able to make good accurate working 
drawings. Men of expe1·ience only. 
Salaries $4,000 to $5,000. Send full in
formation and record of training, in
cluding blueprints of work. Box 353, 
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

Two EXCELLENT, EXPERIEN ED ME
CHANICAL ENGINEERS-who can design 
plumbing, heating, and air conditioning 
for office buildings, theatres, and other 
structures. Require best of training 
and good background of projects de-

signed. Must be able to make good 
working drawings and write specifica
tions. Salaries $6,000 to $6,500. Send 
full information as to training and 
experience. Box 354, PROGRE SJVE AR
CHITECTURE. 
Two ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS - well 
trained in fluorescent lighting, under
floor duct and power designs for hotels, 
large apartments, office buildings, and 
churches. Send list of former employers 
and complete record of education and 
experience. Salaries $6,000 to $6,500. 
Box 355, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

PARTNERSHIPS 
FIRST CLASS INTERIOR DESIGNER-de
sires partnership. Architectural back
ground, 30 years' experience in design 

Use the time-proved, dependable 
Barber- Colman RADIO CONTROL 

for garage doors 

• 

We designed, built, and installed Radio Control for garage doors in 
1926- neady 20 years ago! Between then and 1936 we redesigned the 
units severa! times, simplifying the equipment and improving its de
pendability of operation. For the last 9 years (except for the war period) 
we have been offering a successful system which has proved its reliabi lity 
in hundreds of satisfactory installations. With indications of a growing 
demand for chis outstanding convenience in post-war homes, we urge 
you co investigate the distinctive features of the BARBER-COLMAN 
Radio Control. Your Barber-Colman representative has complete infor
mation or, if you prefer, we will be glad co send you our descriptive 
literature. Be ready to specify BARBER-COLMAN time-proved, de
pendable RADIO CONTROL for garage doors! 
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of modern stores, showrooms, offices, 
residences, and furniture. Some capital 
available for exi ting or new business. 
Box 346, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

ARCHITECT-desires association or part
nership with established architect. Good 
designer and all around architectural 
man of wide experience with housing, 
hospitals, commercial, public, ecclesias
tical, industrial, chola tic, and other 
types of buildings. Registered in several 
states. Box 348, PROGRES IVE AR HITEC
TURE. 

REGISTERED ARCHITECT-intere ted in 
partnership, chief architect, or other 
business position requiring design, im
agination, or supervision of other . Age 
40, with 19 years' experience in all 
phases of architectural practice. Defi
nite future leading to greater scope and 
responsibility should be available. Will
ing to leave country. Two years' foreign 
experience in key architectural posi
tions. Box 349, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITEC
TURE. 

CIVIL ENGINEER, DESIGNER-32, regis
tered New York State, recently dis
charged Army officer, excellent record 
of 11 years' experience as designer of 
structures and uti li ties, desires partner
ship in architectural or engineering 
firm. References exchanged. Will invest 
up to $10,000. Box 344, PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE. 

JOBS WANTED 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER-can lay out, de
sign, and write specifications for indus
trial, commercial, utility, or in titution
al electrical installations. Registered 
(Illinois). Box 325, PROGRESSIVE ARCHI
TECTURE. 

DRAFTING WORK w ANTED - structural 
plans for architects and engineer . Shop 
plans for steel fabricators, bending de
tails and bar schedules for concrete 
work; mechanical designs, details, and 
developments. By competent, registered 
engineers. Georgia Detailers Associa
tion, P.O. Box 191, East Point, Ga. 

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER - professional 
license, seek connections with archi
tects for structural design services; fee 
on hourly or tonnage basis; buildings, 
foundations, waterfront structures, al
terations; N. Y. metropolitan area; in
quiries invited. Box 356, PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE. 

MANUFACTURING, CONSTRUCTION, INDUS
TRIAL, OR PRODUCT DESIGN position de
sired. Age 33, university graduate, 
with European study. Experienced in 
industrial production, office manage
ment, advertising, product design, and 
styling. Now head of engineering de
partment in diversified engineering and 
product development organization. Box 
357, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER - with long 
and varied experience in public build
ings, theaters, churches, and residences. 
Artistic ability, specializing on per
Ruectives in different media. Desires 
position preferably in Southwest. N. M., 
Room 1703, 22 W. Monroe, Chicago, Ill. 
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NO MORE STUMBLING 
AROUND IN THE DARK 

TRYING TO FIND A FUSE 

~Es~ ~ 0
"Es YOUR s£1l"'' 

TRUMBULL © ELECTRIC 

MULTI BREAKERS 
When you install a Trumbull Multibreaker you have assured Convenience, Economy and Reliabil
ity in modern circuit breaker protection for lighting circuits, small motors, appliances, water 
heaters, ranges and oil burners. 

On overloads or short circuits, the Multibreaker automatically and instantly trips. On, Off and 
Tripped positions are indicated on the handle. To restore a tripped circuit merely move the 
handle from neutral position to Off ... then to On. No fuses are needed. There's nothing to 
renew. No live parts are exposed even when restoring current. 

Trumbull's complete line for residential use is shown below ... and there's also a wide selection 
of industrial Multibreakers. See your Trumbull wholesaler for the capacities you need ... make it 
Multibreaker for safe, durable protection ... specify Trumbull for streamlined, compact design. 

THE TRUMBULL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Plainville, Connecticut 

Other factories at Norwood, 0.-Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles 

MO M MB 
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THIS MONTH 

LOUIS JUSTEMENT 

MARCEL BREUER 

LE CORBUSIER 
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ILSE MEISSNER 

The author of the straightforward 
statement on housing construction to
day (p. 41) is Eugene Raskin, assistant 
professor of architecture at Columbia 
University. He attended the National 
Academy of Design, New York, re
ceived his B.A. and B. Arch. from Co
lumbia, a nd became a Fellow at the 
Institute of Art and Archeology in 
Paris. A registered architect in Penn
sylvania, he practiced with Carrere & 
Hastings and with Cyrus Wood Thomas. 
He has been teaching at Columbia since 
1935, also finding time for much writing 
on architecture. 

The restudy of the Jacob Riis and Lil
lian Wald Housing Projects in New 
York (n. 42) is the work of Ilse Meiss
ner. Versatile Miss Meissner first 
studied industrial design at Pratt In
stitute New York, and worked for a 
time with Russell Wright. She next 
took up scu lpture at the Art Students 
League and Columbia University. Then, 
in 1943, she returned to Pratt to study 
architecture. Her restudy of the hous
ing projects i·epresents her thesis sub
mitted for the B. Arch. degree. Miss 
Meissner is at present with Ketchum, 
Gina & Sharp, architects of New York. 

Well suited to comment on Miss Meiss
ner's housing study is the Washington, 
D. C., architect, Louis Justement. In 
practice in Washington since 1919, Mr. 
Justement has to his credit many large
scale housing projects, both public and 
private. H e is the author of a book on 
urban planning, "New Cities for Old," 
and is the present chairman of the 
A.I.A. Committee on Urban Planning 
and also the newly formed Interprofes
sional Urban Planning Committee. He 
is a Fellow of the A .I.A. and regional 
director of the Middle Atlantic District. 

The newsworthy suburban house at 
Lawrence. Long Island (p. 50) is the 
work of Marcel Breuer, architect and 
educator, now on leave of absence from 

EUGENE RASKIN 

Harvard University and practicing in 
New York. Born in Hungary, he gradu
ated from a local gymnasium and began 
to study art in Vienna, but was dis
satisfied and soon went on to the newly 
established Bauhaus at Weimar. He 
received his M. Arch. there in 1924, and 
a professorship the next year in the 
reorganized Bauhaus at Dessau. His 
research in furniture design resulted 
in his invention of the tubular steel 
chair. While in private architectural 
practice in Berlin (1926-1931), he began 
his studies of prefabricated low-cost 
housing. When he left Germany to 
travel extensively through Europe and 
North Africa, be took part in organiza
tion of C.I.A.M. After a partnership 
with F . R. S. Yorke in London came 
the professorship in the Department of 
Architecture at Harvard, where he re
sumed his association with Gropius, this 
time in desi1rning houses as well a s in 
teaching. The productive Gropius-

(Continued on page 16) 

PUBLISHING DIRECTOR 
The preparation and publication of 
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE is 
now under supervision of John Goddard 
Belcher, appointed Publi hin g Director 
t he first of this year. He has been with 
the magazine sin ce 1937. 

Belcher received architectural training 
at the University of Illinois (1922-1926) 
and lived in Chicago a nd Winnetka until 
1943. He is a son of H. D. Belcher, 
Senior rchitectural Examiner for 
FHA in Chicago, and a nephew of the 
late Daniel H. Burnham, early town 
planner and distinguished member of 
the profession. 



A typical Tile-Tex As
phalt Tile installation 
in a school corridor. 

~ un\e fee1 ... 
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.. 
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Active youngsters! Whole armies of them-sliding, 
running, scuffling and marching over school floors the 
co1111tr)' over. W'hat an unfailing test this is of any floor's 
ability to withstand a consistently heavy flood of traffic 
over the years-without showing visible signs of wear! 

Tile-Tex is a tough, durable asphalt tile that' s 
especially suited to the heavy punishment given a 
floor by normal school traffic. It has been floor
tested in hundreds of schools everywhere ... for as 
many as twenty years ... without visible signs of 
wear. No wonder so many architects specify Tile
Tex for today's schools. 

Furthermore, Tile-Tex is available in bright, 
clean, permanent colors, (both plain and marble
ized) , plus a wide range of accessories, including 
feature strips and custom-made inserts-assuring 
architects complete freedom of floor design in class
rooms or corridors, cafeteria, auditorium or any 
special room. 

Tile-Tex is easy tO clean and resistant to stains 
a nd scars. Its resilient slip-safe surface reduces floor 
noise and provides firm footing. And it stays down 
when installed over concrete floors a tor below grade. 

Ask us to have an experienced Tile-Tex field man 
call on you with the approved Tile-Tex Contractor 
in your city. They will be glad to help you with any 
of your floor problems. The Tile-Tex Company, 
Inc., Chicago Heights, Illinois. 

T I L E • T ] X ASPHALT T I L E ............................................................... 
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QUICK 
oELIVERYI 

Montgomery Elevator Com
pany has been able to in
"ease production facilities 
to a point where quick 
delivery can be made on 
Standard Model Hydraulic 
Elevators. 
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FEATURES 
INITIAL LOW COST - Montgomery 
Hydraulic Elevators . . . . both freight 
and passenger . . . eliminate building 
cost of penthouse. Load bearing walls 
are unnecessary. Designed and built 
to meet service requirements where 
travel is limited to 36 feet. 
OPERATIONAL ECONOMY - Hy
draulic principle reduces operation ex
penses. All down travel by gravity. 
STANDARDIZATION - Montgomery 
takes the lead in standardizing com
plete installations. From years of ex
perience and thousands of jobs, sev
eral standard selections where chosen. 
This assures better delivery, lower cost. 
SERVICE - Montgomery direct fac
tory agents and branch offices in all 
principal localities offer the highest in 
efficient and prompt service. 
Get complete details. Write for new 

Montgomery Hydraulic 
Elevator folder. 

THIS MONTH 

(Continued from paqe 14) 

Breuer partnership was dissolved in 
1941, with Breuer continuing his teach
ing until the summer of 1946. Since 
that time he has been located in New 
York with an over-full schedule of ar
chitectural commissions, planning re
search, and design. 

Le Corbus ier comments on architecture 
and urbanism and, for illustration, Ci
dade dos Motores (September 1946 
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE) on page 
67 of this issue. An active and momen
tous career was started in 1919 when 
Le Corbusier founded and directed 
"L'Esprit Nouveau." He gained in fame 
as a result of his advanced design, done 
in collaboration with Pierre Jeanneret, 
submitted in the international compe
tition for the League of Nations Build
ing at Geneva. Cities all over the world 
have commissioned Le Corbusier to im
part his views and suggestions on ur
banism and archi tecture, and he has 
designed many well known buildings 
in Europe and South America. He holds 
membership in leading professional and 
honorary societies, and has recently 
completed his work as the head of the 
French Mission on architecture and ur
banism to t he United States. 

T. H. ROBSJOHN -GIBBINGS 

T. H. Robs john-Gibbings, after "a 
murky past invo1vmg antique trading," 
s tarted design ing modern furniture in 
the late 1920's. Hi s work has ranged 
through furnishings for airports, mer
cha.ndisin_g- salons, and houses "from the 
Hollywood colossus to the straight and 
narrow medium-sized of Long Island." 
He tells us of his hope that posterity 
will credit him "with originating louvre
front drawers, the use of rawhide on 
furniture, the large low sofa table, the 
use of bleached birch in cabinet making, 
and the one-inch plate glass for large 
table tops." Some of his latest designs, 
to be manufactured by the Widdicomb 
Furniture Company of Grand Rapids, 
Michig an, are presented on page 69. 

(Continued on paqe 18) 



put 

into YOl!V~lans 
/ wit~ 
t~e NEW 

Curtis Woodwork This new C11rtis e11tra11ce-Desig11 C-1733 - can be 11sed s11ccessf11lly on 
011e or two-story bo11ses of any stmctural material. H. Roy Kelley, architect. 

COST need not be the enemy of 
bea uty-if you include the new 

Curtis Woodw ork in your house plans. 
For Curtis entrances-mantels-china 
closets-stairw ays and other stock 
woodwork-will fit into the most mod
erate building budget. And the great 
variety of Curtis Woodwork gives you 
freedom in planning to fit a wide va
riety of individual needs and tastes. 
Architecturally correct in design-built 

like fine furniture-Curti s Woodwork 
is the answer when beauty and quality, 
at reasonable cost, are demanded. 

Ask your Curtis dealer to show you 
the new Curtis Woodwork Style Book 
-an entirely new and different way of 
presenting the new Curtis woodwork 
line. Measuring 15 x 19 inches, this 
book contains 100 pages of beautiful 
woodwork styles in natural home set
tings-many photographs in full color. 

Beautiful new china 
c loset by Ca m eron 
Clark, architect. A 
f ormal a 11d dignified 
desig n that is best suit
ed to large rooms.Also 
made with op e11 /ro11t. 
Corner i nsta l lation 
only. D esign C-6505. 

M a il the coupo n for complete, 
i llustrated l iterature. 

The bowed fascia of 
this Curtis 111a11tel ac
centuates its simple 
cha rm. One of the 
111a11y new C111·tis de
signs, it fo llows the 
tradition of the 18th 
Cent u ry. D esign 
C-6-074, by George If/. 
Stoddard, architect. 

-------------------------~-----
C11r tis sta11d"rd stair 
/1a1· t s make 11p t his 
beau t ifu l stairway. 
Thesepai·tsallowwid
est latitude i11 desig11-
i11g stairways for any 
size and style hom e. 

Curtis Companies Service B ureau 
PA-2W, Curtis Buildin g 
C linton, I owa 

Gentlemen: Please send me bookl e<s on the new Curtis 
Woodwork and the oew Silenti re Window line. 

Na111e ....... . ................... . ................•... 

Address .................................. . ......... . . . 

City . ........................ . ...... State . . . ......... . . 
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MODERN APPEARANCE 

AND CLEANLINESS · 

Ceiling hung Weisort installation in the Biological 
Science Building, University of Kentucky, Lexington, 
Kentucky, Ernest V. Johnson, Architect, University 
of Kenrucky. 

CEILING 

HUNG WEISART 
FLUSH COMPARTMENTS 

Ceiling hung Weisart flush compartments, equally for reasons 
of appearance and cleanliness, are particularly adapted to latest 
trends in the design of public buildings. Thorough floor clean
ing is quickly and economically accomplished, as all parts of 
the compartments are without floor contact. 

Weisart partitions and doors are of highest class flush steel 
construction. Bonderized galvanized steel is finished with syn
thetic gum enamel baked at high temperature, affording triple 
protection against corrosion. Durable and lustrous finish may 
be had in a wide range of colors. Weisart compartments are 
thoroughly field tested. The cost is moderate. 

Send now for detailed description and specifications. 

HENRY WEIS MANUFACTURING CO., INC o 
22 1 WEISART BUILDING , E LKHART , IN D IA NA 
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I NEXT MONTH I 

e Building projects as diverse as a 
small opera building and a "face-lift
ing" for an entire blockfront of stores 
will be presented in March. The opera 
building is on the grounds of Tangle
wood, in the Massachusetts Berkshires, 
where the Boston Symphony's summer 
concerts are given. This severely simple 
all-wood structure, designed by Saari
nen, Swanson & Saarinen, provides an 
auditorium with superb acoustics for 
1200 to hear small operatic productions 
and concerts. The next issue will also 
include a series of offices for the Hanson 
Glove Company, New York, cleverly 
schemed by Kim Hoffman and Stephen 
Heidrich within the usual, alley-like 
rental bay of a large city office building. 
Sanders & Malsin's wholesale renova
tion of stores in Corning, New York, 
demonstrates the possibilities of design
ing exceedingly various and imagina
tive display fronts, while still retaining 
design coordination. Two houses will be 
featured, one a frame and masonry 
house on a Massachusetts hillside, by 
Hugh Stubbins; the other a little one
floor home in California, by William T. 
Dreiss. 

e Completing the editorial presenta
tions next month will be a city plan for 
Daytona, Florida, by Arthur McVoy, 
comprising suggested solutions for the 
problems of this growing community, 
elements of which are applicable to 
similar fast-expanding cities through
out the country. 

NOTICES 
VERNON DEMARS will join the faculty 
of the School of Architecture and Plan
ning at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology for the spring term. He 
will also maintain his office in Washing
ton in order to continue work on a cur
rent cooperative scheme. Also at M.I.T. 
now are RALPH RAPSON, who has joined 
the faculty, and CARL KOCH, who lec
tures part of each week. 

The architectural practice formerly con
ducted by KASSLER, ALEXANDER & 
BOWLES will be continued under the new 
firm name of KENNETH KASSLER, ASSO
CIATES. RAYMOND A. BOWERS, R.A., will 
remain in association on certain proj
ects. Office of the firm is at 18 assau 
St., Princeton, N. J. 

HANS PETER NELSON, industrial desig
ner, now is located in Park Ridge, Ill. 

KETCHUM, GINA & SHARP have an
nounced the removal of their architec
tural office to 227 E. 44th St., New York 
17, N. Y. 

The SOCIETY OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS 
has announced the new location of their 
offices at 48 E. 49th St., New York 17, 
N. Y. 



TWO LINES OF PITTCO METAL 
superbly styled for distinctive store fronts 

The continued popularity of Pittco De Luxe Store Front 

Metal is a tribute to the careful planning, both func
tional and artistic, that went into its preparation. Be

cause it was designed all at one time, the Pittco De 
Luxe line exhibits a pleasing harmony of appearance 
among its members ... and its many sashes, bars and 
mouldings permit the architect to work with a wide 
variety of combinations in designing impressive store 
fronfs. Its finish is satin-smooth, rich in tone and gloss, 
and its extruded method of manufacture assures rug
ged strength and clear, sharp profiles. With architects 
and owners alike, Pittco De Luxe is first choice for 
top qualify installations. 

Pittco Premier is lighter in weight and more moder

ately priced than Pittco De Luxe, but into its design 
hos gone the same imaginative styling that has made 

its companion line so popular. Pittco Premier displays 
on equally harmonious relationship among members, 
and has the same rich, smooth finish. Pittco Premier 
construction is unique. It is set quicker and easier than 
any other metal construction. Setting operations are 
carried on from outside and the procedure is so simple 
that a substantial saving in setting time is effected. 
Speed of installation, light weight and moderate price 
make Pittco Premier the ideal choice for jobs where 
quality and economy are equally important. 

rlTTCO STORE FR.ONT METAL 

(fc] 0

P11"BUR6H
0 ~fofi2~<;7tfus ~~ 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 
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When the b\ueprints ca\\ for 
RADIANT HEATING • • • 

here's why you'll want C'~~ 

YOU'RE designing for Lasting 
appreciation. So, for the radianr 

heating system, be sure to include 
copper tube in your specifications. The 
great durability and long-range 
economy of Chase Copper Tube 
mean a satisfied clienr, and satisfied 
clients build business and prestige 
for you. 

You boost your stock with heating 
conrractors, too, when the specifi
cations call for Chase Copper Tube. 

It's easy co bend, light in weight, 
comes in long lengths, and is sold 
through plumbing and heating 
wholesalers throughout the country. 

The demand for Chase Copper 
W acer Tube is so great that we are 
not able to satisfy it at all times. 
However, the technical information 
is now available to you for future 
planning. For a complimentary copy 
of our new handbook write, on busi
ness letterhead, co D ept. PA-27. 

Chase 
BRASS & COPPER CO. 

This is rhe Cliosct Nerworlc-handiesl way lo buy brass --- I N c o R P o R A T E o 

7 Reasons 

WHY CHASE COPPER TUBE 

FOR RADIANT HEATING 

1. EASY TO BEND 

2. LIGHT IN WEIGHT 

3. SOLDERED FITTINGS 

4. SMALL DIAMETERS 

S. LONG LENGTHS 

6. LOW COST 

7. LONG LIFE 

Waterbury 91, Connecticut 
SUISIDIUT OF UU£CDTT CDPPEI CDIPOIATIU 

ALBANYt ATLANTAt BALTIMORE BOSTON CHICAGO CINCINNATI CLEVELAND DETROIT HOUSTON! INDIANAPOLIS JACKSONVILLE! KANSAS CITY, MO. LOS ANGELES MILWAUKEE 

MINNEAPOLIS NEWARK NEW ORLEANS NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH PROVIDENCE ROCHESTER I SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE ST. LOUIS WASHINGTON! (flndicol•• Solo• Office Only) 
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aed adverd .... 
p gram co drive home the oublaacliag ad· 

T1U1cqea o( Radiant Headas hi "'' "'falwu. 
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INDEPENDENCE INDEMNITY • Frank Arena, Sculptor 

Insurance Companies 
make Limestone a policy 

* These are only a few of the great insurance institutions of 
America to choose Indiana Limestone for their own buildings. 

Our Technical Division, with a century's experience in all 
applications of the nation 's most frequently specified brtilding stone, 
offers you personal counsel on questions unanswered by our 
Sweet's File Catalog. 

INDIANA LIMESTONE INSTITUTE 
P. 0. B 0 X 4 71 • BED F 0 RD, IND I AN A 

You are invited to forward plans and specifications to the In

stitute for competitive cost estimates by member companies 

FIDELITY MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. OF NORTH AMERICA 
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ACACIA MUTUAL 
Washington, 0 . C., Shreve, 
Lamb & Harmon, Architects 

BANKERS LIFE 
Des Moines, Tinsley, 
McBroom & Higgins, Architects 

CANADA LIFE 
Toronto, Sproatt & Rolph, Architects 

FIDELITY MUTUAL 
Philadelphia, Zantzinger, 
Borie & Medary, Architects 

ILLINOIS LIFE 
Chicago, Holabird & Root, Architects 

INSURANCE COMPANY 
OF NORTH AMERICA 
New York City, Shreve, 
Lamb & Harmon, Architects 

JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL 
Boston, Cram & Ferguson, Architects 

LIBERTY MUTUAL 
Boston, Chester Lindsay Churchill Architect 

LONDON GUARANTEE 
& ACCIDENT 
Chicago, A. L. Alschuler, Architect 

MANHATTAN LIFE 
New York City, W. L. Rouse, Architect 

MEDICAL PROTECTIVE 
Fort Wayne, Pohlmeyer & Pohlmeyer, Architects 

NEW YORK LIFE 
New York City, Cass Gilbert. Architect 

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL 
Milwaukee, Holabird & Root, Architects 

PROVIDENT LIFE 
Philadelphia , Cram & Ferguson, Architects 

SOCIAL SECURITY 
Washington, D. C. 



* 
The Modern, Economical Way 
to Air Condition Apartments * 

This isometric shows the simple manner in which apartments 
can be air conditioned with Chrysler Airtemp Packaged Air 
Conditioners. Here a single three horsepower unit cools, 
humidifies, filters and circulates the conditioned air co an 
entire suite-automatically. Packaged Air Conditioners take 
up little space, and single or multiple installations are easy 
co make. Backed by the famous engineering and quantity 
production skill of Chrysler Corporation, they are famous 
for long life and low operating cost. For details, write 
Airtemp Division of Chrysler Corporation, Dayton 1, Ohio; 
in Canada-Therm-0-Rice Products, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario. 

FOR EVERY BUSINESS 

PACKAGED AIR CONDITIONING 

HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING • COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION 
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Washrooms are one of the four most important [actors in good working coudilions- according to a sun·ey i11 mo plants. 

''IltereS no excuse.far run-down wasltrooms!" 

ED: "If you do a decent day's work you deserve a decent 
place to clean up in-lilce this one for example." 

JOE: " I have a lot of respect for the management here. 
They see to it that these washrooms are kept right!" 

W HEN men and women worker from coast to coa t 
were asked what they con idered the most im

portant factors in good working cond itions they an
swered: good washrooms, adequate lighting, safety de
vices and proper ventilation. 

This research study shows that well -kept washrooms 
equ ipped with plenty of hot water, soap and good qual
ity individual paper towels definitely contribute to a 
pleasant relationship between employees and manage
ment. Good washrooms also help reduce the number of 
ab ences due to illness by helping check the spread of 
colds and germ . 
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Haven't you yourself been irritated by a poorly 
pl an ned, badly equ ipped washroom? Was hrooms 
should be "Health Zones," not "Germ Exchanges" -
"morale-booster ," not "temper-testers." 

Good Washrooms begin at the Drawing 
Board - Good \Yashrooms a re a result of 
C'areful thinking and planning in the blue
print stage. For pract iC"a 1 suggestions on 
rnodern washroom layout, turn to our 
four pages in Sweet's catalog- or ca ll on 
the Scott Washroom A<lYisory Sen·ice, 
Scott Pape r Com pany, Chesler, Pa. 

SCOTTISSUE TOWELS 
STAY TOUGH WHEN WET 

T 1a t1 .. ~.tr k is ' 'Scu t l'hinue,'' ' 'Wui.hroom Advisor)' Sen·ice '' ReK. U.S. l'at. Olf. 



DRAMATIC SIMPLICITY 
dat Designed by Architect Will iam N . 

D e nton , Jr . , W as hin g to n , D . C. 
Conl!lu lting A rchilccll!I: Ketchum , Gina 
11 nd Shurp, N ew York. 

iHIJitt!J' cuei~/ 

Thi torefr nt attrac ts attention and centers 

intere ton tore m er handise. It says "shoe ' 

- " quality shoes"-with emphasis but without 

bizarre effec t . 

Xote how the wall-to-' all plate glass and 

Tuf-Jlex* doors give a full view of the st ore 

interior, mark it as a fashion leader for acces

sories. PJa te glass cases di play additiona l 

i tern without impairing visibility of the store 

in terior. The Vi ual F ront floods the s tore 

with da ylight- at night makes it a mammo th 

:ihowcase. 

The Visual F ront is not a fixed t ype of 

front- it is as elas tic as the m erchandising 

r equirements of the store-as flexible in design 

as the location demands. Our storefront book

let s contain many ideas which y ou may find 

helpful in storefront design. Write for them. 

Libbey ·Owem;·Ford Glass Company, 7127 

Iicholas B ldg. , T oledo 3, Ohio. 

* Reg. U. S. Pot. Off. 

LIBBEY• OWENS• FORD 
a§'~/V~#v GLASS 
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U",.,ton<. .. \ Jt, 

~-= ... ... ..... 
~: ~·'!::'.::~~ .. ....... 
A a C M I 1 ,c; 1 S 

llall8.119r 
J.~~~ ~·Diviaion 
Ile~ eo. 
National GypSUID 
Buf!alo, N. 1 · 

• OUR THANKS TO EMERY ROTH & SONS 
for this letter about the Gold Bond 2" Solid 
Partition System. Architects everywhere are 
discovering that this system increases the 
actual rentable space of a building by 7 %/ The 
special adjustable metal base allows for simple, 
speedy construction. The resulting walls -
made entirely of guaranteed Gold Bond Prod
ucts -are fireproof, durable and effectively 
cut down room-to-room noise. Write us for 
complete descriptive details (specify Form 
1080). Or refer to our section of Sweet's. 

1 r . H . 1 

Oct.ober 28, 1946 

Dear Jlr. R1811' ld Bond 2• Solid 'Parti~i~~en-
uaed the Go ughout an " g 

In 1941 we h t}'llfl Metal Base t~ 90th street and 
System ~t~~~o~~sape.rt1118Dt building a 

story 'Park 'lie et• 11111ch so that 
Central ery satis!aot.orJ• ~ition syetell 

The results wereth "'Gold Bond 2• Solid Enclosed 1& 
1ty1ng e same sUe • h 

we are again spec l apartments o! the ted at JOO F.ast 57t 
!or thre• addition& o! them t.o be erec 

rspecti•• o! one 
a pe ~• infor-
street. would be intereetecl. in t~• 

118 relt tb&t you 

mat1on. 

Enclosure 

You'll build or 
remodel better with 

Gold.Bond 
NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY 

B U FF A l 0 2, N. Y. 

Over 150 Gold Bo" d 811ilding Prod11cl$ inc/11di'1g gypsum 
lath, plaster, lime, gypsum sheathing, rock. wool it1s11latio11, 
wallboards, metal lath products and /Jartition systems. wall 
11ai111 and aco11 ftical materials. 
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CORRUGATED TRANSITE~ .. for the complete exterior 

*Transite is a regis tered Johns-Manville tra d e mark 

For buildings large and small, industry uses Johns-Manville Corrugated Transite 

for the entire exterior- roofs as well as side walls. Transite needs no upkeep 

Whether it's used for a one-story utility building or a 
multiple-story factory, J-M Corrugated Transite meets 
all the modern requirements for anracrive design and 
streamlined construction. 

EASY TO BOLT TO STEEL EASY TO SAW 

Johns-Manville 
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... can't rot ••. can't burn ••• can't rust 

It builds fasc! And it's built to 
last! Corrugated Transite is a 
rigid asbestos sheet thac pro
vides durable, weatherproof 
walls and roofs for buildings 
of every size and design. 

Wha t ever your industry, 
whatever type of bui lding, you 
can use Transite for both new 
and remodeled s tructures, and 
cut construction costs. 

T he large convenien t sheets, 
wit h their u n us u al strength 
further increased by corruga
tions, permit a minimum of 
framing. They're quickly and 
ea ily ap plied, and when alter· 

ati ons are necessary can be 
completely salvaged. 

You save on maintenance, 
too. Made of asbestos and ce
ment, practically indestructible 
materia ls, Transice requires no 
preservatives . .. remains virtu
ally maincenance-free. 

For more details, writeJohns
Manville, Dept. PA-2, Box 290, 
New York 16, N. Y. 

Because of the unprecedented de
mand for J-M Building Materials, 
there may be times when we can
not mak-e immediate delivery. \Vie 
urge )'Ou co anticipate your needs. 

EASY TO NAIL TO WOOD 



INSTALL STEEL PIPING 

ADEQUATE FOR TOMORROW'S NEEDS 

Because Mom's doing 
the Laundry ! 

/f 0~=--------, /J-- ("'~.Ip> 

( ~~ I 
~,~1\ 
1~/ 

THIS little domestic dilemma is all 
too familiar to many an American home. The 
second floor faucets dribble because the 
basement laundry tubs are in use. 

Maybe the water pipes did look big enough 
to the builder when the house was built years 
ago. But now there are too many outlets, too 
many fixtures, too many needs for water. 

For new homes to be built or old homes to 
be modernized, you can contribute to better, 
more comfortable living by providing an ade
quate supply of water. That requires larger 
steel pipe-pipe the experts a few years ago 
might have called "oversize." Watch espe
cially that run from the street main to the 
house, and the meter size to provide for 
future additional fixtures. 

Always remember this: No more water 
can be delivered than pipes can carry under 
existing city pressures. The best way to 
insure an adequate water supply is to use 
steel pipe of an adequate size. The addi
tional cost to install steel pipe of adequate 
size is very small. 

PIPE AND TUBULAR PRODUCTS • CONDUIT • BARS • RODS • COLD DRAWN CARBON STEEL ROUNDS 
SHEETS PLATES • ELECTROLYTIC TIN PLATE • COKE TIN PLATE TIE PLATES AND SPIKES 
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handy facts 

on insulating any type 

of construction 

• • • BALSAM-WOOL 

data sheets 

SEALED INSULATION 

BALSAM-WOOL • Products of Weyerhaeuser· NU-WOOD 
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Braced frame-balloon frame-platform frame 

-all con be effectively insulated with Bolsom

Wool. These handy Balsam-Wool Doto Sheets 

show just how to do it. Here's authentic informa

tion on applying insulation, condensed into "cap

sule" form~yet authentic and complete. Bolsom

Wool Doto Sheets cover a wide variety of in

sulation subjects-and they're yours for the ask

ing. Moil the coupon now for your complete set! 

.:::> 

8AlSAAf . WOOl 
TO A p lA TF APPltCAT1011 

OR Al 

WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY 
Dept. 117-2 First National Bank Building 
St. Pa ul 1 , Minnesota 

Please sencl me set of Balsam-Wool Application Data Sneets. 

Name ........ . ....... . . . ..... . ... . ......... . . . .. .. . . . . . ........... . 

Address ......•... ... . ....... ...... . ...... .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

City . ............... .... ... .. .... ... . . ... . . . State . . . . ..... . .... ..... . 



Able fingers 

know! 

Like sculpture, draftsmanship is dependent upon the 

right medium in the right fingers-Typhonite Eldorado 

pencils put smoother, crisper lines in your drawings

leave professional satisfaction in your heart. 

DIXON'S TYPHONITE 

ELDORADO 

PEN C IL SALES DEPT. 167-}2, JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO ., JERSEY CITY 3 , N. J. 
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Why A Q lJ I: l LA is a "must" on 
every concrete masonry unit iobl 

3 

2 

As everyone in the construction industry knows, the water permeability 
of light weight concrete masonry units leaves no room for argument! 
The only possible argument lies in the means and methods of applying 
an ejf ective water barrier to this excellent construction material. 

You are well acquainted with the claims made for the many materials 
designed to "waterproof" concrete masonry units. 

But despite these many materials there must be a reason why Aquella is 
being so widely used throughout the nation today and acclaimed by home 
owners, architects, engineers, waterproofing contractors and builders! 
The answer lies in the simple fact that it works on an entirely new principle! 

l Here is an Aquellized concrete 111aso111·y 
1wit filled with ivater. N"t"r"lly, there 
is no leak<1ge. 

But wh"t happens if the Aquella s111Jace coat
ing is scraped off? To answer that, we scr"ped 
away this portion, rnuf there's still no leak<tge. 
This "'"Y be slightly puzzling until JIOtt study 
the photograph of the third step ... 

The enlm·ge111cnt of " small, s<1wcd-m1•aJ1 
section of the "bove block, tt •hich shou•s the 
• ~'ay Aq11ella penetrrttes to fill rmd close the 
1:iic1·oscopic pores of the mrf<1ce. It is the 
Jillin" of the pores-not essenti<illy the sur
f<1ce coating- which stops the penetuttion 
of uN1ter. 

Is it any wonder then, that in a cinder concrete 

block tower test, Aquella withstood the pressure 

exerted by an 8 ft. hydrostatic head of water, 

equivalent to approximately 500 lbs. pressure per 

sq. ft. at the base? 

contains many illustrations of the uses of Aquella 

in concrete masonry construction throughout the 

United States, and should prove 

very interesting to all in the con

struction industry. It is yours for 

the asking. 

We would like to send you details of this test. 

It .is contained in our booklet, "Aq uella and Con

crete Masonry Construction'.' This booklet also 
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P R I M A P R 0 D U C T S, I N C. 
Dept. F, 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y. 



There • IS no other 

insulating material like 

NO other insulating material is made up of millions 

of minute air cells, each enclosed in pure glass, 

molded into light, strong, rigid blocks. 

ro other insulating material retains its original in

sulating efficiency indefinit ely under attack by moisture, 

vapor, a nd the fum es of most acids. 

No other insulating material has been able to with

stand ex treme humidity, to help maintain temperature 

levels, to minimize condensation-without repairs or 

maintenance due to failure of the material-over the 

ma n y years that PC Foamglas has been in use. 

' 1Vhen you need insulation for roofs, walls and floors, 

be sure you have complete and up-to-elate information 

on PC FoamgJas. V\Te have recently published authori

tative booklets which give all the data you need. Send 

for your selection of free copies today. Pittsburgh 

Corning Corporation, 632 Duquesne Way, Pittsburgh 

22, Pcnnsyll·a nia. 

· Also Make rs of PC Glass Blocl<s 

PC FOAMGLAS tP~~ INSULATION 
T M REG U. 5. PAT. OFF. 

r----------------1 
Pittsburgh CorniJ1g Corporation 
Room 409, 632 Duquesne W ay 
Pittsburgh 22. Pa . 

Please send me without ob1'.ga tlon, your 
free booklets on the use of PC Foamglas 
ins ulation for : 

Hoofs ______ W a lls______ Floors ___ __ _ 

~ a 111 e _ _____ ---- ---- - -- ___________ ---- -

Add r ess __ __ ________________ _______ __ _ 

Cit)'_- - - -- -- - ----_______ State _____ __ _ 
L __________ _ _____ J 
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BUILDERS 
~el_f-adjus~~ • auon quick g sleeves mak . and easy. e 1nstal· 

J 
, , , ,/l/~r //, ~1Jl'IP11r ltt1 

Mrs. Public 
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Striki11.gly beautiful 
latch handles, wi.th 
am·ple finger room 
atid s trtdded w i th 
bright, ;ewel-lf.ke 
plastics ... matching 
or contrasting pull 
knobs . .. hinges .. . 
catches .•• a com· 
plete new it.ne o f 
kitchen cabinet hard· 
ware that pleases 

EVERY-BODY· 

. .. and she' • • • s getti 
every d ng more · tho ay. Nationwid unpottant 

usands of r e surveys ;:~;: ~~: righ;~;:::l~y ~~:/ tetat:~~ 
and d. y created th. goers were 
Ha d ifferent line of ~. sthartling new 

r ware itc en C b' · · a met 

This new h passed beautyar~ware combines ti 

1 

. with do unsut· 
ca utility. It · wn-to-earth p s 1s one d rac-

u?gest to home b pro uct you ca 
with absolute uyers and o n 
that will confidence . wners 
thto stay beautiful a d .. a ptoduct 
" ] ugh the years W . n practical on 

ewel · · rite f s m the Ki h or a copy f 
Wotk tc en" T o s, New Britain C . he Stanley 

' onnecticut. 

(ST~~.~EY) 



The inside facts on Varlarl How 

this miracle wall covering resists 

greases, pencil and ink marks, 

water, fire, vermin, dirt - stains of 

al/ kinds! How it begins a new 

day of low-cost wall beauty and 

maintenance for homes and 

buildings! 

HERE - in 6 easy-to-read, easy-to-file data sheets

is the complete, factual report on Vadar, the new 
kind of wall covering that RESISTS STAINS OF ALL KINDS. 

Read what independent testing laboratories say about 
Varlar. See why this miracle wall covering that's made 

with plastics an entirely new way, begins a new day in 
low-cost wall upkeep and beauty! 

See with your own eyes how Vadar stands up under 

every type of test! See how Vadar resists water, fue, 
steam, vermin, abrasion, mildew and bacteria ! 

• Looks NEW After 25,000 Washings! 
See how pencil, ink, crayon, lipstick, oil, perfume, jam, 
dirt accumulation, hot kitchen grease-STAINS OF ALL KINDS 
- easily, quickly wash clean from Varier with ordinary soap 
and water. Wash clean as many as 25,000 times without 
dimming its original good looks! 

These valuable data sheets, too, tell how Varier is ap
plied .. . where it is best used. So get the COMPLETE story! 
Now, while quantities last, send for your free copies of 
these valuable laboratory reports. The coupon below will 
bring them to you . 

.??~B~SacA-E~B~ ~-----------------------------------

VARLAR, INC., D ept. 140-247 
Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54, Illinois 

VARLAR 
S"talnproef f/{,,// COverlng 

VARLAR, Inc., Division of UNI)"~~ Merchondise Mart, Chicago 54, Ill. 

Please send me - without cost or obligation - the com
plete, independent test reports on Varlar. 

Name 

Address 

City -State._. 
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means economy 
Few hospital departments which form the chain of services that focus 
on the surgery, can offer an economy potential comparable to the 

PATHOLOGY 
LABORATORY 

CENTRAL 
SUPPLY 
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PHARMACY 

SURGICAL 
SUPPLY 

-

BLOOD 
AND PLASMA 

FACILITY 

X-RAY 

This increasingly important service can function to centralize equipment 

necessary for the preparation of surgical solutions, whole blood and 
plasma facilities .... FENWAL EQUIPME T permits independent pro· 

duction control by the hospital. 
The Fenwal technic of producing sterile fluids is appreciably less diffi· 

cult than that of collecting blood and producing plasma .... FENW AL 

EQUIPMENT can be operated accurately and safely by any trained 
attendant. 

Negligible space is required for a Fenwal installation, a major pro
portion of which is essential to the blood bank facility as well. Cen

tralization can thus mean important economies in time and labor plus 
the savings in Solution costs that will many times exceed the outlay for 
equipment and supplies. 

ORDER T ODAY or write immediately for further information 

MACALASTER BICKNELL COMPANY 
243 Broadway Cambridge 39, Massachusetts 



T H E 

STREAMLI ED beaucy is praceical design in a car. Bue 
ic pays co remember ic's whac's inside che hood chac 

marcers. 

Ir's what's iuside chac couocs wich quality building 

produces, coo. Hidden, inside values che eye seldom 
sees. Thar's why building-wise people insist on Celotex 
Building and Insulacing Produces. 

They know che raw macerials char go ioco Celotex 
are che besc chac nacure can grow and money can buy. 

And rigid production concrols all along che line 

guarancee uniformly high quality of every produce 
bearing che Celotex name. 

Tireless laboracory research perfects macerials and 
mechods scill more . . . helps co maincain Celocex lead
ership year after year. 

These, plus more chan a quarcer of a cenrury of 
building materials " know how," are cbe invaluable 
ingredients in every Celocex produce. 

They make a big difference in performance ... in 

long life and low cosc maiocenance. A difference chac 
has proved its value on hundreds of chousands of 

building jobs of every kind. 

• 
There aren"c enough of chese famous Celotex 
products co go around 1101u-but steadily increas
ing production is making Celotex materials grad· 
ually available in larger quantities. 

Building Board 
Interior Finish Boards 

Celo-Siding 
Rock Wool Insulation 

Celo-Rok Sheathing ond Wallboard 
Celo-Rok Anchor Lath and Plaster 

Cemesto Flexcell 
Triple Sealed Shingles 

CEILOTEX 
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF , 

CELOTEX CORPORATION CHICAGO 3 I ILLINOIS 
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~~1 was just a ~oy ~ack in '47 ... 

were installed!" 

BUILT FOR A LI FETIM E of service, designed 
for lasting beauty- Adlake Aluminum Win
dows are today's best window investment! 

Only Adlake combines non-metallic 
weather stripping and serrated guides to 
stop excessive air infiltration and give you 
finger-tip control. What's more, its lus
trous aluminum sash requires no painting 
or maintenance. No warp, rot, swell, stick 
or rattle- ever. 

Truly, the Adlake Aluminum Window 
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fulfills your every architectural require
ment! Complete information and data will 
be mailed you on request. Drop us a post
card today .. . there's no obligation, natur
ally. Address: The Adams & Westlake 
Company, 1103 N. Michigan, Elkhart, Ind. 

T HE 

Adams & Westlake 
COMPANY 

Established 1857 •ELKHART, INDIANA • New York• Chicago 

Furnishers of 

Windo ws to the Transportation Industry 

for Over 30 Years 



tock Sizes Mean Door · and Plywood 
Dividends for Our Customers-

Percentage-wise, it's quite a dividend. By concentrat
ing all our production on stock size doors and ply
wood, production can be increased a minimum of 
one-third. 

For instance, the man-hours required to cut three 
lights, will produce a complete stock door. Odd sizes 
and other special details further limit production 

by added labor and material demands. The elimina
tion today of all special doors - and concentration 
of our manpower and machines on stock sizes is a 
policy dictated by our customers' needs. It means 
more Roddiscraft Doors and Plywood for everybody 
- plus stocks in the warehouses for delivery where 
and when you want them. 

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS •••••••••• 229 Vassar Street 
CHICAGO 8, Ill ........ .... 1440 W. Cermak Rood 
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO • .•••. •.• . 457 E. Sixth Street 
DALLAS 10, TEXAS •. .••••.. • .. . 2800 Madill Street 
DETROIT, MICH ......•••••. 11855 E. Jefferson Ave. 
KANSAS CITY 8, MO . .••• .••. 2729 Southwest Blvd . 
LOUISVILLE 10, KENTUCKY ... 1201 -5 S. 15th Street 
LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y .. Review&Greenpoint Ave. 
MARSHFIELD, WIS •••• •••• •• 115 S, Palmetto Street 
MILWAUKEE 8, WIS .. ........ 4601 W . State Street 
NEW YORK CITY, N . Y •• ••••. •. 920 E. 149th Street 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS ....... 727 N. Cherry Street 

DEALERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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BEAUTY BLENDED WITH UTILITY IN A WALL COVERING 
FABRON THE CANVAS-PLASTIC-LACQUER WALL COVERING 

STREAMLI NING - as we called it in the 30s, 
when it was adopted by the automobile industry 
and adapted mainly to the design of domestic 
appliances to encourage sales in those depression 
years. 

Today, FUNCT IONALISM , carrying the idea fur
ther, demands that a ll materials used for the interior 
finish of the structure of a building be not only 
thoroughly practical , but also attractive in appear
ance and contribute to the decorative enrichment 
of the composition . 

_fl_ ron -THE canvas-plastic-lacquer finish for w::I:·;"· /q.-Q m . o... and ceilings of hospitals, hotels, schools, etc. 

Ga rden & Erikson, Architects 

completes the structure and decorates the wall in one 
simple operation - a thoroughly practical wall treatment. 

• it reinforces sub-surface materials 

• it conceals irregularities and prevents cracks 

• it withstands ordinary impacts 

• it can be washed as often as necessary and its colors are sunfast 

• it continues to serve as a wall-protective agent for years 

after it has outlived its decorative function 

~ t ron - THE metallic fabric wall finish -
• • • · " · •· .... 

0
• .. the u lti mate in d ec oration- . ' 

combines all the structural, practical, decorative and economica l 
advantages of FABRON. It is now available in 13 new textural color 
effects. DETRON is particularly recommended for exclusive interiors 
where a more luxurious atmosphere is desired. Its prismatic surface 
combines the utmost in beauty with practicality. 

Further information concerni ng FAB RON and DETRON will be 

gladly sent you on requ est. Please use the cou pon . 
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NEW YORK, N . Y. 
Schwarfz & Gross. Architects 

FREDERIC BLANK & Co., IN c. PA 2-47 

230 P a rk AYe., N ew York 17, N . Y. 

In ref. to (project) ....................... .... .. ........ . 
please send more information about FARRON 
and DETRON. 

Name .. 

Address 

Ci ty . Zone . ... . State ........ ... . 



WHERE'S THE HOUSING? 
By EUGENE RASKIN 

After more than a year of Setting Goals, Appointing Ex
pediters, E tablishing and Removing Priorities, and 
Calling for Cooperation, we still haven't begun to make 
a dent in the housing shortage. Every element of a boom 
housing program is here, except one: the housing. 

Many explanations are offered. One is Strikes, said with 
a sustained capital S. This may be emotionally effective 
but is hardly atisfying to the rational sense, for at this 
writing (and actually all this past year) there have been 
more men at work, fewer on strike than in many a year. 
Strikes make the headlines, but not the housing short
age. 

Another favorite explanation is Shortage of Materials. 
There is some basis of validity here, but it should be 
stated another way. This land of ours, boundlessly rich 
in resources, is far from short of materials. However, 
the opportunities for making, distributing, and selling 
building materials at a profit are sharply limited, for a 
complex of reasons. It would be more accurate to say 
Shortage of Profit than hortage of Materials. 

A pet scapegoat, in some circles, is Rent Control. If rent 
controls were lifted, the argument goes, it would become 
economically more attractive to build housing space, 
since adequate rental returns could be anticipated. 
Furthermore, the acuteness of the shortage would be 
relieved immediately, due to increased evictions. 

It would seem more reasonable to expect that the lifting 
of rent controls would result in much more desperate and 
widespread pressure for higher wages, rather than re
lieving the housing shortage. U. S. Government figures 
show that only some 12 % (the highest ) of our incomes 
would permit the purchase or rental of new housing space 
built at present prices. These high bracket people are not, 
generally speaking, the ones who most need housing, be
ing the best housed group in the country. Building for 
them would hardly affect the housing shortage as it ap
plies to the bulk of the population. The great masses 
would just have to find ways of raising enough money to 
pay the increased rents, or, failing that, vacate their 
homes to double- or triple-up with others, even more 
densely than at present. If the resulting vacancies caused 
rents to drop again, nothing would have been achieved by 
the lifting of controls except dislocation and hardship. 

The essence of the problem seems to lie just there-what 
does housing cost and what can people pay? At present, 
the gap between these two figures is so great that there 
cannot be any substantial amount of housing built. By 
substantial is meant of course housing in the millions 
of units. The present shortage, by the very lowest of 
estimates, is three million units. Other estimates range as 
high as twelve million, but whatever figure is taken, it is 
clear that housing built in the mere thousands of units 
would be but a drop in the bucket. 

A substantial amount of housing, then, can become pos
sible by closing the gap in only one of three ways. First, 
by reducing the cost of building down to the level that 
the masses of people can afford; or second, by raising the 
income of the entire population, or at least 88% of the 
population, to the point where they can afford present 
building costs; or third, by having someone make up the 
difference and take the loss. 

The first of these, reducing the cost of building, seems 
impractical, except in minor degree, because of the fact 
that so large a part of the cost of building is labor cost. 

Any significant reduction of wages would be highly un
desirable from almost every point of view, as well as 
politically and economically impossible in these days of 
organized labor. The economies that might be effected 
through improved techniques and prefabrication are still 
rather speculative and, in any case, would apply to only a 
minor portion of the building bill. 

The second method, raising general income levels, would 
operate automatically to raise also the cost of living and 
the cost of building. A new set of figures would be used, 
but hardly anyone would be able to afford any more 
than now. 

either of the first two methods would seem to have much 
chance of success. There remains the third. Some rich 
Uncle should pay the builders (in purchase price or in 
the form of rent) a decent economic return on their build
ing investment. Part of this payment should come from 
the occupant (owner or tenant) depending on what he 
can afford. Uncle makes up the rest and swallows the loss. 
Who is this Uncle? Well, obviously the Government. It 
may be argued that Uncle doesn't really suffer a loss, since 
he makes it up through taxes and the lowered cost of 
administering a better housed nation. 

Will Uncle take on this job? Certainly there is, and will 
be, quite a lot of publicly financed, subsidized, and other
wise assisted housing. Some of it is, and will be, quite 
bulky as far as visual effect is concerned. The dollar vol
ume is, and will be, truly impressive. If it grows, how
ever, there must come a point when the fact that people 
are paying less for better space in "assisted" housing than 
in "free enterprise" housing will begin to reduce the value 
of "free enterprise" holdings. Since this value is consid
ered the keystone, or, at least, a critical voussoir in the 
arch of our national economy, the first signs of such re
duction will arouse powerful opposition pressure. 

As a matter of fact, that opposition is already both power
ful and active. Everyone knows of the well financed 
Washington lobbies of those who oppose public housing 
or publicly assisted housing of all sorts. These will do 
everything they can to keep public housing on the lowest 
token level that the administration can politically afford. 

Whether Uncle will abandon concern for real estate 
values and plunge into full scale housing promotion, or 
whether he will continue to Call for Cooperation re
mains to be seen. At the moment he seems to be washing 
his hands of the whole business. But we may be pretty 
sure that until such time as government does decide to 
absorb the difference between building costs and aver
age incomes on a national basis, nothing much will be done 
about the housing shortage. We will continue to see some 
private housing built, mainly for the upper income mar
ket; some public or subsidized housing for the lower in
come groups; but not enough of either to affect the 
status quo as regards both property values and the bulk 
of the shortage. 

Whether one approves or not, such seems to be the ines
capable conclusion. Many sections of the building industry 
cry that if only they were freed of government red tape 
they would build in such volume that the shortage would 
be over in less than two years. These gentlemen may be 
bursting with enthusiasm to build, but they would stop 
very soon when they found the American public unable 
to afford their houses. No, if you want the answer to the 
question "Where's the Housing?" go ask Uncle. 



HOUSING STUDY 
A Thesis by ILSE MEISSNER 

•••. . Demonstrates the Value of Integrated Design. 

On the foregoing p a ge, Eugene Raskin s tales son:e of the more 
potent, not to say explosive. p roblems involved in p roviding housing 
in this country. Even were these factors fully resolved, how e ver, 
there w ould still remain the question of intelligent planning to p roduce 
the desired e nd result. The study presen ted here illustra tes this 

phase of the d ilemma. 

CRITIQUE . . . By Louis Justement 

Apartment house planning is strongly influenced by 
the arbitrary standards established by building 
codes, zoning regulations, housing authorities, FHA 
mortgage insurance requirements, assumed tenant 
preferences, etc. The architect is seldom able to 
resist these standards even when they lead to absurd
ities in planning: it is more practical to submit than 
to engage in a battle with windmills. 

The student of architecture is free from these inhibi
tions. He should be encouraged to exercise his own 
ingenuity and logic in devising a plan adapted to 
modern living and construction methods, without an 
excessive regard for the many other restrictions 
which govern the decisions of the practicing archi
tect. If he is able to avoid the opposite extreme of 
originality for its own sake, the work of the more 
talented student will be of interest to the practicing 
architect. 
As an example of this intelligent type of student 
work PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE presents the thesis 
prepared by Ilse Meissner while she was a student 
at Pratt Institute. (Detailed criticism on Page 49.) 
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CRITIQUE OF THE HOUSING STUDY 

By LOUIS JUSTEMENT 

Miss Meissner has developed intriguing unit plans that 
violate some of the customary standards; she suggests 
interesting possibilities without resorting to theatricality. 
She begins her study with the statement: "Two firms of 
architects were employed and therefore the area as a 
whole Jacks continuity and harmony." If we accept this 
argument uncritically, it will be difficult to avoid the con
clusion that a project twice as large as these combined 
projects should be designed ht a single firm; indeed, that 
a project of four times the size would be even better, etc. 
Just where do we stop? 

My own observations concerning some recent housing 
projects have led me to the opposite conclusion: The 
monotony of frequently repeated architectural features, 
and frequently repeated building types, is best cured by 
limiting the extent of a single architect's work to a 
reasonable area. How to combine the advantages of di
versity for the individual buildings with the expression 
of an intelligent overall plan will become one of the more 
important functions of genuine city planning when we 
begin urban reconstruction on a rational basis. 

The primary interest in the plot plan developed by Miss 
Meissner is not due to the fact that it provides a single 
related composition instead of two. Of more importance 
is the fact that the designer does not repeat one of the 
many variations of the cross or Z plan. The cross plan has 
been used so exclusively that it is a relief to find a multi
story apartment project based on simple strip units. The 
north-south orientation of the larger buildings would 
insure adequate sunlight and the large courts would 
present an attractive appearance. The length of two of 
the buildings seems excessive, however. A reasonable 
limit to the length of a building is established by practical 
as well as esthetic considerations: expansion joints would 
seem to be a needless source of trouble and expense in a 
project of this character . .. 
The validity of this interesting plot plan is, however, 
conditioned on the validity of the strip unit plan on which 
it is based. Miss Meissner has, perhaps, displayed an 
excessive enthusiasm for a strip type of unit plan which, 
repeated endlessly, could be ju t a monotonous as the 
endlessly repeated cross-type building. Why should a 
project consist exclusively of one or the other? 

Cros -ventilation is, of course, a desirable feature in 
apartment planning but its acceptance as a mandatory 
requirement is open to f)uestion. Miss Meissner's plan 
provides excellent cross-venti lation for two floors out of 

every three; every third story contains a central corridor 
and on this floor cross-ventilation is, of course, impossible. 
This appears to me to be entirely acceptable; the conces
sions made on one-third of the floors is more than made 
up by the excellent features available on two-thirds of the 
floors . Where cross-ventilation is provided, moreover, it 
is genuine and not merely theoretical. The efficiency of 
the plan, measured on the basis of the usual criteria such 
as gross floor area per room, is not as great as that of 
some of the more conventional plans in current use. On 
the other hand, the plan might lend itself more readily 
to an advantageous use of prefabricated sub-assemblies 
and effect economies which would offset the additional 
cost of stairs, etc. 

The plan would violate most building codes since, on the 
non-corridor floors, each apartment would have access to 
only one means of exit. By going either up or down one 
story, however, tenants would have access to the corridor 
floor where they would have the choice of a number of 
stairs. Assuming that hinged doors separated the stairs 
from the corridor, there would seem to be a degree of 
safety that would be at least comparable with that re
qu ired by the average code. 

The sketches of the apartments in plan and interior per
spective are very attractively presented. They indicate 
an unusual degree of thoughtfulness concerning the con
venience of t he living space, and also concerning its ap
pearance. The bathroom appears wastefully large as com
pared with the bedrooms; most tenants would probably 
add the extra space to the principal bedroom. On the other 
·hand, the liberal dimensions of the bathroom may make 
the small bedrooms quite acceptable to some tenants by 
facilitating the use of the bathroom as a dressing room. 
The provision of balconies may be questioned where floor 
space is at such a premium. 

On the whole, Miss Meissner is to be complimented with 
respect both to the conception and the presentation of the 
project chosen as her thesis. Both the unit plans and the 
plot plans are a pleasing variation from the cross plan 
that has become almost standard for low rent multistory 
apartments. The cross plan seems to be more efficient 
from the point of view of cost: but is this the sole cri
terion, even in low cost housing? Should we not think 
also in terms of variety in types of living units and variety 
in types of project? Some standardization is required for 
economy but in many housing projects one is tempted to 
suspect that the standardization is based as much on 
economy in the architect's office as it is on economy in 
construction. 



The importance of this house, over and above its vigorous challenge to 

comfortable convention in most phases of its design, is the extraordinary 

degree of integration that has been achieved-Integration of all elements: 

plan, structure. finished design, even furnishings and landscaping. It is. 

indeed, that rare design accomplishment in the residential field-an organic 

sum of its elements rather than a framework to which modern conveniences 

are attached. 

In basic plan organization, fresh research has led to a 
design expression so workable, and yet so unusual, that 
it merits study and appraisal. The theory here advanced 
is that the privacy and apartness that the usual second
story location of bedroom areas automatically produces is 
a desirable factor in a house plan. To achieve it in a 
one-floor scheme, the designer deliberately separates the 
entire bedroom-playroom wing from the daytime living 
areas of the house, connecting these two major spaces by 
means of a passageway which, since it falls in the center 
between the two halves, logically serves also as the 
entrance hall. Hence, the "bi-nuclear" plan scheme and
inevitably-the two-part aspect of the finished design. 

The family consists of a couple, with three very active 
young sons. Elements throughout the house reflect the 
fact that this is a house that children will use. 
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THE SITE 

The lot, at the intersection 
of two busy roads, is prac
tically flat . The shape and 
orientation of the house are 
such that advantage is taken 
of eastern breezes and pri
vacy is obtained for main 
living areas. A free-stand 
ing, vertical-louvered fence 
shields the service yard from 
the living-room lawn . All 
landscape work was designed 
by the architect. 

THE 



PAotos by EZRA STOLLER 

GELLER HOUSE, LAWRENCE, LONG ISLAND 

Designed by MARCEL BREUER, Architect 



THE GELLER HOUSE 

THE HOUSE PLAN 

The unique character of this house is not the result 
of the architect's wish to do something novel. Rather, 
it is an effort to work out a rationalized scheme to 
provide a suitable home environm~nt for this par
ticular family. Remember, there are three healthy
therefore, active and noisy-young boys in the 
family. While they still require considerable care, 
they also need room to grow, and the parents wanted 
to give them their own space where they could do 
about as they pleased, yet have it sufficiently related 
to the rest of the house so that · reasonable super
vision could be maintained. A further wish was to 
arrange things so that the children would not be 
constantly under foot; adults could have a place free 
from the hubbub of the very young and (vice versa) 
the children would be remote from the distractions 
of grownups' parties. In addition, it was desired, so 
far as possible, to centralize things, avoid excessive 
footsteps, and, particularly, stair climbing. These 
basic criteria determined the plan parti. 

The one-floor scheme eliminates stair climbing alto
gether. To separate the children's (and bedroom) 
area from the main living portion of the house, the 
device of the separate unit, joined to the main house 
by only the hallway and covered porch, was adopted. 
To minimize footsteps, this connecting link comes 
as close to the center of things as possible. 

The nature of the corner lot site and the orientation 
further determined spacing and placement of ele
ments. To give the living room as much privacy as 
possible, it is placed at the rear of the house, at the 
point furthest from both roadways, projected out in 
back in such a way as to capture a sweep of daylight 
ranging in the arc from northeast to southwest; 
yet, though this room has an extraordinary amount 
of glazing in its walls, its placement is such that at 
no point along the roadways or from adjoining 
property is there any sense of the goldfish-bowl 

Designed by MARCEL BREUER, Architect 

approach to life. The long sweep of the garage
storage room-guest house wing forms a complete 
screen for the private living-room lawn, and the 
necessary service yard, though out of sight from the 
roads, is also screened from the living-room lawn 
by a louvered wood fence. 

The main living portion of the house is simply and 
functionally arranged in a long rectangle, the living 
and dining areas being subdivided by no more than 
a free-standing bookcase, and the kitchen, laundry, 
and maid's room following along in logical order. 
Kitchen and laundry windows toward the southwest 
give the person working in these rooms clear view 
of arriving visitors and of the children's front play 
area. 

The functional division of the house plan is very 
directly expressed in elevation by the two equal roof 
slopes toward the center of the house. As will be 
seen when one comes to consideration of interior 
detail, this choice of slope arrangement allows for 
huge window areas in the living-dining room. This 
in-sloping system also simplifies roof drainage and 
produces a bold, esthetic design result. It is without 
doubt something. of a tour de force and, especially 
as it works out in the bedroom wing and in the guest 
house area, an arbitrary form. The house would 
have functioned as well with some other roof shape 
over these areas. It must, then, be considered and 
assayed here purely as a design element which the 
architect elected to employ. Whether one likes it or 
not is a matter of individual judgment and opinion. 

Perhaps the nicest compliment about the house 
comes from the Geller children, as reported by their 
mother: "The kids are quite at home here. They're 
really very happy here; they like the house, especially 
its freedom." The parents also like the house, though 
a good contemporary house is such a rarity in the 
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area where this one is built that it inevitably pro
duces the problem of curious crowds. From our 
objective, editorial viewpoint, this is all to the good; 
for if persons will take the trouble to learn how a 
house such as this one came into being and under
stand the implications of contemporary use of con
temporary materials and techniques to produce 
appropriate design for today, the entire .level of 
residential architecture may be raised. 

There is much to be learned from this house design 
as the solution of a particular problem. Let us hope, 
though, that the copyists will not now get busy. 
This is the Gellers' home. That another family's 
needs would exactly duplicate theirs, or that another 
site would be disposed and oriented precisely like this 
one, seems unlikely. It is the method of solution, 
rather than the specific answer, that might well be 
imitated. 
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GARAGE-GUEST HOUSE UNIT 
The open-end garage, with side walls set up on stilts 
about two feet off the ground, simplifies driving in 
and out and, according to Mr. Breuer, supplies an 
automatic snow remover: "The wind which hits the 
side wall of the garage is forced with higher velocity 
under and above these sidewalls, blowing the snow 
straight through." Skeptics may sneer, but the archi
tect used the device in his own house in New Eng
land, and it worked perfectly-"somewhat to my 
own surprise." A most welcome plan element is the 
storage room comparable in area to the usual attic 
or cellar storage space. This important adjunct to 
living is all too often finessed in one-floor houses. 
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2 ... Landscape materials were chosen and their placement determined to produce 
a natural effect, with minimum maintenance. 

THE GELLER HOUSE 

Some critics have said that the Geller house lacks 
what they term "domestic quality," that it does not 
seem "homelike." This surely does not derive from 
the materials used; the oiled cedar walls and white 
trim are familiar enough in house design. Nor can 
it be said that the plan elements are unconventional, 
with the possible exception of the large playroom. 
It might be argued that the composition is somewhat 
restless, rather than a compact "cosy" unit. But 
isn't it specious to criticize a design for not being 
something it was not intended to be? True, this 
house doesn't look like most houses. But must all 
houses look alike? It may be, in part, that in a house 
of this size one traditionally finds a certain massive
ness and imposing quality; the Gellers, however, are 
young and like things open, light, and honest. There 
remains the tedious contention that the house does 
not conform to the established pattern of the com-

Designed by MARCEL BREUER, Architect 

munity. What pattern? Like most American neigh
borhoods, this one has several of everything the 
architectural fraternity knows how to devise. There 
is a certain common denominator, however-that of 
comparative elegance and sophistication. On this 
score, the Geller house would seem to beat the com
munity at its own game. 

Domestic quality? A house is a hom'!e is a house. 

Landscaping is still at too early a stage to do thor
oughly its planned job of screening areas and wed
ding the house to the site. The architect believes 
that landscaping materials should be kept as homo
geneous as possible--groups of single things, rather 
than a conglomeration. In this case, maintenance 
was kept to a minimum, and flowering shrubs were 
used in place of flower beds to provide summertime 
coloring. 

3 . .. Copper beeches were used for low-spreading foliage, elm trees for shade. Living -room wing at left ; guest house at right. 
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4 . . . Hall, looking through to living room; sheltered porch, at right. 
Splatter-dash treatment of the wood doors considers children's hands. 

10 C.A. GALV. STEEL, COPPm COVEP,ED 

3"•4"•'/4" ANC'LE , CONTINUOUS 

12"", 12" ACOUSTIC BLOCl-IS 

11+---- PREFAB. DOUBLE C'LA"21NG 

THE GELLER HOUSE 

The entrance to the Geller house is the cross
roads of the house to an exceptional degree. 
Straight ahead is the covered porch; to the 
left is the main living area; to the right is 
the bedroom and children's wing. This hall
way is a baffle between competing activities; 
it is also a noise filter. 

The notable integration of the house design 
is apparent on these pages. In addition to 
obvious things, such as structure expressed 
in the finished design and the interrelation of 
interior spaces, visually emphasized by glass 
walls and the continuous ceiling slope, light
ing is built in throughout; heating is integral 
with the floor-slab construction; and acoustic 
properties are inherent in the ceiling fini sh. 

7 . .. Within the house, effects are 

5 ... The living- room section combines structure, light source, acoustic conditioni11g and 
finished design . In some cases, the prefabricated, multilayer glazing was not available 
when the house was built. Translucent strips at top (plus the louve rs) ond at bottom 
counteract sky and snow glare, reduce window cleaning, and provide privacy. 
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Designed by MARCEL BREUER. Architect 

6 . .. The conscious rudeness of the stone chimney woll is a foil to th e clean, mechani 
cal lines of the rest of the house. The shape seems insistently primitive, and the 
quality of the masonry is not up to the excellence of that used elsewhere in the house . 

achieved by contrast of textures- stone, glass, the porous roughness of the ceiling tile, the softness of carpeting. 





8 ... A fluorescent light trough 
in the ceiling in front of the 
fireplace reflects soft light from 
the brown and gray tones of the 
stone chimney wall . Gray car
pet; chairs upholstered in a 
darker gray flannel-tweed . Dra
peries, natural-toae silk; the 
sofa, beige. 

9 ... At the top of the book
case partition is another light 
trough for indirect light from 
the ceiling. The dining space • 
may be arranged in two ways. 
Above, the table at right angles 
to the kitchen wall allows direct 
serving through the storage 
wall. 

THE GELLER HOUSE 

Designed by MARCEL BREUER, Architect 

The living-dining room is a single, subdivided 
space approximately 16' x 36' in area. A free
standing bookcase, set up on masonry piers, is 
the dividing element. Northeast and southwest 
walls of the room are mainly of glass (detailed 
on the preceding spread), and the southeast fire
place wall is of solid masonry. The roof slope, 
continuing beyond the lower wall, actually makes 
the sheltered, screened porch the visual enclosure 
of the room on this side. 

l 0 . . . For formal dining, the table is placed against the window wall. Furni
ture supports are sawn from thick plywood perpendicular to the laminations. 
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11 ... Kitchen. Stone floor, plywood walls ; s lid ing cupboard doors, hard fi berboa rd . 

12 . . . Structural glass surfaces the wall in back of the laundry equipment. 
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C HA I RS have p lywood 
frames, sa wn from thick ply
wood pe rpendicula r to t he 
la mina t io ns. The type shown 
here is non-resi lient and ca n 
be nested in storage. 

THE GELLER HOUSE 

Designed by MARCEL BREUER. Architect 

SERVICE FACILITIES 

In the kitchen and laundry, in con
trast to the full glass walls of the 
main living rooms which extend 
the interior space to the out-of
doors, two-foot-high glass strips 
are used at a sill level of 3' 6" from 
t h e floor. Th ese leave excellent wall 
space for essential, built-in equip
ment and allow a full horizontal 
view. 

In t h is area of the house (as in the 
front hall and children's playroom) 
floors are stone surfaced. Cabinet
work is set up on a stone base, so 
that mopping is easily done. 
Throughout the house, heating is 
from coils embedded in the floor 
construction. These coils are 
grouped in four zones, each con
troled by a separate thermostat, so 
that the heating adjusts itself in 
relation to sun and wind conditions 
in the various areas of the hou se. 
Mr. Breuer further points out that 
the sy tern eliminates dusty reces
ses and exposed piping, in addition 
to its well known effect of eliminat
ing a ir circulation that discolors 
walls and ceilings. The heat source 
is a gas-fired boiler located in the 
mech anical closet off the playroom. 



13 ... From the big living-room wi ndows, the children's playground is in full view. 

0 
~D 

~13 

BEDROOM WING 

The plan of the bedroom wing is very simply schemed, with a central 
playroom, running from wall to wall (the end wall mo tly of gla ) , 
surrounded by sleeping room . Of wood frame, like the other non
masonry areas, the walls are fini hed with vertical, oiled cedar siding, 
with trim painted white. Since doors open out from the playroom at 
either end, there are defined play areas outdoor at these points; one 
of the most succes ful of the land caping element is the low, free-
tanding ma onry wall which serves equally as a seat or a play table. 

Color is very paringly used throughout the hou e, though in this 
bedroom wing certain of the large doors within the house are painted 
plain, bright colors. In the playroom, there are three floor-to-ceiling 
doors, and these are painted tomato red, clear yellow, and bright blue. 
At the windows of thi room, the curtaining i of blue and white 
striped cotton material. 
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14 . .. The walls are fin 
ished with waxed, natural 
birch plywood. Double doors 
to mechanical closet (one 

.red, the other yellow) at left. 

15 . . . The master bed
room. Note the wall-applied 
light fixture (similar to those ....lliir.. 
used elsewhere in the house) ..,,. 
that is open both top and 
bottom. 

14 

THE GELLER HOUSE 

Designed by MARCEL BREUER. Arch itect 

The playroom is the largest room in the entire house. 
The stone floor is not only cool in summer and (be
cause of the radiant heating system) warm in winter, 
but it is designed to take the punishment it will get 
from tricycles, muddy feet, roller skates, and such. 
Ease of maintenance is another factor, in that this 
floor may be quickly swept with a push-broom, never 
needs replacement, and doesn't require waxing. 

Lighting is indirect, deriving from wall-applied hori
zontal plywood-strip fixtures that conceal fluorescent 
lamps. The architect points out that the light that is 
thrown both upward and downward, with reflection 
from ceiling and walls, creates a pleasing, flattering, 
from-the-side illumination. Since the fixtures are 
open at the bottom as well as the top, there is no 
t rough for the collection of dust and insects. 

16 .. . In this closet off the playroom are : gas unit and boiler, 
controls, expansion tank; water heater and meter; gas meter; electric 
meter; main switch; and telephone ma in. 
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17 ... Playroom, looking toward the rear, corner bedroom. 

18 ... Typical chi ldren's room, with built- in desk a nd casework at left. 
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THE GELLER HOUSE 

Designed by MARCEL BREUER, Architect 

The two children's bedrooms and 
bath are separated from the play
room by a wood screen wall, with 
openings at either end. Each room 
has a built-in work desk and 
storage cabinets. Above the beds 
are microphones that communi
cate with the maid's room in the 
service wing. For the glass end 
walls of the playroom, the archi
tect specified vacuum-sealed, dou
ble glass, both for elimination of 
heat loss and cold drafts and to 
withstand bumps from tricycles, 
poorly aimed baseballs, etc. 

19 ... Bathroom walls : gray structural glass. 



20 ... Low wolls define a private lawn area for ~he guest house. 

20~ 

GUEST HOUSE 

The garage, storage room, and guest quarters constitute 
an entirely separate unit which, in design, follows closely 
the general scheme for the main house. The large storage 
room is ventilated through a wall grille in the rear wall 
of the garage. The two guest rooms and bath are simply 
organized under one of the up-sweep roofs, with south
ern windows lining the garden front. The stone base up 
to window-sill height forms a sitting ledge around the 
rooms within the house. The garden walls continue this 
stone pattern outdoors. The set-back location of the 
guest house in relation to the main house provides an 
unusual degree of privacy. It is questionable, however, 
whether this extraordinary privacy may not have been 
achieved at the expense of good circulation. Guests must 
reach their quarters by an unprotected and rather cir
cuitous route from the main house. 
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21 ... The stone base forms a sitting ledge. A storage shelf is built in above head height at the tall end of the room. 

THE GELLER HOUSE 

Like the movable furniture used through
out the house, the chairs and tables of the 
guest house are of the cut-out plywood 
frame type. In straight chairs, the front 

22 .. . The easy chair, 
with plywood frame, is 
equipped with a head 
support. Most upholstery 
is of tweed or other suit
ing material. 
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Designed by MARCEL BREUER, Architect 

legs are set back for easier use next to 
tables. As Mr. Breuer puts it: "You don't 
have to fight with the leg as you get up 
from the table. " 



.. 

ARCHITECTURE 
& 

By Le CORBUSIER 

In all parts of the world modern architecture rises to 
the assault and annihilates existing barriers. To dis
credit its forward march, it has been labeled "interna
tional;" backward academies call upon traditions to save 
themselves and mobilize the fortresses of tradition-gold, 
customs, routine, and inertia-to sustain them. Well, in 
reality, traditions are the opposite of what they were 
made to appear; traditions are an uninterrupted chain 
of inventions accomplished over the centuries, each link 
making for creation, innovation, and progress. 

If modern architecture is international today, it is so be
cause it is universal and responds quite simply to the 
needs, to the means, and to the aspirations of a mechani
cal civilization. 

After the first one hundred years of all kinds of mechani
cal conquests which cover the earth, our aspirations for 
harmony are made possible by new magnificent media. 

Ugliness, atrocious disorder were the price exacted for 
this first and formidable impact of mechanism. The art 
of the engineer really goes back only about one hundred 
years. Science knows no limit or frontier, nor do mathe
matical formulae, axioms, or machines. Large and small 
technical schools opened everywhere. An heroic page in 
the chapter of inventions was inaugurated by the white 
race. The engineers dispersed throughout the world, 

URBANISM 

spreading their science and enterprise; they were Latins 
and Anglo-Saxons, Teutons and Slavs. They came from the 
north and from the south; they came to the tropics and to 
moderate and northern regions, never feeling the need 
to adapt themselves-there was never time for that! They 
brought new products and created without regard to 
ugliness or beauty. 

Little by little architecture began to concern itself with 
the work of the engineers, assisted by builders. To well 
balanced programs they answered with appropriate tech
niques. From this time on, the difference between the 
engineer and the architect began to disappear despite the 
fact that they were working on the same front from dif
ferent strategic angles. The whole stock of "academic 
decors" had no more to furnish than residues of past 
civilizations to serve for the last time as "ornament" to a 
century which was rapidly stepping ahead of its own 
future. · 

Architecture became the creator of organisms conceived 
and built from "the inside to the outside." Architecture 
naturally had to take in its surroundings. Modern urban
ism appeared as social ordainer and coordinator "par ex
cellence." Architecture and urbanism revealed themselves 
as inseparable, being as two faces of the same phenom
enon. Modern urbanism brought into play compositions of 
building masses and their relationship to space, thus 
resulting in no longer a two- but a new three-dimensional 
science. 
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CIDADE DOS MOTORES 

Architecture and urbanism became one; to disassociate 
them would be crime or folly. 

Together, they foresee social and economic developments; 
they determine the use of the soil (geography and topog
raphy) and consider climate; they fulfill the a pirations 
of our present worlds. 

In 1928 technicians from many lands gathered at the 
Chateau de la Sarraz in Switzerland to take up the 
fight against the dishonesty and evil spirit with which 
the routine academicians meant to plan the Palace of the 
League of Nations. The C.I.A.M. (Congres Internationaux 
d' Architecture Moderne ) was founded. And now, in 1947, 
the same C.I.A.M. acts as a magnetic pole to all young 
professionals the world over. 

Before the war, C.I.A.M. had penetrated strongholds in 
Europe. Today in the Americas, it is on its way to imi
nent victories. 

In 1929, at Buenos Aires, at Montevideo, at Sao Paulo, 
and at Rio de Janeiro, I explained the doctrine of the 
"Ville Radieuse." In 1936 I was called to Brasil to de
sign the plans for the University City of Brasil, together 
with an enthusiastic group headed by Lucio Costa. With 
the same group we went over the plans of the Ministry 
of National Education and Public Health. I had said at 
that time, "Use for your construction the m agnificent 
local granite which colors the grandiose panorama of Rio. 
Combine it with the blue and white majolica which suits 
the architectural folklore of your mother-town, Lisbon." 
This was done. Rio began the construction of the "sun
baffie" which facilitates efficient work in modern offices 
in a tropical climate. The "sun-baffle?" It is a new archi
tectural resource. 

The four fundamental functions recognized by th E' 
C.I.A.M., living, working, cultivation of the body and 
mind, and circulation, have henceforth found the precise 
building organs to embody them. 
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CIDADE DOS MOTORES-A CRITICISM 

The work of Paul Lester Wiener and Jose Luis Sert, a 
planning and architectural work, admirable from all 
points of view, bears testimony to these tenets. I have 
examined these plans with deep joy and I have studied 
them with extreme pleasure. It is a work well done; 
landscape, climate, geography, topography, science of the 
engineer and of the architect combined result here in a 
harmonious and precise whole, inspiring confidence. Mas
tership radiates from these plans. It is stimulating to 
see these liberating principles of a sound doctrine being 
applied (especially when one had some part in its genesis). 
One finds that this doctrine does not act a a restraint 
but, on the contrary, furnishes a tool to bring about 
order. Here unity rules. Unity is achieved when man is 
master. Cidade dos Motores is a work well done. Years 
of research have been devoted to it. The functions are 
clearly defined. Here is planning in three dimensions, 
where geometry has supplied a wealth of combinations. 
Here spirit is satisfied. If we study in detail the plans 
and sections, if we virtually walk in this city, and if we 
try to live there as its inhabitants will soon do, we will 
note that a man's heart has been listening to other men's 
hearts so as to bring them the sensitivity of architecture. 
Boys and girls, men and women will feel the results of 
this composition conducted in such a fraternal way. 

I am actually devoting my time to the same aims in 
France. I am reconstructing La Rochelle-Pallice; and in 
Marseille, my minister, showing courage and throwing 
aside all obstacles, has entrusted me to carry out (for the 
first time in history) what I had dreamed of for thirty 
years: "A R esidential Unit of Suitable Scale." It is the 
"Vertical Garden City" replacing the "Horizontal Garden 
City" which is symbolic of the constraints that crush the 
modern world. We are, therefore, building at this time 
in Marseille this modern "unit of habitation" which by 
virtue of its size and organization permits the organiza
tion of "community services" (in the interior of the build
ing) and make for the "extension of the residence" at 
the outside. 

Cidade dos Motores will extend its benefits to a consider
able number of people. On the same principles, Warsaw 
is preparing reconstruction plans on an astonishing scale. 
If the planning of the headquarters of the United Na
tions, situated nearby New York\ does not fall into the 
hands of speculators or incompetents, this pattern of a 
model city and of a modern way of living will serve as 
an example to the entire world. 

The whole world longs to get out of the mess of our 
present declining society. 

When a new type of architecture appears, then it is a 
sign that things are changing. 

To lead things to good ends, responsibility rests in the 
hands of those entrusted with the mandate and authority 
to determine the program and to choose the builders. 

*Editor's Note: This -u·as written he/ort U.N. acctpta-nu of tht Ea.rt R ivtr site 
in New York and the appointment of Wallau K . H arrison as "Director of P/annini 
oJ th e U.N. Perma11 tnt ll eadq1rnrtus." 



Photo of this chair 
by William F. H ow
land, all olha s by 
Maynard Parker 

LIVING ROOM. The fireplace wall is 
of walnut planking. All furniture is 
bleached oak, with bridge chairs cov
ered in poinsettia red, this same color 
being used on settee pillows. Settee 
and chair are in gray woven fabric; 
settee table has a wood frame and 
marble top . The rug was designed by 
V'Soske. The bridge chair is framed 
in bleached oak. Upholstery is a 
smooth-weave material in a bright 
color. 

NEW FURNITURE 
Designed by T. H. ROBSJOHN-GIBBINGS 

Progressive designers always welcome good, new contem

porary furniture. For whatever excellence existing furniture 
for today may have, there is only a limited choice. Doubly 

welcome is a line of furniture from a designer who, in his 

" Good-bye, Mr. Chippendale," did so much to place the whole 

question of proper furniture in accurate perspective. 

"I do not believe that you have to design dowri 
for mass produced furniture," comments Mr. 
Robsjohn-Gibbings. "Nor do I think that you 
have to visualize the future American home 
in terms of a sort of slick, bargain priced ma
chine for living." Hence, these pieces of fine 
craftsmanship, simple in line, but not stamped 
out with a die. 

The rooms shown in the photographs are in the 
Grand Rapids showrooms of the Widdicomb 
Furniture Co., the firm that will manufacture 
the furniture. 

The hope is that delivery will start in the sum
mer and fall of 1947. Distribution will be han
dled through a selected list of stores which will 
have exclusive representation in their areas. At 
the time of going to press, no prices on the 
furniture were available. 

BEDROOM. All furniture is cherry; 
bedspreads are bright yellow hand
woven material; carpet is gray and 
walls are white . The ceiling is yellow. 
One chair is covered in yellow, the 
other chartreuse. 

DRESSING TABLE. Built of cherry, 
this unit has shallow louver-front 
drawers and cupboard doors with 
quarter-circular shelves attached to 
the inside. 

DINING ROOM. Fireplace wall, white 
washed brick; end wall, green . Chairs, 
table, and buffet are walnut, with 
chairs covered with green leather. 



HOUSING UNITS for PARAPLEGIC VETERANS 

Designed by a COMMITTEE of the NEW YORK CHAPTER. A.I.A. 

ROBERT M. CARRERE (Chairman), ALBERT G. CLAY 

WILLIAM JENSEN, WILLIAM POTTER 

HAROLD SLEEPER, HARVEY STEVENSCN 

BATHROOM: Here, more than in other rooms, 
as comp lete independence as possible is de
sirable. Spoce beneath lovotory must odmit 
wheelcha ir orms. Note provisions to simplify 
getting from choir to t ub or shower, location 
of ho nd grips, valves, etc. Toilet, below, hos 
special seat ond cover, is ro ised on a block to 
bring seot to proper height, ond hos side roil 
to help in getting into tub . 
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?~ 1/4 "SCALE 

·· .. 

DOUBLE 
5W11';c< DOO!Z 

In cooperation with the Hospital and Recreation Corps of the 
New York Chapter, American Red Cross, a committee of the 
New York Chapter, American Institute of Architects, has been 
developing housing units for paraplegic veterans (those con
fined to wheelchair living). The project started in October 
1946 at Halloran Hospital, Staten Island, N. Y., where the 
members of the committee have since worked in relays of two 
at a time, two evenings a week, with the continuous counsel 
and help of the Housing Committee, Paralyzed Veterans Asso
ciation at Halloran. 

In order not to design a "stock" house-which obviously would 
not suit all conditions equally well-the committee concentrated 
on the design of units, including bathroom, bedroom, workroom, 
garage, hallway, and front entrance, of which three are shown 
on these pages. A full-sized demonstration incorporating the 
units is planned. If changes become necessary, on medical ad
vice or after further architectural research, the designs will 
be modified. 

Units not illustrated: Garage requires a platform 3'-6" wide, 
raised 4" above normal floor, beside the car position to bring 
chair seat up to height of car seat. In halls, minimum width is 
3' 6" and exterior angles at corners are either rounded to a 
1' 0" radius or similarly cut diagonally, to facilitate wheelchair 
movement. Doors are all 3' 0" wide, double-acting, with sad
dles eliminated where possible, kick plates on both sides and 
knobs 2' 10" high; if single-swing doors must be used, they have 
a special door pull set 11" from the hinge side at same height 
as knob. At exterior doors, platform space 6' 0" long and a 
roofed space projecting 3' 6" are desirable; steps are eliminated 
and a ramp, pitched at less than 10%, is substituted. 

Demand for the plans has been great even though the project 
has received little publicity. Although the details are admit
tedly preliminary, many requests have already been honored. 
Blueprints may be obtained free of charge from Standard 
Units, Homes for Paraplegics, New York Chapter, American 
Institute of Architects, 115 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y.; and 
also from Hospital and Recreation Corps, New York Chapter, 
American Red Cross, 315 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 

The committee has been greatly aided by Harold Peterson, 
Chairman, Housing Committee of the Paralyzed Veterans 
Association at Halloran; and wishes to thank publicly Drix 
Duryea, for his excellent photographs ; and especially the firm 
of Voorhees, Walker, Foley and Smith, who made the models. 
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sr·o. HOSPITAL BED 

SOAP 

WORKROOM : For hobbies and exercising, this unit requires the 
same clearances for whee lchair, light-switching, etc. Note con
venience outlet aver counter; also use of sliding doors in this and 
other rooms to e liminate difficulty caused by door swing. 

2 

BEDROOM : Standard hospital bed has overhead frame ; top 
of mattress nearly flush with counter; outlets at head of bed 
for radio switch, jack, also 3-way light switch here and a t door. 
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TYPE AC : Only Anemo
sta t combining supply 
and exhaust ; fo r flush 
cei ling or exposed duct 
installa ti on , resi dential 
and commercial , fo r cool 
ing or ventilating; may 
have dropl ight; max. 
mounting he ight 14 f t . 

TYPE AR : For high a ir changes 
at low ve loc it y; re sidential, com
merc ial, industrial use; project
ing design ; heating, coo ling , 
vent., refrig .; may have drop
ligh t. 

TYPE B: For general use, resi
dential , commercial, industrial ; 
proj ecting design ; heating , cool 
ing, vent., refr ig.; may ha ve 
droplight. 

TYPE C : For flush ceiling 
mounting with concealed ducts, 
usually residential or commer
cial , anti -smudging; heating , 
cooling, vent.; may have drop
light. 

TYPE CSL : For combining with 
cove lighting, residential or 
commercial; heating , cool ing , 
vent. 

TYPE W : For wall moun t
ing, residential, comme r
c ia I, industrial ; ant i
smudging ; heating , cool 
ing, vent.; may be used 
with exposed ducts . 

THE SELECTION OF 
From data prepared by 

LEONARD R. PHILLIPS, Consulting Engineer 

Architects need more than an elementary knowledge of air 
distribution, because air distribution can make or break air 
conditioning. If devices for this purpose are properly selected, 
conditioned air is distributed in a manner that meets the most 
exacting specifications for interior climate control. On the 
other hand, improper selection often leads to severe drafts, 
unequalized temperatures, poor humidity control, air strati
fication, stale air pockets, and other objectionable conditions. 
Thi s is true becau e the size of the air duct is limited; if an 
a ir duct as large as a whole wall of a room were practical, 
proper air distribution would present no problem. Since such 
a large duct is impractical, air velocity must be increased so 
that a smaller duct can handle an adequate volume. For 
cooling, temperature of air in the duct must then be sharply 
lowered so that incoming air will establish the desired overall 
room temperature when mixed with the warmer room air. 

But when cold, high velocity air leaves the small duct through 
an improperly selected fixture, it usually sweeps to the occu
pancy zone of the room before mixing with warmer room 
air, and before its velocity is appreciably reduced by entrain
ment of rnom air. Such unsatisfactory conditions can be 
avoided only by reducing incoming air velocity at duct open
ings. Then the cooled incoming air and the warmer room air 
can be mixed well above occupancy level before the mixture 
is distributed in a controled, draftless pattern. 

For buildings of virtually every type, there are available air 
diffusers. One is a patented device known as the Anemostat, 
which is composed of a series of cones (through which air 
passes when entering a room) which are so designed that 
air velocity is instantly reduced within the diffuser. Simul
taneously, air from the room-equal to about 35 percent of 
t he incoming air-is siphoned into the diffuser, where it is 
mixed with the incoming air stream before it is discharged. 
The pre-mixed air then leaves the device in a series of planes 
traveling in all directions at low velocity. No drafts are per
ceptible in t he occupancy zone below, and pockets of stale air 
are eliminated. 

However, because of the many factors to be considered, no 
single design of air diffuser would solve all air distribution 
problems. Among the factors to be considered are: area of 
room, heigh t of ceiling, design of ceiling, duct locations, duct 
sizes, duct velocities, appearance, allowable air velocities with
in the room, number of air changes per hour, permissible 
sound levels, cost, location of columns and other obstructions, 
location and type of lighting fixtures, location of exhaust 
out lets, unusual concentrations of internal heat, solar radia
tion, and other items. How, then, are the architect and his 
engineer to know wh at type of diffuser to specify for a par
t icular job? Na tu rally, specialists are available, but for 
routine jobs and preliminary p lanning he may prefer to make 
his own selection. The accompanying illustrations give gen
eral information on most of the basic types of Anemostats. 

TYPE HU : Used with vertical
throw unit heaters ; max. mount
ing heights : HU-3, 40 ft; HU -
4, 20 ft . 

TYPE NL : Has built-in light; fo r flush ceiling 
mounting, residential and commercial use ; usu
ally cooling or vent.; max. mounting height 
20 ft. 



AIR DIFFUSERS 

FIG. 1: For Selecting Neck Velocities & Cooling Temp. Differentials, Type B Anemostat 
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GRAPH LINE 

.. ,. .. film, Television & Sound Rec:o,ding Studios, ond 8roodcosting Control Rooms. 

..... Private Offices, Hotel laedroom1, Sick Room1o, 8roodc:osting Studios and Residences. 

..(" libroriu, under Balconies of Theatres and Auditorium•, Conc:ert Halls, Clouroom1, Mui.eum1, and Hot.
pitol Operating Room•. 

''D" General Offices, Restouronls, Theatres & Auditorium Ceilings, lecture Halls, Stores, Lorge Hotel Dining 
Rooms, and Dance Halls . 

"I'' Department Storu, Hotel Lobbiu, lndu1trial Eahibit Room1 ond Rutouronl Kitchens. 

"f" foctorie1, Store Roams, Engine Rooms, Greenhousu, and spacu where Duct Noi.e i1 of no importance . 

FIG. 2: Capacities, Cu Ft per Minute, Type B Anemostat 
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FIG. 3: Radius of Diffusion, Ft, Type B Anemostat 
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TYPICAL STEPS 

IN SELECTING 

Supposing that by exam~n
ing the features of the prin
cipal types, an architect 
finds Type B most suitable 
for a 60 x 120-ft depart
ment store with a 20-ft ceil
ing. He divides the plan 
into two 60-ft squares and 
centers an Anemostat in 
each square. 

Next he must determine the 
total air supply in cfm. This 
is simple: volume of the 
room, times air changes per 
hour, divided by 60. 

For this illustration, assume 
that a little better than 4 
air changes per hour are 
required. Then, 10,000 cfm 
is required for the entire 
room. One diffuser will then 
handle half the volume, or 
5,000. 

The architect must next 
know the suggested neck 
velocity for a Type B dif
fuser in a department store 
with a 20-ft ceiling. The 
graph (Fig. 1) shows this 
to be about 1800 fpm. 

In the capacity table (Fig. 
2) under 1800 fpm neck 
velocity is found 5655 for 
the size No. 60, Type B, 
Anemostat. Further exam
ination of the table shows 
that the same diffuser han
dles air at 5027 cfm with a 
neck velocity of 1600 fpm. 
By interpolation, 5000 cfm 
will be delivered at 1555 fpm 
neck velocity. 

A final check (see diffusion 
table, Fig. 3) shows that 
size No. 60 has a satisfac
tory radius of diffusion: 21 
to 43 ft. 
Naturally, it is not always 
possible to divide the plan 
into squares--0r to center 
the diffusers in the divisions 
-as in this example. There
fore, rectangles are per
missible if the longer sides 
do not exceed the shorter by 
more than 3/2. 

If a diffuser cannot be 
placed in the center of an 
area, the longer perpendicu
lar distance from a side 
should not exceed the short
er by more than 3/2. 
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Editors' Nott: lttms starrtd are partiC1darly 
11ouworthy, dut to immtdiatt and widtsprtad 
inttrtJt in the ir conttnts, to tht conciu1u ss 
and clarity with wh ich informat ion is prt

unted, to announamtnt oJ a 1uw, important prod
uct, or to sonu othtr factor w hich makes them 
apuially valuablt . 

Air and Temperature Control 

1-87. New H igh Ve locity Agitair Type 
"FM" Air Filter, AJA 80-J (Bulletin 
FM-101), 10-p. illus. booklet on "FM" 
air filters for restaurants, theaters, rail
roads, etc. Advantages, how to specify, 
installation and main ten ance data on 
"individual" and "pref abricated" filters. 
Also all metal grease fi lters, technical 
data, dimensions. Air Devices, Inc. 

1-88. H ydro-F lo Radiant Heating (C-
1145), 19-p. illus. consumer booklet. 
General information on panel heating 
for houses; data on operating and con
trol equipment. Bell & Gossett Co. 

1-89. The Bethlehem Dynatherm (Bul
letin D-3), AJA 30-C-14, 4-p. illus. book
let on a "whirling flame" oil burner 
heating unit. Dimensions, ratings, 
drawings. Bethlehem Foundry & Ma
chine Co. 
1-73. Carrier Air Conditioning, Refrig
erating, and Unit Heating Equipment, 
AJA 30-F-2, Carrier Corp. Reviewed 
January. 
1-74. Certified Counterflow Air Condi
tioner Heating Systems (293C), Certi
fied Furnace Co. Reviewed January. 

1-75. Type DMD Pumps (Bulletin 
C-746), Economy Pumps, Inc. Reviewed 
January. 
1-76. Heat Electrically, Electric Air 
Heater Co. Reviewed January. 

1-90. Electric Unit Heaters, AJA 31-
K-3 (Bulletin 45-U ), 12-p. illus. book
let; forced-air circulation electric heat
ers (portable, suspendable) ; residential, 
commercial, or industrial; control equip
ment, control table, drawings. Elec
tromode Corp. 
1-91. What Does I.B.R. Mean to You?, 
4-p. folder on I.B.R. ratings: history, 
how determined, approved; objectives of 
I.B.R. Institute of Boiler and Radiator 
Manufacturers. 
1-77. Johnson Type 30-AV Fuel Oil 
Burner (Data 30 AV-2), S. T. J ohnson 
Co. Reviewed January. 

1-82. Personalized Heat Control for 
Apartments (Form SA-1155), Minne
apolis-Honeywell Regulator Co. Re
viewed January. 
1-79. You Know the Answer to Pack
aged Heat , "Whirl-0-Matic," Persiro 
Mfg. Corp. Reviewed January. 

1-92. Heat Recovery from Internal 
Combustion Engines (Booklet HR-2), 
14-p. illus. booklet on exhaust gas-fired 
boilers and heat exchangers. Dimension 
and size tables, detailed drawings. Per
formance figures on both products. The 
Sims Co. 
1-83. Automatic Heat for R eal Living, 
Surface Combustion Corp. Reviewed 
January. 

* 
1-93. "Taco-One" Venturi System 
(Form 471 ), 4-p. illus. folder on 
a one-pipe hot water heating sys

tem for residences. Drawings, design 
table, suggested specifications. Taco 
Heaters, Inc. 

* 
1-94. U. S. Airco Air Condition
ing Equipment, catalog of equip
ment "engineered" for all types 

of heating, ventilating, air conditioning. 
Air friction and performance charts; 
tables on capacities, final temperatures 
and condensates, temperature r ise and 
condensate factors ; air volume conver
sion. Specifications. United States Air 
Conditioning Corp. 

Doors and W indows 

4-76. Allied Special Catalog of Build
ers Hardware, 12-p. illus. catalog on 
hardware for residential interior and 
exterior doors. Examples of locks, door 
knobs, letter plates, house numbers, etc. 
Allied Hardware Corp. 

4-79. Enter· Into Beauty, 22-p. illus. 
booklet on "Curtis" woodwork-doors, 
stairways, mantels, cabinets, windows, 
etc. Brief descriptions, order numbers. 
Curtis Companies Service Bureau, 
Dept. of Curtis Companies, Inc. 

4-77. Mesker "American Home" Metal 
Windows, illus. folder on standard sized 
metal windows for residences. Com
pletely assembled, packaged, ready for 
installation; detailed drawings, stand
ard sizes. Also metal storm sash, stand
ard sizes, installation data. Mesker 
Bros. Metal Windows. 

4-75. New Modular Standard Stock Win
dows and Sash, AJA 19-E-1 (N.D.M.A. 
Manual WSS-45), National Door Man
ufacturers Assn. Reviewed January. 

4-78. Truscon Steel Doors (1946 Ed.), 
18-p. illus. folder on steel doors for 
hangars and industrial buildings. Con
struction details, drawings, specifica
tions, installation data. Truscon Steel 
Co. 

Electrical Equipment a nd Lighting 

5-51. Electric Time Systems and Equip
ment (Form 7 47 ), Cincinnati Time Re
corder Co. Reviewed January. 
5-56. Planning Your Home for Better 
Living ... Electrically, 62-p. illus. con
sumer booklet; information on efficient 
use of electricity in hou ses. General 
E lectric Co., Home Bureau. 

* 
5-53. General Electric Lamps 
(BulletinLD-1), 76-p. illus. spiral
bound book. General data, char

acteristics, design and operation of all 
types of incandescent, mercury, and 
fluorescent light sources. Details and 
perspective drawings. General Electric 
Co., Lamp Dept. 
5-54. Lighting for the Modern Restau
rant (Y-54.9), 10-p. illus. booklet on the 
design of lighting and lighting fixtures 
in restaurants. Includes perspectives 
and details of fixtures and plans. Gen
eral E lectric Co., Lamp Dept. (5 cents 
per copy-make money order or check 
payable to General Electric Co.) 

5-55. Colovolt Cold Cathode-Low Vol
tage Lighting, A JA 31-F-2 (S-47), 4-p. 
illus. folder "for men who have to figure 
lighting layouts and calculate foot
candle levels for various types of instal
lation." Mounting dimensions, details of 
four types of "Colovolt" units for com
mercial and industrial use. General 
Luminescent Corp. 
5-58. Firefly Fluorescent Fix tures, 8-p. 
illus. booklet on fluorescent fixtures for 
industrial, commercial, residential use. 
Also new "Shelf-o-lite"-shelf (in dif
ferent fini shes) with concealed fluores
cent bulb attached to bottom-for over 

stove, desk, chair, bed, etc. Specifica
tions, installation details, order num
bers, prices. Kahn Mfg. Co., Inc. 

5-52. Cold Cathode Lighting Trans
formers (Bulletin CC-107), Sola Elec
tric Co. Reviewed January. 

5-49. Talk-A-Phone Has E verything, 
Talk-A-Phone Co. Reviewed January. 

5-50. Standards for Visual and Audi
tory Facilities in New Educational 
Buildings, Visual Education Consul
tants, Inc. Reviewed January. (25 
cents per copy-make check or money 
order payable to Visual Education Con
sultants, Inc.) 

5-57. The Star (Section 5-46), 6-p. 
illus. booklet on a "new luminous in
direct lighting unit." Includes descrip
tion, installation drawings, purchasing 
information, test reports. F . W. Wake
field Brass Co. 

Finishers and Protectors 

6-81. The Trowel (Vol. 1-No. 9), The 
Master Builders Co. Reviewed January. 

6-84. Colors of the Year . . . , 16-p. illus. 
booklet; color schemes suggested for in
terior and exterior of houses. O'Brien 
Varnish Co. 

6-83. Rocktite Waterproofing Process, 
The Rocktite Co. Reviewed January. 

6-82. Aluminum Paints by Valspar, Val
entine Co., Inc. Reviewed January. 

Insulation (Thermal, Acoustic) 

9-56. Armstrong's Roof Insulation, Arm
strong Cork Co., Building Materials 
Div. Reviewed January. 

9-57. For Greater All A round Comfort 
l nsulite Pipes, Ducts & Furnace (Form 
PB-5), illus. folder (31hx6 1h) on fuel 
economy through insulation of pipes, 
ducts, furnaces with "K&M" asbestos 
paper and millboard. Installation sug
gestions. Keasbey & Mattison Co. 

Load.Bearing Structures 

12-103. Fire-R esistive A part
ments Yield Better Income, 58-p. 
illus. booklet. Study of multiple 

dwelling costs in New York City. Tables 
covering comparison of cost and rental 
income for four comparable fire-resis
tive and non-fire-resistive apartment 
buildings. Unit prices based on 1939 
costs; typical plans. American Iron and 
Steel Institute, American Institute of 
Steel Construction, Steel Joist Institute. 

12-97. Cemadobe (Second Ed.), Cem
Adobe Co. Reviewed January. ($1.00 
per copy-;--make check or money order 
payable to Gem-Adobe Co.) 
12-101. Stone Data Folder, loose-leaf 
binder available to architects only, con
tains information on types of rough 
stone (e.g., Briar Hill, Lannon, etc. ) 
and their manner of setting. Additional 
literature is sent as issued to architects 
requesting original folder. Conco Build
ing Products, Inc. 

* 
12-102. Cemenstone, AJA 4-K, 
12-p. illus. booklet on standard
ized prefab reinforced concrete 

structural elements called Cemenstone. 
Engineering and design information, 
complete tables; available to practic
ing architects, engineers, contractors. 
The Cernenstone Corp. 

12-98. The Naperville Plan, The Home 
Ola Corp. Reviewed January. 

12-99. The Action of Embeco in Con-



crete and Mortars (Second Ed.), The 
Master Builders Co. Reviewed January. 

19-74. Macotta, Maul Macotta Corp. 
(See No. 19-74 under "Surfacing Mate
rials"). Reviewed January. 
12-100. Vi-Brik-Crete, Model 750, R. S. 
Reed Corp. Reviewed January. 

Materials of Installation 

13-49. A New Idea in Metal Trims 
(Fonn 114-A), illus. folder (3 1,4x614) 
featuring ten different types and sizes 
of packaged metal trim for door open
ings. Prices. B & T Floor Co. 
13-50. Pre-Engineered Sway Brace, 4-p. 
illus. booklet on spring braces to pre
vent sway in pipe installations. In
stallation and operation data, detailed 
drawings. Prices. Grinnell Co., Inc. 

13-48. Monel Tie-Wire, AJA 20-B-11, 
International Nickel Co., Inc. Reviewed 
January. 

Non.Load.Bearing Structures 

l ·l-18. Molding With Lumarith Celanese 
Plastics, 86-p. illus. spiral-bound tech
nical booklet. Handbook for laymen and 
experts on injection and extrusion mold
ing of Lumarith thermoplastics. Terms, 
A.S.T.M. tentative specifications and 
tests; reference tables. Celanese Plas
tics Corp., Div. of Celanese Corp. of 
America. 

* 
14-14. Mahon Steel Decks, AJA 
12-C (Bulletin 46), 8 loose-leaf 
pages in booklet (good .for use 

on drafting boards). Data on installa
tion of steel "decks" for roofs, sidewalls, 
ceilings, partitions, floors. Technical 
data details of eaves, gables, roof sad
dles,' and sidewalls. R. C. Mahon Co. 
14-11. Movable Steel Partitions a.nd 
Metlwal Paneling, AJA 85-H-6, Martm
Parry Corp. Reviewed January. 
14-12. Metal Lath Specifications for 
Better Plastering and Concrete Stucco, 
AJA 20-B-1, Metal Lath Manufacturers 
Assn. Reviewed January. 

* 
14-15. Welding and Brazing Cop
per ancl Copper Alloys, 32-p. illus. 
handbook on materials and pro

cedures of welding and brazing copper 
and copper alloys. Does not establish 
any one process as preferable but 
studies each case and selects process 
best suited. Includes characteristics, ap
plication procedures, recommended uses, 
standard sizes. C. E. Phillips & Co. 
14-13. PC Glass Blocks for Schools 
(G-2288), Pittsburgh Corning Corp. 
Reviewed January. 

* 
14-16. Plasteel Engineers Hand
book, 24-p. illus. booklet; on 
asphaltic-plastic protected cor-

rugated steel sheathing, for steel and 
wood construction. Specifications for 
roofing, siding, and sheet metal work; 
technical data. Stock sizes. Protected 
Steel Products. 
14-17. Modern Skulights, AJA 12-J 
(Cat. S-46), 4-p. illus. folde~ on ~-F 
single glazed and Thermag msulatmg 
glass block for skylights. Construction 
features, flashing and installation de
tails, specifications. J. Merrill Richards. 

Sanitary Equipment. Water Supply & 
Drainage 

19-72. Josam Moderator Shower Mixing 
Val ve (Cat. MV-8), Josam Mfg. Co. 
Reviewed January. 
19- 9. A u tomatic Oil Storage Water 
Heater (Se l"ie.~ 7(}) , A l A 29-D-2 , well 

MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE- Pencil Points, 330 West 42nd Street, New York 18. N. Y. 
I should like a copy of each piece of Manufacturers' J,ilerat ure lisled. 

\Ve request stu.drnts to send their rnquincs directly to the martufact"rcrs. 

No. No. 

No. No. 

No . No. 

No. No. 

NAME 

POSITION 

FIRM 

MAILING ADDRESS 

CITY 

designed 6-p. illus. pamphlet on a pot
type burner; operates on low flame; has 
safety-float control which stops oil flow 
if pilot flame fails. Specifications; 
roughing-in dimensions; list of all 
Rheem appliances. Rheem Mfg. Co. 
19-84. Hydrafilter, 6-p. illus. folder on 
a grease interceptor that hydraulically 
filters grease by liquid grease. Basic 
principles, construction, design and 
working data, specifications. Wade Mfg. 
Co. 

Specialized Equipment 

19-78. Venus Blue Band Coloring Pencil, 
American Lead Pencil Co. Reviewed 
January. 
19-79. Guide for Architects and Engi
neers Having Veterans' H os7Jital Com
missions, American Sterilizer Co. Re
viewed January. 

* 
19-85. Duplex Tubing (Technical 
Bulletin 746), 8-p. illus. pamphlet 
on anti-corrosive tubing consist

ing of two different metals (one inside, 
one outside) which may be varied to 
meet differing corrosive conditions. Tech
nical data, methods of installation, de
tails, selection aids. Bridgeport Brass 
Co. 
19-80. Diebold ( AL-1779-246), Diebold, 
Inc. Reviewed January . 
19-81. Faries Presents the New Park
way, Faries Mfg. Co. Reviewed January. 
19-86. Majestic Incinerator (Form 1-2), 
illus. folder on an incinerator for all 
rubbish and dry refuse; little odor. 2' 
in diameter, 3' in height, easily installed 
in basement. Data, specifications. Ma
jestic Co. 
19-82. Mengel Module-The Furniture 
That Yoi' Design, The Mengel Co. Re
viewed January. 

19-87. Your Kitchen and You (Form 
187), 14-p. illus. consumer booklet on 
planning custom-built kitchens. St. 
Charles Mfg. Co. (10 cents per copy
make check or money order payable to 
St. Charles Mfg. Co.) 

No. 

No. 

N~. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

STATE 

O HOME 
OBUSINESS 

2/ 47 

19-83. The Study of the Hot Water 
Requirements of Automatic Washers 
(5A W-0201), Westinghouse Electric 
Corp., Appliance Div. Reviewed Janu
ary. 

Surfacing Materials 

19-88. Low-Cost Wallo f Lasting B eai,ty, 
6-p. illus. folder on "Monowall," hard
ened wood-fibre board in large panels, 
glossy surface. Available in wood, mar
ble, tile, plain color effects. Armstrong 
Cork Co. 

19-76. Resilient Flooring in Today's 
Construction, Armstrong Cork Co. Re
viewed January. 

19-73. Make Blank Walls Live, AJA 
28-J, Kaufmann & Fabry. Reviewed 
~anuary. 

19-77. K&M "Century" Asbestos Cor
mgated Will Protect Profits in Your 
Plant, Keasbey & Mattison Co. Re
viewed January. 

19-74. Macotta, Maul Macotta Corp. 
Reviewed January. 

19-75. Fle xwood-Fle x glass, United 
States Plywood Corp. Reviewed Janu
ary. 

Traffic Equipment 

20-33. Chelsea, 8-p. illus. booklet on 
hand power and electric dumbwaiters 
and passenger and freight elevators. Se
lection suggestions, specification data, 
general description. Chelsea Elevator 
Co. 
2 folders; one on Oildraulic elevators 
that are pushed up from the floor (in
cludes preliminary layout data, recom
mendations, operation details) ; the sec
ond on Oildraulic levelators that handle 
freight from plant floor to loading dock 
(operation details, specifications, and 
engineering data on both levelators and 
levelator jacks). Rotary Lift Co. 
20-34 . Levelators, AJA 88-Y (Cat. RE-
201). 

20-35. Oildraulic Elevators, AJA 88 
rCat. RE-801). 
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REVIEWS 

from the TECHNICAL PRESS 

FROM OTHER PUBLICATIONS 
Science a nd I esearch in Building. Twen
ty articles comprising the bulk of a spe
lial Building Research Number of 
Architects' Journal, 13 Queen Anne's 
Gate, West1ninster S.W. 1, England. 
!1:ov. 28, 1946. 21 pp. 

This symposium covers several phases 
of the broad approach which the Brit
ish are taking toward the problems of 
providing human shelter. Government 
organizations under the Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research take 
the lead. Work in the building field is 
centered in the Building Research Sta
tion which maintains liaison with in
dustry, the professions, and the other 
government bodies. In addition to in
vestigations of materials this Sta ti on 
is largely responsible for Codes of Prac
tise and for establishing the new Func
tional Codes and Functional Standards 
on which to evaluate new techniques. 
More and more attention is being 
turned toward the study of human re
quirements and of buildings considered 
as places in which to live and work. A 
joint architectural-scientific attack on 
mechanical plant for housing is a re
cent development. 

The Ministry of Works institutes many 
of the studies which are carried out by 
the Building Research Station and 
other laboratories (Forest Products, 
National Physical Laboratory). The 
Ministry is also studying costs and hu
man efficiency in the building industry. 
Several "runs" of about fifty houses 
each are being constructed under close 
scientific observation. Living habits of 
the families in the new houses will be 
studied by building scientists, archi
tects, town planners, and social scien
tists working together. The results will 
be used to establish new standards for 
house planning and equipment. 

The results of building research are put 
into practice most effectively in large 
organizations where special attention 
can be given to the application of re
search data to construction programs. 
Here is the proper place for develop
ment work which is frequently confused 
with research in this country. Publica
tion of papers on research work in 
architectural and building journals is 
the most effective means of reaching 
architects and builders generally. The 
architect is expected to be more and 
more conversant with scientific results 
and should be able to incorporate them 
in his planning. To quote from Pro
fessor Bernals' conclusions: "The new 
scientific method tries, in the first place, 
to seize the essential problems, to pro
ceed to their formal solution. and then 

to embody that solution in new tech
niques ... the scientist and the archi
tect are not rivals but colleagues, who 
have been too long parted and must 
come together effectively in the common 
task of building cities which will be 
worth living in." 

Piles a nd Pile Foundations. Robert D. 
Chellis. Part I: A voiding Detrimental 
S ettlement. Part II: Field Determina
tion of Damaging Stresses During Driv
ing. Part Ill: Making and Interpreting 
Pile Load Tests. Engineering News 
Record, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., 
330 W. 42 St., N ew York 18, N. Y. May 
16, May 90, Jime 19, 1946. Reprints of 
the three articles obtainable from Engi
neering News Record for 25¢. 

The first of this series gives a clear 
and basic understanding of how piles 
act in cohesive and cohesionless soils; 
why a load test on cohesive materials 
can have no relation to the final settle
ment of the structure; why pile-driving 
formulas are not to be trusted; why 
foundations for wide buildings on a soft 
soil may better be designed without 
piles. The author fully proves the value 
of thorough investigation by adequate 
borings and soil mechanics studies by 
an engineer who understands this baf
fling subject. 

The subsequent articles are technically 
written studies for actual testing of 
piles and pile foundations during con
struction. 

Make the T heatre Building Pay. J o 
Mielzi1ier, Theatre Arts, 130 W. 56 St. , 
New York 19, N. Y. Jun. 1946 

A plea to those who will mold tomor
row's theaters (whether architects, 
realty speculators, or business men) : 
"Don't let another wave of inadequate 
and unglamorous theatres spring up as 
they did in the 1920's." 

After outlining clearly the functional 
needs of the theater building on both 
sides of the footlights, Mr. Mielziner 
proposes a solution-to make the legiti
mate theatre mor e attractive and ex
tend its hours of use by making it "a 
focal point for other outlets associated 
with an evening of relaxation." The 
lobby would be big and earn its keep 
by serving as a showplace for luxury 
goods during the day, or as a place for 
meetings or dances. After the perform
ance such a lobby could quickly become 
a fine nie:ht-club. Association of the 
project with a big hotel and restaurant 
or a business building combined with 
retail stores would make it a focal cen
ter for luxury trades. 

How about it, Billy Rose? 

By JOHN RANNELLS 

Cant ilevered Concrete Trusses Provide 
Open Working Areas in Hangar. Arthur 
J. Boase, in the Engineering News Rec
ord, 330 W. 42 St., New Yorlc 18, N. Y. 
May 30, 1946. 

Roof trusses cantilevered on both sides 
of central rigid frames give large clear 
floor areas with an overall height very 
little greater than height of doors. (Ca
quot-type hangar at the Santos Dumont 
Airport in Rio de Janeiro.) The trusses 
are exposed above the roof which is 
made of thin shell arches between 
trusses. Structural design is intricate 
but advantages of this shape are great. 
Construction of trusses and frames in 
steel would probably be more economi
cal in this country. 

Milk Plant Designed fo r Ra pid Erection. 
Engineering News-Record, SSO W. 42 
St., New York 18, N . Y. Aug. 22, 1946. 

Most notable is the floor system: 2-way 
panels carried by steel girders on the 
column centers and subdivided by con
crete beams at third points. All con
crete beams are 8 inches wide and the 
same depth as the fireproofed girders, 
resulting in a pleasantly cellular ap
pearance of the ceiling and the economy 
of identical forms. 

PAMPHLETS, MANUALS 
General Electric Lamps, Bulletin LD-1. 
General Electric Lamp Dept., Nela 
Park, Cleveland, Ohio. 76 pp., 81h" :r 
11'", illus., diagrams, tables. May 1946. 
40 cents. 

This "condensed text on light sources" 
(incandescent, mercury, fluorescent) 
contains the cream of the technical 
data published in bulletins and techni
cal articles by the Engineering Divi
sion of the General Electric Lamp De
partment. 

The material is presented very clearly 
and attractively. Description of the 
various lamp types with their charac
teristic applications, lamp economies. 
etc., is especially complete. A section on 
"Lamps and the Spectrum" is most in
formative, giving a graphic basis for 
understanding physiological responses 
to light and the various wave-length 
characteristics of the different lamps. 

Low Cost Housing Resea rch, Bulletin 
LCHR No. 1. Louisiana State Univer
sity Engineering E xperiment Station. 
Baton Rouge, La. 12 pp., 81h" x 11". 
Free. 

The first of a series of bulletins directed 
particularly toward the veteran. Good 

(Conlinu e d on p a g e 80) 



QUESTION: What's the best way to cover the coping 
on a low parapet wall? 

ANSWER : See Pages 42 to 45 in Revere Manual of 
Sheet Copper Construdion* 

N EARLY all architects and sheet metal experts 
agree tha.t the best material for a parapet 

wall cover is copper. But there are several dif
ferent forms of copper as well as many methods 
of construction. Revere's sheet copper research 
has shown which of these gives best results, and 
why. It has thrown entirely new light, not only 
on this subject, but on every important aspect of 
sheet copper construction. 

You'll find the complete story in Revere's 
authoritative 96-page manual. * You can get all 
the facts on each construction problem from 
large, clear detail sheets that are designed for 
practical men to use. That's why it will always 
pay you to turn to this book first on all matters 
of sheet copper construction. 

The Revere Manual has been sent to all holders 
of Sweet's Architectural File and to leading sheet 
metal contractors throughout the country. By 

making full use of it you can be sure of fine and 
durable sheet metal construction based on sound 
engineering principles. Revere materials are sold 
only through Revere Distributors. A Revere 
Technical Advisor, Architectural, will always be 
glad to consult with you without obligation. 

*Entitled " Research Solves Problem of Stress 
Failures in Sheet Copper Construction." 

REVERE 
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED 

Fo11nded 6y Pa11/ Revere in 1801 
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York 

Mills: Baltimore, Md.; Chicago, Ill.; D et roit, M ich.; New Bedford, 
M ass.; Rome, N . Y. - S"les Offices in Pri11cipa t Cities, D istributors 

Everywhere. 
Listen to Exptori11g the U11k11ow11 on the Mutua l N etwork 

every Sunday evening, 9 to 9 :30 p. m., EST. 
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ATTRACTIVE SURROUNDINGS are an invitation to the archilect 
LO wke advantage of Lhem in designing a home. For this reason 
large window areas, glass panels, even glass walls have grown in 
farnr during recent years. Piltsburgh Polished Plate Glas has 
been consisLently selecLed by many archiLecLs to glaze ·uch areas . 
Now, Twindow, PitLsburgh's new window wiLh bui lt-in 1n
sulaLio11 , makes such applications more practical Lhan ever 
before. For Twindow affords not only clear vision , beauty, and 
generous light transmission , b11L Lhe comfort and economy 
of efficienl insulation as well. Architect: AnLhony Thormin. 

TWINDOW, Piusburgh's 11ew window wiLh built -in insulation 
is made up of 2 or more panes or Piusburgh Glass wiLh a sealed
in air space beLween Lhem. 'Vhen Twindow is composed of 2 
sheeL' of glass, it provides almosL double the insulaLing effec
Liveness of single-glazed windows-and even better insulaLion 
when 3 or more panes or glas' make up the Twindow uniL. 
Twindow cuts healing cosls, minimizes downdrafts , virtualh· 
prevenL' sLeamed windows . 

• WIDE LATITUDE IN BATHROOM. AND KITCHEN DESIGN is made 
possible when Carrara Str11c111ral Glass is selecLed for walls, 
wainscoLs, ceilings. This glass comes in JO beautiful shades. It 
won 'L craze, check, slain or absorb odors. It is readily decorated 
in various ways. It is easy to clean . (Note the Heavy Plate Glass 
shower enclosure in this room , Lhe decorative, horizontal mirror 
sLrips in the Carrara walls.) 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 



DECORATIVE POSSIBILITIES of Pit1sb11rgh mirror 
are illusLrated by this example of a map, 5and
bla Led on the minor to 5 different depths , and 
then the whole mirror panel edge-lighted. Eclge
lighting through rhe variom Je1·el• of sand
blasting. gives the map 1·ary111g tonal rnlues. Com 
hl'ned with mirror-hacked shehes and glass de\k . 
the effect of thi• " mirror mural " is striking. 

THE APPEALING GOOD LOOKS and practical vir- • 
tues ol PC Glass Blocks ha e made them a favori~e 
:imong the newer bui ld ing materials They trans
mil daylight generously <1nd ye1 preserve privacy. 
They have noteworth 111 ulation properties. They 
are ava ilable 111 var1011< <ittracuve patterns and 
size . Designed b\ Paul La;zlo. 

U'e believe yo" will find m1'ch to interest yo" in our illustrated booklet of ideas con· 
cern;,•t the 11se of Pillsburgh Glass;,, b,, i/dint design. Send the couf>on for your free cojJy. 

* Design it better with 

r--------------------, 
I Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company I 
I 2026-7 Grant Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. / 

I en~!i!d~ ~~Jdde:efo~i~th~0U~~li!ft~i~isb~~ghboG~~!! I 
I in Building Design." I 
I I I Name ......... · ··· .. ·· ····•··········· · ······ I 
I Address ............• ... . ................. ···· I 
I I I City ...................... . . State.. ....... ... I 

L--------------------j PittsJ111Zh Gltlss 
[fa] "P!TTl1BVRGH" slfuat$ _fo £?~ i;?',fu,, ,ud' ~ 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 
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REVIEWS 
(Continued hom paqe 76) 

simple material on financing, planning, 
structure. 

Manual of Standard Practice for Deta il
ing Reinforced Concrete S t r uctures 
(Proposed). ACI Committee 315. Ameri
can Concrete Institute, New Center 
Building, Detroit 2, Mich. Spiral bind
ing, board covers, 55 pp., 9x111A., fully 
illus. 1946. $2.50 to non-niembers of 
ACI. 

This proposed ACI standard is one of 
the most popular of the Institute's pub-

I M P l E M E N T 0 F 

lications. It has the purpose of present
ing improved methods and standards 
for preparing fabrication and place
ment drawings for reinforcing steel, in 
order to improve concrete construction 
as well as to simplify and reduce the 
amount of drafting required. There are 
five chapters: I, Engineering and P lac
ing Drawings, covering such items as 
standards, marks, schedules, bar lists, 
the drawings themselves, and notes to 
designers and detailers; II, Fabricating 
Shop Practice, including shop proce
dure, stock, tolerances, extras; III, 
Welded Wire Fabric, covering fully 
commercial practice, manufacturing 
limitations, type , detailing, etc.; IV, 
Accessories; V, Typical Drawings. .. 

ARCHITECTURE 

SCH LAGE 

DESIGN 

Schlage lock trim offers a flexibility 
that ranges from stately, conservative locks to 
modern, contemporary designs. Knobs can be 
placed anywhere on the door. There is a Schlage 
design to effectively complement any scheme of 
decoration or architecture. For information on 
specific lock trim, see your builders' hardware 
man, or write direct to Schlage Lock Company, 
P. 0. Box 3324, San Francisco. 

A II 

IRIGINATORS 
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Each principle or recommended appli
cation is amply illustrated and ex
plained; the designs were selected to 
make these points clear, not as stand
ards of excellence, although in general 
they meet the requirements of the ACI 
Code. Committee 315, of which A. J. 
Boase of the Portland Cement Associa
tion is chairman, is to be congratulated 
on its effort. The Committee was orga
nized in 1940 and has been working on 
the Manual since then, with considerable 
help from a group appointed for the 
purpose by the Concrete Reinforcing 
Steel Institute. 

Pla nning the Kitchen E lectrically. West
inghouse Home Planning Series, Man
ual No. 1. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 
Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 73 pp., 81h" x 11", 
diagrams, tables. $1.00 

The bulk of this manual consists of a 
complete set of planning diagrams for 
the seven basic arrangements, each in 
four sizes (suitable for houses with 
occupancies of 2 to 6 persons). Key 
plans for all types and sizes are given 
at 1/16" scale and detailed layouts 
(plans, elevations, list of equipment) 
at 1A." scale. Diagrams are attractively 
presented in blueprint form enlivened 
by yellow borders. Very ea y on the 
eyes. 

Information on lighting, circuits, equip
ment, wiring devices, etc., is helpful and 
unobtrusive. 

Radian t Heating. Copper & Braas Re
search Association, 420 Lexington Ave., 
New York 17, N. Y. Paper bound, 19 
pp., 8x101A., illus. 1946. Free 

Devoted to copper-tube radiant heating, 
this explains the system's principles 
quite well in semi-technical language 
and presentations. Of great interest 
to architects will probably be the de
scription of prefabricated copper coils 
and panels (patented) manufactured 
in standard sizes by a West Coast heat
ing engineer and contractor. These are 
delivered to the job in units which re
quire little field fabrication; the heating 
and plumbing contractor's work is 
thereby greatly simplified. 

Insula t ion in t he Horne. Bulletin, Vol. 
43, No. 39. Small Homes Council, Mum
ford House, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Ill. 8 pp., 81hx11, illus. Feb. 
21, 1946. Free 

Authoritative information on insulation 
in popular language and presentation, 
covering briefly the purposes, types, 
quantities to use, where to use, and 
predictable results, all in relation to 
houses; excellent for clients. We could 
wish the Council, as publishers, would 
use the word "Home" less loosely. An 
architect designs, a builder builds, the 
house; the family creates the home. 

(Continued on paqe 82) 



distinctive features 

A.W.FABER's CRSfE£/: LOCKTITE 

CLEAN 

STURDY 
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REVIEWS 

PLANNING, HOUSING, ARCHITECTURE IN THE U.S.S.R. 
By RITA DAVIDSON 

THE CITIES AND VILLAGES 

Moscow 
• Ling, Arthur. RECO:\ISTRUCTION OF MOS

COW (,/ng/o-Sovitt Journal, April-June 1942, pp. 
91-100) The plan for the city was approved in 
1935 and a limit of five million persons imposed. 
The urban area was more than doubled and a wide 
greenbelt, with green wedges, established. Ling 
discusses the Moscow plan fully and it is a fas
cinating account. Moscow has not produced any 
startling or new town planning ideas but is rather 
actually practicing theories long advocated in 

North and East wall shall be 

covered with Tigerwood Flex

wood, vertical grain, as selected 

by Architect from f!itch sample 

to be submitted. 

America and England but barely effected in the 
latter countries. He contrasts the results with the 
"snail 's pace" planning in London during the same 
period , where the same aims, techniques, and skill 
exist. 

*Simon, Sir Ernest. MOSCOW, THE PARA
DISE OF THE PLANNER. (Muncp/ fr/, Dec. 
10. 1943, pp. 1685-6) MOSCOW-THE PLAN
NER'S PARADISE. (Rtbui/ding Britai,,,__J Twtm~ 
Ytar Pla11 . London : V. Gollancz, 1945. pp. 129-
3 3) Both articles arc similar and ring with cx
Lravagan t praise for the Moscow tactics. " .. . the 
conditions in Moscow from the point of view of 
town planning are almost ideal ... in Moscow 

Photo by F. S. Lincoln 

upholstered in Leatherwall with 
blind fastenings. 

Floor shall be Leatherlloor in 
8" blocks, applied lo 3/4" Weld

wood sub-floor. 

Dado on curved wall forming 

South and West sides of room 

shall be Leatherwall # 382, ap

plied in a flush treatment di

rectly on plaster. Leatherwall 

above dado shall be corded in 

Desk lop lo be covered with 
Leatherwall, specially treated 
for that purpose in accordance 
with manufacturer's specifica
tions. Curved desk apron to be 
covered with matching Tiger
wood Flexwood, bonded to I/•" 16" squares and cemented to 

plaste r. Chair rail shall be Weldwood. 

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION 
D ept. F, 55 W est 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y. 

Flexglass and Flexwood are manufactured and market
ed jointly by United States Plywood Corporation and 
The Mengel Company. 

Leatherwall and Leatherfloor are manufactured by 
Blanchard Bro. & Lane, and distributed exclusively by 
United States Plywood Corporation and The Menge l 
Company. 
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[Part II: Continued from January] 

opposition is not allowed to exist." Sir Ernest is 
especially impressed with the single authority in 
full control of the land, the elimination of prob
lems of compensation and purchase price, and the 
basing of plans on labor and materia ls rather than 
money; he queries, •· . . . are not a few personal 
injuslices perhaps prererable to the utter impossi
bility or carrying through a greater residential plan 
of this sort under our presen t laws in Britain?" 

Schusev, Alexei. LETTER FROM RUSSIA. 
(Forum 1 Nov. 1944, p. 198) l st ra, famous ancient 
1own, is being replanned as the "playground for 
M oscow." This letter furnishes an interesting de
scription . 

*Werth, A lexander. MOSCOW PLANS. 
(/ RIB.;{, Sept. 1944, pp. 289-90) Brief account 
or the architecture, streets, and parks planned £or 
~loscow. 

Stalingrad 
Forum. STALINGRAD. THE CITY THAT 

STOPPED HITLER. ( ov. 1943. pp. 4 and 126) 
An account of the devastation and rebuildinc of 
the city. 

Strong, Anna Louise. STALINGRAD TO
MORROW. (Tht Nation, Maga•iu, Aug. 4. 1944, 
pp. I 51-2) The rejection of Iofan's plan for 
Stalingrad (he designed the Palace of the Sovicu) 
in favor of a more human one indicates a move
ment away from the "monumentality" of the 
'30's. Stalingrad. a long, narrow city, has been 
replanned with greenbelts and parkways which sep
arate its various functi ons. 

Leningrad 
*Archts' Jrl. LENINGR .-\D. (Oct. 16. 1941, p. 

2~6) The cit)' is described brieAy. 

Hersey , John. RECO:\ISTRUCTJON OF LEN
INGRAD. (Fo"""• Dec. 1944, pp. 117-22) The 
pl an to rebuild Leningrad is compared with the 
Cou nty of London Pl an: similar in .that it is som~
wl1at pretentious and stereotyped, Jt gOCJ paat 1t 
in terms or land use, openness of park and street, 
and the fact t ha t it will be executed. The work 
or Leningrad's chief arch itect, Baranov, is noted. 

The Ukraine 
ASPO. TOWN PLANNING IN TllE UKRAINE. 

( ~fa y 1944. p. 39) 

Parker, Ralph. SOVIETS PLAN TO REBUILD 
Sll.\TTERED UKRA INE IN FIVE YEARS. (PM 
Newspaper. ept. 16, i94S, p._7) The pr"!!ra~ for 
rebuilding one million homes m the Uk_rame indi
cates that "ground-fl oor" democncy is present. 
Based on the needs of the citizens. the plans assure 
far better housing standards than in the prewar 
period. 

The Russian Village 
Infield Henrik F. THE KOLKHOZ, A "SIM

PLE ' AFFAIR." (Cooptrativt Communitin at 
Work. New York: The Dryden Press, 1945, pp. 
109-31) A composite picture of the salient featur~s 
of the Soviet collccuvc farm (the Kolkhozy) 11 

presented. This chapter provides th.e necessary ba~k
ground for understandi~g the v11l~ge replanntng 
and it corrects many misunderstandings about the 
extent and nature of the collective. 

*Pepler, G. L. RECONSTRUCTION IN THE 
DEVASTATED AREAS OF THE U.S.R.R. (J 
RlBA. Oct. 1944. pp. 308-3 10) This artide on 
1 econstruction has 3 section on vi ll age planning. 

*Shestopal, Nikolai. RUSSIAN VILLAGE. 
( Archts' fr/, May 3 I, I ?45, PP; 403-4) The re
building of entire rural d1str1cts 1s undertaken. and 
instead of simply replacing what fo~~erly outed, 
the goal is improvement of the rural hvrng standard. 
The amount of Government aid to the farmer has 
been increased considerably. 

''' Barnett, Harold. VILLAGE llOUS!NG IN 
THE U.S.S.R. (Sec below. under "I-lousing") 

(Continued on page 84) 



BU 

•. • "One of the greatest boons to today's pr blem of increased 

produciion!" . .• 

That is what users say of PLUGIN @.1 BUSDUCT- the 

modern, convenient, economical and flexib e system of power 

and light distribution. 

PLUGIN @ BUSDUCT helps speed pwduction by saving 

thousands of man hours each year, reducinf waste motion an'd 

lost time by making power available where Lnd when you want 

it. Plugin outlets every foot of the way make it possible co 

move and relocate machinery at will and ·liminate long and 

expensive lead.ins with a consequent drop in voltage. 

If you want to speed up and increase the >roductivity of your 

plant, then install PLUG IN @BUSDUCT-a11d see the difference. 

PLUGIN @ BUSDUCT is available in standard ten.foot 
sections with multiple outlets for any of the following attractively 
finished, practical plugin units: 

I)\ SHUTLBRAK-Ideal for quick make and break, 
heavy·duty operation. Capacities: 30 to 200 amps. -
250 and 575 volts. 

2 KLAMPSWITCHFUZ -Splendid for discon. 
nect service ... the hinged·type pull out door containing 
both switch and fuse in one unit. Capacities: 30 to 200 
amps. - 250 and 575 volts. 

@ CIRCUIT BREAKER - Provides automatic· 
thermal overload protection for circuits and equipment. 
Capacities: 15 to 225 amps. - 250 and 575 volts. 
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The Ghost 
•And it was such a beautiful tracing 

when it first left the board - but look 

at the prints now, after that last re

vision ... a nice big "ghost" firmly 

astride the front elevation. Moral 

don' t use inferior tracing cloth. 

If this tracing had been on Ark

wright, Rev. 4 would have produced 

prints just as sharp as the day a tracer 

first initialed it . . • because Ark

wright's special mechanical process 

All Arkwright Tracing Cloths 

have these 6 important advantages 

1 Erasm·es re-ink without "feathering" 
2 Prints are always sharp and clean 
3 Tracings tuver discolor or become 

brittle 
4 No surface oils, soaps or waxes to 

dry 0111 

5 No pinholes or thick threads 
6 M echanical processing creates per

manent transparency 

In Rev. 4 
prevents "ghosts". This oil, wax and 

soap-free method of manufacture 

builds the translucency all the waJ' 

through. Arkwright cloths can't 

discolor, grow brittle with age. 

See for yourself how much better 

Arkwright is. Send for free working 

samples. Arkwright is sold by lead

ing drawing material dealers every

where. Arkwright Finishing Com

pany, Providence, R. I. 

AMERICA'S STANDARD FOR OVER 25 YEARS 
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REVIEWS 
(Continued from page 82) 

HOUSING 
*Barnett, Harold. OVll::T llOU IKG. c If, 

Must Go On, noted last month , pp. 109-1 ;) Au 
Australian architect reviews the Soviet housin..: pi(_ 
turc: useful for a quick review. 

Blumenfeld, Hans . THE SOVIET IIOUSIKG 
PROBLEM. (Am R<vi<w of th< Sovi<t Union, 
Nov. 1945, pp. 12-25) This comprehensive article 
points out that the Russian housing problem is far 
more than mere rebuilding. Pre-revolutionary Rus
sia never had good middle class housing and con
sequently there waa no precedent 0£ well equipped 
family uniu. In addition. the '20's and '30's saw 
acute shelter shortages in the major cities. Re
building programs call £or variety in all phases : 
design, constr_uction and materials. type of unit, 
means of financing, and ownership. All building 
will of course conform to existing city plans. 

Gray, George H. HOUSING IN RU IA. 
( f/ 0111ing and Citiunship. New York: Reinhold 
Publishing Corp., 1944, pp. 111-113) A gen
eral discussion or housing. particularly as ··a suh
division of municipal and national planninJ? ." 

Natl Muncpl Rev. RUSSIA (housing). (Apr. 
1945, pp. 200-1) 

*She topal , Nikolai. VILLAGE HOUSING 
I THE U.S.S.R. (T E!f CP, Summer, 1945, p. 
80) Reviews brieOy the housing program for col
lective farmers; indicates a higher standard for 
rural dwellings than that yet realized in the U. S. 
( 1any of the articles on planning contain sections 
011 housing but it was not possible 10 separate ou1 
those portions for inclusion here. 

ARCHITECTS AND 
ARCHITECTURE 
Alabyan, K. ARCH ITECTURE IN TllE DAYS 

OF THE PATRIOTIC WAR. (Sovi<t Cultur< in 
lflartim' No. I, June 1943, pp. 18-19) A •hort 
review of the Soviet architects' wartime contribu
tion. 

Architect and Engineer. REBUILDIKG 
DEVASTATED AREAS OF THE SOVIET 
U ION. (Mar. 1944, pp. 22-5) Valuable large!)' 
for ils pictures of Soviet architecture. 

*Arch Rev. YA ILY BAZHENOY. (Jan . 1945. 
pp. 15-20) The life and architecture of this 18th 
century Russian architect who was "an outstanding 
example or native genius under conditions unfovor
ablc to a native idiom." 

• carter, Edward. SOVIET ARCII ITECTURE 
TODAY. (Arch R ,v. ov. 1942, pp. 107-14) ln
tellectuaJized defense of the "people's" architecture 
as the product "of a new heightened evaluation of 
the importance or popular taste;" the intellectual 
and artist is there to refine and develop man ex
perience, always under mass opinion, which is merely 
translating into terms or art theory and practice the 
political theories of communism. Mr. Carter' s case 
reinforced with excellent photographs is very strong 
but not completely convincing. 

* J RIBA. ARCHITECTU RE IN THE U.S.S.R. 
(July 1941, pp. 155-8) The development of archi
tecture in the U.S .S.R . has not denied what history 
shows again and again. that "form derives its 
validity and significance not because it ia 'stylish' 
but because it is well integrated with contemporary 
social development." The reasons why the U.S.S.R. 
did not become the home of modernism are auii
gested. and of all the explanations about the poor 
form most Soviet architecture has taken this makes 
the best sense. Still one hates to infer that the 
nature of the "contemporary social development" 
accounts for the mediocrity of contemporary Russian 
architecture. There must be a better exegesis. (The 
article includes a bibliography on Russian art, 
architecture. and planning.) 

Life Magazine. U.S.S.R. (Mar. 29, 19 43) The 
entire issue is devoted to the Soviet Union and is 
a good overall, if somewhat cursory, pictorial re
view. Sec the article, "The Face of Russia," fr•r 
good photographs of p3st and present architecture. 

Meyer, Hanne . THE SOVIET ARCHITECT. 
(Task Magazine o. 3, Oct. 1942, pp. 24-32) The 
work, training, and organizations of the Soviet archi
tect indicate his important role to the nation . 
Meyer attempts to relate the "variety .. of Russian 
architecture to t he four economic stages of the 
... R. Thi s smacks of sheer rationalization. but 

otherw ise he gives a good account of Rus;ian 
architectural practice and its results. 

(Continued on page 86) 



Stran-Steel framing is a building product of Great Lakes Steel Corporation 

tran- teel provide a highly practical, economi cal 
me lhod of fire-resistant cons tru ction for light build
ing . This modern framing material i nol onl y non
inAammable il elf, bul al o p rmits the mo l effi-
i n l u of fire-re i Ling collaleral material . 

Fre dom of choice in selecting collateral materials 
i ma<le po s ibl e by the nailing uroove in Stran-Steel 
framing members. This patenled fealure, excl u ive 
lo , tran - t ee l, e nables workmen to nail olher 
building material dire Lly lo the teel framing 
members. Con truclion wiLh Stran-Steel is fast, 
rigid, durable . .. a ures longer building life and 
implifie maintenance problem . 

Build la ting value into home , apartment build
ing and lighl commercial and indu trial s tructures 

... build with Lran- Leel! For further information, 
see Sweet's File, Ar chi tec tu ral, weet' File for Build
ers," or the January i ue of Building S upply ews. 

BUILD WITH 

STR" 
ST 

GREAT LAKES STEEL CORPORATION 
Stran-Steel Division • Dept. 37 • Penobscot Building • Detroit 26, Michigan 

UNIT OF NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION 
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When time is money 
NOTHING 

is as cheap as AIR EXPRESS 

NOTHING saves time like Air Express. Planes carrying 

your Air Express shipments are now bigger and 

faster than ever-and there are more planes in service, 

too. The result ? Speeds up to five miles a minul now 

make overnight coas t-to- oast shipments routine for Air 

Express, and frequency of service, both domestic and 

international, has been greatly increased. 

The cos t of this super-fast service, so essential to to

day's business needs, is surprisingly low. Air service lo and 

from points abroad is just as speedy and inexpensiv , 100. 

Specify Air Express-its Good Eusiness 
• I.ow rates. • Special pick-up and delivery at no extra cost. 
• Direct by air to and from principal U. S. towns and cities. 
• Air-rail to 23,000 off-airline communities. 
• Direct air service to and from scores of foreign countries. 

Just phone your local Air Express Division, Railway Express Agency, 
for fast shipping action .. . Write today for Air Express Rate Schedules 
containing helpful shipping aids. Address Air Express, 230 Park 
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Or ask for them at any Airline or Railway 
Express Office. Air Express Division, Railway Express Agency, 
representing the Airlines of the United Stales. 
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Rates are low 
To Air Express a 10-lb. packag~ 1549 
miles costs only 84.65! Heavie r weights 
similar!y ine xpe ns ive. lnvest igatel 

REVIEWS 
(Continued from paqe 84) 

• Osborn, F. J. THE ARCHITECTURAL COM
POSITION OF TOWNS. (T E!I GP, Winter 1944-5, 
pp. 189-90) Review of a book in Russian by A. V. 
Bou nm and M. G. Krouglova . (Moscow: 1940, 201 
P.P.) A boo~ revie":' w~ll worth reading, especially 
since. t.here 1.s no English translation of this book 
~m c1v1c design. l nasmuch as Osborn considers it 
1i:i the tradition of Sitte (and an English Lraosla
uon by qiarles Stewart of Du Stadteba1' has just 
been pubhshed, 1'ht . .d~t of Building Citiu, New 
\'.' ork: llern.bold Publ1.sl11ng Corp.) an English ver
sion of. tlus interesting Russian "'ork would be 
appropnatc. 

Am City. U.S.S.R. ACADEMY OF ARCHITEC
TURE MEETS. (July 1944, p. 109) The worlr. 
of l~e U.S.S.R.'s Sixth Session of the Academy of 
Archatccturc. 

Americ:an-Soviet Building Conference. 
PROCEEDINGS. ( ilrchitut's Committu of tlit 
Natl C:ounnl ilm-Sovul Jo'rundship and tlit Fortlm . 

ew. York: Th~ Council, 1945. 206 pp.) Largely, 
concise descnpllons of architectural and construc
tion practices in America. Valuable information for 
"!ur. count~y ~u t only a fleeting picture about the 
Soviet Union is provided. 

American-Soviet Building Conference. 
(Ruord, June 1945, p. 20) Brief descriptions of 
the four d.:1ys of panel discussions. 

Building Industry Committee, Natl 
Council Am- Soviet Friendship. Bibliog

raphy. (Jan. 1946, mimeo. 2 pp.) Digests of ma
terial filed with. the Council. Other bibliographies 
are issued occas1onally. 

Journal of Hou ing. HOUSING IN RUSSIA . 
(Nov. 1945 , pp. 196-7) llighlights from the Am
=:tovict llt,Jdding Conferem.e <1s it penained to house 
construction. 

Kuznetsov, Grigory. RUSSIA PLANS FOR 
REBUILOJNq. ( R teord, Aug. 1944 , pp. 120, 122) 
l ~1 reconstruction work the use of building mate
ria ls and methods followed different lines. To make 
the best use of exist ing local materials and to limit 
materials transportation, the ancient and the new 
were utilized. Considerable use was made of in
du trial waste. 

*Marx House. TJIE BUILDING 11 DU TRY 
I TUE U.S.S.R. Preface by R. Coppoch. (Lon
don: Lawre.nce and Wishart, Ltd., 1\142. 47 pp.) 
Comprehensive study of the industry with descrip
tions of materials, production methods, and construc
tton procedures. '1 he training or new skilled labor 
~s highly. organized to convert untutored peasants 
into efficient workers, and their abilities are fully 
utilized at each stage of development. 

*Petrov, P. UK RAINIAN .\RCHlTECTURAL 
ACADEMY AID REHABILITATION AND 
TOWN DEVELC?PMENT. (M11ncpl } rl, Dec. 2 1, 
1945, p . 2548) 1 be work o[ the Academy o[ Archi
tecture of the Ukrainian Republic in Kiev. h is 
the largest of the many scientific institutions es
tablished in connection with the huge work of re
h~bilitation. lt aids the local authorities in plan
nrng and city rebu ilding and stresses the use 
?f local raw !flatcrials. T he Academy also assisu 
m the rcstorauon of the old architecture and monu · 
mcnts and compiles volumes on architectural his
tory, building Le hniques, and the like. 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS 
Natl Council of Am-Soviet Friendship. 

NEWS BULLETIN, .dRCHITECTS' COMMITTEE 
OF THE .COUNCIL , mimco. A summary for Amer
ican arclutects of current, pertinent information . 

NEWS BULLETIN, BUILDING INDUSTRY 
COMMITTEE OF THE COUNCIL, mimco. A 
su mmary of current information for the industry . 

.dM REYIEW OF THE SOY/ET UNION A 
quarterly which is devoted to all phases of &,vict 
h(e and frequently contains articles about planning 
housi ng, and architecture. ' 

Society of Cultural Relations with the 
U.S.R.R. (98 Gower St., London W.C. I) 

SOY/ET RECONSTRUCTION SERIES : A BUL
LETIN 0 TOWNPLANNING, ARCHITEC
TURE A D BUILDING. Edited by Arthur Ling, 
m1meo. Represents a summary for the British of 
the latest available information about Soviet re
construction and parallels the America n bulletins 
cited above. 

ANCLO-SOYIET JOURNAL. A qua rterly which 
is similar to the ii m Rtvitw of the Soviet Union. 

(Continued on paqe 88) 



AT FEDERAL PENITENTIARY 

ANACONDA Through-Wall Flashing ... the flashing that 
drains itselj dry . .. is a worthy aid to the architect, consultant 
or contractor who builds for permanence. 

Die-stamped dam and corrugations in both straight sections 
and corner units insure positive drainage in the direction de
sired, intercept and dispose of wind-driven rain and moisture. 

The zig-zag ridges provide a strong mortar bond, prevent 
lateral movement and, by endwise nesting one or two ridges, 
insure watertight joints. The flat selvage is an aid in making 
neat, sharp bends for counter flashing or for locking co ad
jacent metal. 

For detailed information on Anaconda Through -\Xlall 
Flashing, write for Publication C-28. ,.,,. 

ANwl&·oA ,_,.~PJ! 
, I' 

COPPER 
TH E AMERICAN BRASS COMPAN Y 

General Offices: Waterbury 88, Cnaaecticur 
S11bsUliary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company 

fo Canada: ANACONDA AMERICAN BRASS LTD., 
New Toronto, 0111. 

• 

Federal Penitentiary at Terre Haute, Ind ., with mare 
than 20,000 lbs. of Anaconda Through-Wall Flashing 
installed by Henry C. Smithers Roofing Co., Indianapo-
lis, Ind ., Sheet Metal & Roofing Contract<>r. General 
Contractor, Great Lakes Construction Co., Chicago , Ill. 
Architects, Alfred Hopkins & Associates, New York City . 
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Cleveland Noiseless 

Sash Pulleys 

Incorporating a hard 

White Maple bearing that 

increases window efficiency 

and makes the pulley noise

less. A successful installation 

in thousands of windows all 

over the country. Made in 

bronze, aluminum or grey 

iron. Write NOW for guide 

to specifications. 

CLEVELAND LOCK WORKS 
DIVISION OF 

THE CONSOLIDATED IRON-STEEL MFG. 
1273 EAST S3rd ST., CLEVELAND 14, 0. 
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REVIEWS 
(Continued from paqe 86) 

ARCHITECTURAL AND !'LANNING GROUP 
OF THE SOCIETY.-HOW BUILDING AND 
PLAN.NING ARE ORGA !ZED IN THE USS R. 
( Rcp_rmt from Archts ' f r/, Aug. I, 1946, 8 pp.) 
Detailed answers to quesLions su bmitled to the 
Architects' Section or VOK S- thc 'oviet Society for 
Cultural Rela tions witb Foreign Countries in Mos
cow dealing with the orgauiz;Hion of architectural 
p_ract icc, tl!e bui lding industry , architectu ra l educa
tion, housmg , ~ind town plo1nni11g. (Photos and 
plans.) 

( Tiu . Am ,n"can and British ortmii:ationJ mentioned 
lurt tfSU.t also from timt to timt otJur m im101.rapluJ 
or pn11t1d 111mwgrnph1, rrnrlin i lists, n,,J ,.,/nt~d ma
tmal.) 

GOAD TO ACTION 
Breaking the Building B lockade. Robert 
Lasch. University of hicago , Press, 
5750 Ellis, Chicago, Ill., 1946. 916 pp. 
$2.50 

This study of city planning and housing 
by Robert Lasch merits a place with 
the work of Lewis Mumford, Catherine 
Baue r, Wal ter Gro p i u s, Sigfried 
Giedion, Henry Churchill-among t he 
scholarly and important contributions 
in this field. I t is essentially a rich ab
stract of information on fi na ncial, so
ciological, political, cultur al, technical, 
and legal facets of the subj ect. 

The theme of t he discussion is that 
people are what their houses make 
t hem. Since decent housing is more 
t han houses, a dequate city planning 
must provide appropriate spatial en
vironment for its accomplishment. The 
adverse factors of the past are identi
fied by the author for avoidance in the 
future. 

Str ong, selfish powers have planned 
and molded t he city for their own im
mediate pr ofit. Poli ticians, real estate 
men, bankers, unions (strange as that 
is), monopolies in building supplies, 
building codes, and the construction in
dustr y itself have each played an in
g lorious r ole. They have not been de
terred from their questionable activities 
by t he visible results: an increasing 
shortage for the past fifty years of 
housing which people could afford, 
mounting to the present crises. 

The situation will not be righted until 
large groups of citizens of a ll classes 
unitedly exer<.:ise their enormous power 
and demand action. To goad the city's 
residents to such demand is one aim of 
th is book. A program of sound housing 
objectives and of the steps necessary 
for its actualization are outlined. 

The author skillfully coordinates the 
vast amount of materials which he has 
marshaled for hi purpose in a readable, 
convincing work. 

LAWRENCE E. MAWN 

NOTICES 

ROBERT J. MAYER A D JOSEPH KICHAVEN 
have associated in a fi r m of that name 
for architectural practice. Their office 
is at 556 S. Serrano Ave., Los Ange
les 5, Calif. 

• 

• The renown of Imperial as the finest in 
Trocing Cloth goes back well over half a 
century. Droftsmen all over the world prefer 
it for the unifo rmity of its high transparency 
and ink-toking surface and the superb quality 
of its cloth fo undation. 

Imperial tokes erasures readily, without 
domage. It gives shorp contrasting prints of 
even the finest lines. Drawings mode on 
Imperial over fifty years ago ore sti ll a s 
good as ever, neither brittle nor opaque. 

If you like a duller surface, for clear, ha rd 
pencil lines, try Imperial Pencil Tracing Cloth. 
It is good for ink os well. 

IMPERIAL 
TRACING 

CLOTH 

SOLD BY LEA DING STATI ONERY AND DRAW

ING MATE RIAL DEALERS EVERYWHERE 



--YOU NEED A TAR-AND-GRAVEL ROOF 

Most houses in "Modern" styles have flat roofs. Some
times, of course, they are flat for purely architectural 
reasons ; sometimes they are flat because the roofs can 
then be used for recreational purposes or because a film 
of water can be kept on them to keep houses cool 
in summer . 

In eirher event, water may lie for long periods on the 
roof. One of rhe few buiJr-up roofing materials which 
can resist either continual or intermicrent exposure to 

water is coal rar pi rcli,. 
If you are planning a flat roofing area, you and your 

client are becrer protected if you specify coal tar pitch. 

Not only is this type of roof impervious to water; it 
is also only slightly affected by the sun's rays and other 
severe weather conditions . Ir has the unique quality 
of self-healing: Should small cracks occur because of 
the structural movement of the building, they heal 
themselves by the process of self-healing "cold-flow." 

Koppers Old Style Pitch and Tarred Felt Roofs have 
enviable records of performance on nar-roofe<l buildings. 
When you plan a modern home, be sure it includes a 
Koppers roof. 

Koppers roofing 

Koppers waterproofing 

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC., PITTSBURGH 1 9, PENNSYLVANIA 
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The Secret's 
• 
1n 

It's One of the Big 

Eubank Features That Make 

This Cabinet Ironing Board 

Ideal for New or Old Homes! 

The Eubank patented cast aluminum swivel sup

port makes this cabinet ironing board a " must" in 

your planning. It allows the board to swing through 

a wide arc for convenience in use ... means the 

board can be insta ll ed where space is limited. 

Sturdy 1 Requires a rough opening only 14" x 57 1/ 4" 

x 3- %". Attractive cabinet design , easy to instal l 

either before or after plastering. If your lumber 

dealer does not have this improved cabinet board, 

write the distributor nearest you. 

Built by 

L. H. E U B A N K A N D S 0 N 
Inglewood , Calif. 

National Sales Representative 

HARBOR PLYWOOD CORPORATION 
Hoquiam , Wash. 

DISTRIBUTORS : Arizona - Arizona Sash & Door Co., Phoenix; 
Southwestern Sash & Door Co., Phoenix & Tucson Arkansas -
Dyke Bros., Fort Smith, Little Rock & Texarkana California -
L. H. Eubank & Son, Inglewood Connecticut - Wm H Short 
Lumber Co., West Hartford District of Columbia - Harbor Sales 
Co. , Inc., Washington Florida - Harbor Plywood Corp . Jac'<.-
sonville, Miami & Tampa Georgia - Harbor Plywood Corp., 
Atlanta Illinois - Harbor Plywood Corp., Chicago Indiana -
E. W Camp Plywood Co., Inc., lndianapclis Iowa - Tip Top 
Distr ibut ing Co , Cedar Rapids. Des Moines & Storm La~e 

Kentucky - E. W Camp Plywood Co., Inc. , Louisvil le Louisiana -
Davidson Sash & Door Co, Lake Charles; New Orleans Sash & 
Door Co , New Orleans Maryland - Harbor Sales Co., Inc., 
Baltimore Massachusetts - Kimba ll Lumber Co , Watertown 
Michigan - E E. Anderson Lumber Co., Detroit; Anderson-Dietrich 
Lumber Co , Lansing Missouri - Dyke Bros , Joplin & Kansas 
City Nebraska - Omaha Har<jwood Lumber Co., Omaha New 
Jersey - Jersey Mi l lwork Corp., Jersey City; I R Quigley Co. , 
Gloucester City New Mexico - Southwestern Sash & Door Co, 
A lbuquerque; The New Mexico Co., A lbuquerque New York -
Alpert Woodwork ing Corp., Brooklyn; Davis Plywood Corp. , 
R:ichester ; Kimball Lumber Corp., Schenectady Ohio - E. W. 
Camp Plywood Co., Inc., Cincinnat i; Davis Plywood Corp . Cleve
land, Colwmbus & Toledo Tennessee - Cole Manufacturing Co., 
Memphis Texas - Davidson Sash & Door Co, Austin ; Houston 
Sash & Door Co., Houston ; Sou thmost Sash & Door Co., Harlingen, 
Texas Sash & Door Co., Fort Worth; Geo. C. Vaughan & Son, 
San Antonio Washington - Harbord Mercantile, Aberdeen ; 
Lundgren Dealers Supply, Tacoma 

All Women Want 

These Improved Features 

Found in the 
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~RICH d HANDSOME! 

IN the design and construction of really modern offices 
Formica "Realwood" offers a material that is strikingly 

beautiful, for it has the grain of genuine wood and a deep · 
limpid plastic surface that is by far the most attractive that 

was ever put on wood. 
Because it is also a genuine plastic it is spot proof, absorbs 

no moisture, and resists wear and abrasion by its unusual 
hardness. On horizontal surfaces it is cigarette-proof. It is 

stable in color, consequently it never has 
to be refinished, and space does not have 

to be taken out of service for that purpose. 
Veneers of many attractively grained 

woods are incorporated in "Realwood" 
sheets. 

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY, 462 I SPRING GROVE AVENUE, CINCINNATI 32, OHIO 
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Sinee V-J Day 

76 ESCALATORS 

installed 

in retail stores 
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• Thanks to the wholehearted, con cientiou efforts o{ 

Oti factory and field workers, it was possible for us to 

reconvert very qui kly. 

The fact peak for them elves. In retail store , 

alone, 176 E calator have been in tailed since V.J Day. 

Thus, the dependability and reliability of Otis 

equipment continu s to be matched by the perform-

ance of the Oti men who de ign, manufacture, in ta ll 

and maintain that equipment. For the finest in vertical 

tran portation, call Lis today. 

Some of the retail establishments in which Oti.• 

Escalators have been installed since V-J Day: 

The M. O ' Neil Company, Akron, 0. 

Davison-Paxon Co., Atlanta, Ga. 

The May Company, Baltimore, Md. 

Sattler's Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. 

Mandel Brothers, Inc., Chicago, Ill. 

The Rollman & Sons Company, Cincinnati, 0 . 

The Wm . Taylor Son & Co., Cleveland, 0 . 

The J . L. Hudson Company, Detroit, Mich . 

L. S. Ayres & Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 

Burdine' s Inc., Miami, Fla. 

Harvey's, Inc., Nashville, Tenn. 

Gimbel Brothers, Inc., New York, N. Y. 

Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia, Pa . 

Thalhimer Brothers, Inc ., Richmond, Va . 

McCurdy Co., Rochester, N. Y. 

Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co ., Rochester, N. Y. 

The Emporium, St. Paul, Minn. 

Z.C.M.I., Salt Lake City, Utah 

Hale Brothers, Inc., San Jose, Calif. 

Forbes & Wallace, Inc., Springfield, Mass. 

The G. M. McKelvey Company, Youngstown, 0. 

ELEVATOR 
COMPANY 

OFFICES IN 
ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 



TIME is MONEY-Save BO. H 
Use~~DOORS and JAMBS 

~ 

Here 's a real team to go to work for you-Tm-sized Doors and Tru-sized Jambs! 
Two of the most recent developments of Wheeler Osgood research, Tru-Sized Doors and Tru

sized Jambs together do a better job FASTER! Ordinary door and jamb installations do not com
pare with this amazing, new combination. 

The combined savings of time, work and money-with the additional advantage of a perma
nently accurate installation-make the Tru-sized Door and Jamb combination a "natural" for 
building America 's much-needed homes! 
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FIVE THINGS TO REMEMBER 
when you plan Air Conditioning for a bank 

4. FILTRATION 
Most of the dust and dirt 
is removed by the large, 
efficient filter . 

2.DEHUMIDIFICATION* 
Wrings n1ugg iness oul of 
the air. Proper hu midity 
lcYe l a ll yea r round. 

SUR E A B ANK should be cool. But 
it takes more than just cooling to 

make a satisfied client. It takes all fi ve 
benefits of Be lter Air Conditioning
General Electric Air CondiLioning. 

Make sure your client gets Cooling*, 
D ehumidification*, Circulation, Filtra
tion, and VenLilation in the proper 
balanced combination. 

Call your G-E distributor or contrac
tor for many valuable suggestions in 
design and layout. H e can help you save 
time and in many cases help to reduce 
o er-all costs. Or you can call on a 
representative of the General Electric 
Air Conditioning D epartment at the 
nearest local office. 

You'll find description and summary 
specifications of General Electric equip
ment in Sweets Catalog, Section 29 A-6. 
General Electric Co. , A ir Conditioning 
Dept. , Section 7502, Bloomfield, N. ]. 
*In w in tt-r B f"tt f"r Air Conditioo iog includes controlled hea 
and huwid ificu t iun. 

3. CIRCULATION 
Air i s gen tly circulated 
fo r uni for m coo lness 
thro ugh o ut. 

f 5. VENTILATION 

Maintains fresh atmos
s phere b y introducing 
plenty of outdoor air. 

GENERAL fl ELECTRIC 
Bette, ,4;, Co11tlit10111nr 
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The 
PLANNING 

BOARD 
TheTrusconPlan
ning Board says: 
'·Right now, as of 
J an. 15, the big 
question is deliv
eries, and it's any
body 's guess as to 
what actually 

will happen. Our present delivery sched
ules read like this: Indwtrial Windows, 
20 to 32 weeks; Office Building Windows, 
24 weeks; Fe"oh~rd Steeldeck, 16 weeks; 
0-T Steel Joists, 8 weeks; Clerespan Joists, 
contingent upon ability to get structural 
shapes. But somewhere along the line the 
bottleneck on one or more materials may 
break, and the whole system of production 
would be rapidly speeded up. Our sttg
gestion is that yott keep in close touch 
with your Truscon representative, and 
work with him on all specifications. " 

For Those Long, Long Reaches 

If you're working on a job chat in
volves big areas of open floor spaces, 
let your slide rule play wi ch the in
teresting figures on Truscon "Clere
span'' Joists. A great many beautiful, 
obstruction-free areas up to 64 feet 
in width have been attained with 
this strong, light-weight joist. Such 
a variety of jobs as the Safeway Stores, 
Omaha; National Lead Co. Shipping 
Building, Sc. Louis; La Salle Sc. Sta
tion Train Shed, Chicago; Boulder 
High School, Boulder, Colo.; Ohio 
Bell Telephone Co. Office and Srorage 
Building, Zanesville, Ohio, and hun
dreds of ochers in wide variety, indi
cate the many building needs met by 
'"Clerespan" Joists. 

Fundamentally, a Truscon "Clere
span" Steel Joist is a Pratt truss 

having rop and bottom chords, each 
composed of two hot rolled angles 
with plain round individual web 
members except for bridging posts, 
which are composed of hoc rolled 
angles. Truscon "Clerespan" Steel 
Joists are designed in accordance with 
standard accepted engineering prac
tice. Top chords are designed for bend
ing between panel poinrs as well as for 
direct compression. All connections 
are positively secured by means 
of electric arc welding. 

The 
Trttscon 

''Clere span· ' 
Joist 

Your Sweet's File, or your new Trus
con catalog on "Clerespan" Joists, 
will give you complete details on this 
practical steel construction member. 
And don't forget to ask your Truscon 
representative to help you in design
ing and engineering buildings that 
require large floor areas without 
posts, or supports except at joist ends. 

Roofs-Big or Small 
Whether it's just a small score or a big factory 
building, you'll find the answer co your roof 
problems in Truscon °°Ferrobord" Sceeldeck . 

If you have a flat, pitched or curved roof on 
which co put an economical, permanent deck, 
.. Ferrobord" permirs you to meet all rhe re
quirements of such a job . 

.. Ferrobord" Sreeldeck consists of a parallel 
S)'Stem of strong strucrural interlocking sreel 
members, which presen t a smooth surface over 
which can be applied built-up roofing of any 
type, wirh or without insulation. · · Ferrobord ·· 
is made from borh 20-gauge and 18-gauge 
copper-bearing srrip steel, having an ulrimare 
strength of not less than S0,000 lbs. per square 
inch. Each unit is 6 inches wide and has a 
depth of either 1).1or1 % inches. 

With these specifications you can design a roof 
job that" s got strength and effective area cover
age at reasonable cost. The T ruscon Steel Com
pany will be glad to cooperate wirh local roof 
companies in selecting the proper type of in
sulation and builr-up roofing co meet certain 
definite requirements of structures. 

Johnny-on-the-Spot 

T~ Trttscott Steel Company has engi11eerint, 
and salu offices in 43 major cities, strategi
cally located thro11gho11t the United States. 
Each of tks1 offices is ma11111d by experi
enced men who have been in tm d.isit,11i11g 
a11d structural b111i11eu a long time, and a" 
capable of giving you helpful, intelligent 
service on your daily problems. There·s a 
Truscon man in your own town, or just a 
short trip away. Don·t hesitate to ask him 
to call 011 you, 110 matter whe" yo11 are. 

Which Way-
In or Out? 

There are a lot of times 
when you need a commer
cial window that 's not only 
good looking but one that 
must meet special require
ments. For insrance, if win
dows must be screened, the 
outward projecred type is 
the answer. The same 
is recommended when the 
venrilaror must nor, in an open position, in
trude on the inrerior clearance required for 
crane movement, nor inrerfere wi rh shades. 
Conversely, the ventilarors may project in and 
provide needed ventilation without extend
rng beyond the building line. The Truscon 
Commercial Projected Window is especially 
made for requirements of this kind . It"s a 
good window to use for designing large win
dow areas, too. Write for literature on the 
Truscon Commercial Projected Window, giv
ing you complete mechanical features, con
scrucrion derails, and t ypes and sizes. 

New Literature 
A complete new booklet 
on Truscon Srraight Slide 
Steel Hangar Doors is 
available on request . This 
is a product on which we 
can make reasonably 
qujck deliveries. If you 
have any airport jobs on 
your boards, get this new 
booklet now. 

TRUSCON 
STEEL COMPANY 

YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO 
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation 
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~OR 

ARC~ T~CTS 

• This colorful book just published is the first complete 
presentation of all the new developments in the Crane line 
of residential plumbing equipment. 

It illustrates and describes a wide range of bathroom 
groups, kitchen sinks and other equipment styled to suit 
every taste-priced to fit every budget. If you have not al
ready received a copy, ask your Crane Branch. 

All the equipment in this book is of postwar design
freshly styled to meet today's conditions and incorporating 
advanced engineering features. 

planning residential construction ! 

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES : 

836 S. MICHIGAN AVE ., CHICAGO 5 

PLUMBING 

VALVES • 

AND HEATING 

FITTINGS• PIPE 

Moreover, this book shows many beautiful bathrooms 
and kitchens in full color. These rooms were actually built 
and photographed to provide your clients with ideas and 
suggestions for the new bathrooms and kitchens they are 
planning. 

Above all, most of the equipment illustrated is in actual 
production. The whole line is scheduled for production in 
1947. A continued increase in volume is expected during 
the year. 

Keep in touch with your Crane Branch or Wholesaler 
on availability of specific items in your territory. Every effort 
will be made to meet your needs as rapidly as possible. 

CRANE 
NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING CO N TRACTORS 
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Lester C. Haecke l, 
Designer fo r 

Wm. B. It tne r, Inc. 

"Rarely does a product so functional as yours 

lend itself to such a wide range of architectural treat-

ment in designing school buildings." 

For your copy of the Mesker Book of School Windows 
write to Mesker Brothers, 4340 Geraldine, St. Louis 15, Mo. 
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In new construction or for replacements , make sure your 1947 
plans call for Halsey Taylor Drinking Fountains . All over America, 
especially in school insta llations, these modern drinking fountains 
have proved their reputation for economy of operation, freedom 
from contamination and trouble - proof service over the years. 
Get our latest literature. 

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR CO., WARREN , OHIO 

lHlA1L§EY 'fA\YlLOR 
DRINKING FOUNTAINS 
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"Missing the boat• can become a stigma upon the 
conservative minds who overlook the magic of 
photomurals in modem wall decoration. 

Jn Davenport they love the Mississippi . . . and in 
the Davenport Club, photomurals capture all of the 
lure of this mighty "Father of Waters." for the 
pleasure of the daily diners. 

Restaurant, Hotel, Tavern, Store or Residence .. . 
all can be enhanced by the magic of photomurals 
... yes, mural magic is one medium of wall deco· 
ration that offers possibilities limited only by the 
imagination of the designer. 

Our color brochure, "Make Blank Walls Live,' 
treats the subject comprehensively. Write for your 
copy today ... FREE. 

A·S l 



In the mammoth Kewanee Shops ..• a third of a mile long 
••• husky steel plate, up to an inch thick, is tailored to 
exact dimensions - with more painstaking precision than 
the finest tailor-made suit. 

And as a basis of this fine prec1s1on manufacturing 
by expert boilermakers, working with the most modern 
machinery, ore principles of boiler design which 78 

years experience proves most efficient in 
producing steam at lowest costs. 

••1· U. S. ftot. Off. 

M E M BER 
Kewanee High Pressure, Heavy Duty Firebox Boilers are built for 10 ta 304 Horse 
Power at 100, 125 and 1 SO pounds working pressure •. . burning coal, oil or gas. 

KEWANEE, ILLINOIS 
Branches in 60 Cities- Eastern District Office: 40 West 40th Street, New York City 18 

Division of AMERICAN ~DIATOR & .$ta11dard .$anita1'Jj CORPOR ATION 
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for their economical, smooth, strong leods. 
Use the Tracing De grees for fin e, clear 
blueprint reproduction. 

22 A CCU RA TE DEGREES 68 to 9H 
TRACING 1-2-3-4 and EXTRA B for Layout 

Write Dept. P for free t r ia l sample o r send us $1 .00 
for tria l doz. (p repa id ) o f y our favori te deg rees. 

Buy them from your d ealer. 
(This offer good only within U.S.A.) 

~ 11~ ~ ~ /<f"t!'~ 

&eneral Pentil Campany 
t7• J,I #~T JTIHT e JHSIY CITY 6. M,J. 

_,..,,•9·;. 
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An Exclusive New Feature 
of D ecorative Micarta 

You can be sure chis beauty will be in perfect 
condition on "opening nighc." 

Now when Decorative Micarca* is inspected ac 
the factory, its sparkling surface is immediately 
protected by a heavy kraft paper "beauty mask" 
... insurance against mars and scratches in transit. 

And there's another benefit, imporcanc co you. 
Installation, machining and fining work on 
table cops, walls and counters can be done with 
this mask still in place. 

Upon installation the mask is stripped off 
easily to reveal all the original beauty of 
Decorative Micarca. 

Decorative Micarta is made in a wide variety 
of desirable colors and paccerns. Ir is dur
able, beautiful, practical. Write for full infor
mation coday. 

S IX lllSTINCTIVE /\ ll V/\NT/\ l:Es uf ll E l~ IJll /\Tl \/E M IC/\ llT/\ 

1. Will not chip, split or warp 
2. Unharmed by alcohol, food , grease, fruir juices 
3. Cigarerre-proof grade withsrands burning cigarettes 
4. Easy to clean with a damp clorh 
5. Colors and parterns never fade 
6. Never needs refinishing 

"Maoufacrured by Wescinghouse Elecrric Corporation. 

Reg . U . S. Pat. Off. 

UNIT ED STAT ES PLYW OOD COl{PQl{ATI ON 
55 West 44rh Srreet, New York 18, N. Y . 



EVEN SMALL HOMES SHOULD HAVE RACEWAYS FOR TELEPHONE W IR ES 

SMAL~HOMES TELEPHONE PROBLEMS 

R ACEWAYS for concealing telephone wires assui-e a convenient and attractive 
telephone arrangement in small a well as larger homes. Yet the additional 
cost is very small. 

In homes you de ign with fini bed basement , exposed wire can be avoided 
in the basement a well as on the main floor. Wiring channel leading to one or 
more con venient telephone outlet should be installed before .floors are laid 
and walls are fini hed. Yow· clients will appreciate thi provision for their 
future telephone needs. 

Your Bell Telephone Company will be glad to help you plan telephone 
wiring facilities . J ust call your Telephone Bu ines Office and a k for "Archite t 
and Builders Se1·vice." 

@ BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
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e Selecting the right convector for any building 

is an easy task today ... made easy by Young, the 

pioneer in standardized convectors. Standardiza

tion has simplified specifications, guaranteed 

quicker delivery and speeded-up installation. It 

has made mass production techniques possible 

thereby making this modern heating equipment 

available at a low price. Packaging has hastened 

handling, lessened danger of damage. "Stream

aire" Convectors soon may be ordered direct 

from stock. Write for your copy of the 

"Streamaire" Catalog today. It illustrates the 

convection principle and advantages and describes 

each of the "Streamaire" Convector models. 

FOUR "STREAMAIRE" STYLES MEET EVERY NEED 

flEE-SUNDING TYPE " C" 
Saves on installation costs; idea l 
for remodeling or new construction . 

WALL-HUNG TYPE "W" 
off. floor installation makes routine 
ftoor cleaning easy . 

WALL·HUNQ TYPE "WS" 
Sloping top grille prevents careless 
blocking of air circulolion . 

llllilUI 

PARTIALLY-RECESSED TYPE " $ " 

Special "Z" Bars permit installation 
before or ofter plastering . 

YOUNG 
BEAT TRANSFER PRODUCTS 
Oil COOlEIS • GAS, GASOLINE. DIESEL ENGINE COOLING IADIATOlS • HEAT EXCHANGERS 

IMTUCOOU:IS • EVAPORATIVE COOlH.S ~ ENGINE JACKET WATEI COOLUS 

GAS COOLUS • UNIT HEATHS COHVECTOH • CONOENSEIS • All 

CONDITIONING UNITS • EVAPORATORS HEATING COILS • COOLING COILS 

AND A COM,LETE LINE Of AIRCIAfT HEAT TlANSfEl fQUIP'MENT 

YOUNG RADIATOR C:O., Dept. 577-B RACINE, WIS., V. S.A. 
Soles and Eng ineering Off ices in all Principal Cities 
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THE SMARTEST IN BATHROOM 

ACCESSORIES 

TOILET PAPER 
HOLDER No. 370 
Chrome Roller 

TUMBLER AND 
TOOTHBRUSH 
HOLDER No. 330 

SOAP HOLDER 
No. 322-W;th Un· 
breakable Crystal Tray 

ROBE HOOK 
No. 381-2V1" lang 

SQUARE TOWEL 
BAR No. 394-~ " 
Square Bar. lengths : 
18", 2~ •• 30", 36" 

CONCEALED 
LAVATORY UNIT 
U.S. Patent No. 
2,039,065 

No. 338-0PEN 
Soop D;sh, Tumbler and 
ToothbrU<h Holder 
••Posed f« use. 

No. 338-TURNING 
T 1Kned at the tou<h 
of a finger. 

No. 338-CLOSED 
T-hbrW..s, Soop 
and Tumbler h01d911 
from sight. 

HALL-MACK COMPANY 
(FORMERLY HAllENSCHEID & McDONALD) 

1344 WEST WASHINGTON BLVD., LOS ANGELES 7, CALIF. 



This entrance in i\l a nha i\laid 1\lanufacLUring Company' 
showrooms i high lighted by a gracefull y curved Aoor-to
cei lin g pa nel of Jnsulu x Glass Block. The Insulux pane l 

trammit;, light from room to room-create> an a tmo;,phcre 
o[ spaciou ness-for this Chicago manufacturer o[ women' 
lingerie. Architects are Loewenberg &: Loewenberg, Chicago. 

OWENS• ILLINOIS 

GLASS BLOCK 

Jnsulux Glass Block is manufactured ill three si::.es, 
mm!)' attractive and func tional patterns. I t is designed lo 
do marry thit1.f?S oilier malerials ca1111ot do. b westigalt.1 

Direct approach 

to lighting for sales 

11 SHOWROOMS, stores and shops, Insulux Glass Block has 
proved its merit time and time again. 

Exterior panels and interior partitions of Insulux are a direct 
architectural approach to improved lighting-with the mainte
nance of privacy. This versatile materi a l diffuses light and per
mits the " borrowing" of light for rooms Jacking an outside 
exposure. 

The fresh spotless appearance is appealing, ales-making-and 
Insulux is readily adaptable to a wide variety of design pos
sibilities of definite functional value. 

Check the "Glass" ection of Sweet's Architectural Cata log 
for technical data , specifications and in tallation details. Or 
write Dept. D-26, Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Insulux Prod
ucts Divi ion , Toledo 1 , Ohio. 
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H&H CORBIN 
LOCK SWITCHES 

Keep control of the lighting in proper hands! Guard 
against unauthorized tampering with lights in schools, hospi

tals , theatres, auditoriums, hotels or any other building used 

by the general public. 

The Lock Switches pictured here are no ordinary switches 

with locking device. They' re time-tested H & H Rotary Snap 

witches, operated only by turning the key in a Corbi n Pin 

Tumbler Lock. 

o. L281 is standard cype , )ingle pole, avodl;1h lc aho in double pole., 

3. way and 4- way. o . 1281- WP is weatherproof, with cadmium -finish 

screw cap plate fitting on a weathertighr rubber mac. No. 1291 is a mast~r 

!ock swicch, reciprocating type. After inserring key in lock . switch may be 

rurned to ri1itht or left - ON or 0 FF. but key cannot be removed from 

switch in O or OFF position. Writ e for s pecification dat a on rhis 

con1pll'lt line. 

HART & HEGEMAN DIVISION 

ARROW-HART & HEGEMAN ELECTRIC 
COMPANY, HARTFORD 6, CONN., U.S. A. 



For new construction or remodeling, 

you'll .find it quick and easy to use Weld

wood Plywood with stock sashwork. 

Here are four methods selected from those 

illustrated in the Weldwood Installation 

Booklet. You'll .find a host of other help

ful and valuable suggestions for the many 

interesting structural details possible with 

this versatile material. 

This profusely illustrated booklet is yours 

for the asking. W rite for your free copy 

today. 

Pla1tlc1 and Wood 
We lded for Good 

Wat"proof Wtldwood f or tx ttrior tm is hondtd 
with phm ol f orma ldthydt sy11tht1ic resin. 0th" 
IJ/IU of water-rts11tant Wtldtvood f or inttrior ap
p/icatioru a rt ntanufacrurtd flJith ex ttndtd 11rta 

rtsins and orhtr aPProvtd bonding agtnt1. 

WELDWOOD Plywood 
Wtldwood Plywood a 11d Jlltn gtl Flush D oors art Products of 

UNITED suns PllWOOO tORPORAllON THE MENGEL COMPANY, INCORPORATED 
N ew Y o rk 18, N . Y . Lo uisville 1, K y. 

DiJtrih111ing 11nit1 i 11 Baltimo re, Boscoo , Brooklyn , Chicago, Cinci nnati , Cleveland , 
Derro ir, Hig h Poi n<, Los Angeles, Newark, N ew York, Oakland, Philadelph ia, 
Pirrsburgh, Rochester, San Francisco, Searde. Al so U . S.· Mengel Plywoods! Inc. 
distributing un its in Atlanta Dallas, Jacksonville, Lo uisvillci New Or cans, 
Houston , Sr. Louis. Jn Ca nada: Un ired States Plywood of Canada, Limited, Toronto. 
Stnd inquirits to ntartII point. 

This detail shows a simple but 
effeccive mechod of adapting 
Weldwood Plywood co an inside 
door jamb during new conscruc
cion.W eldwood is brough c flush , 
and covered with scock molding. 

Double-hung window in stand
ard plaster wall construction, 
wich back band casing. Banding 
must be thick enough co install 
small molding around opening, 
co cover liccing imperfections. 

Dri-bilt construction , with 
Weldwood adapted co scock win
dow frame. N oce the unique 
plywood valance, concealing all 
fixtures. Easily made from Weld
wood during construccion . 

You can use Weldwood equally 
well wichouc any type of casing, 
as this detail of an interior door 
opening shows. This mechod is 
equally sacisfaccory for new con
scruccion or remodeling. 
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"TEAMWORK" 

2470 

is the key to an economical 
trouble-free Heating System 

THE DUNHAM HEATING "TEAM" 
is a coordinated unit making "first downs" in 
steam temperature variations ... steam volume 
variations ... continuous circulation ... pro
portionate distribution. It kicks the goal by 
automatically balancing the heat supply with 
the heat loss of the building . This overcomes 
the vagaries of the outside weather and keeps 
the building temperature constant at any de
sired temperature. C. A. Dunham Company, 
450 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Illinois. 

DunHAmHEAT/#C MEA#S 
BETTER HEATl#C 

NOW on all 
Jamison Track Port Doors 

The ultimate in flexibility - positively 

co-ordinated operation of entrance door 

and track port without strain on the 

operating mechanism. 

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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ARCHITECTURAL 

TERRA C 0 TT A 

DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE • CONSTRUCTION DETAILS e 

COLOR SAMPLES. AVAILABLE ON REQUEST • PRELIM-

!NARY SKETCHES OR FINISHED DRAWINGS SENT TO US 

FOR CONSTRUCTION OR COST INFORMATION WILL 

RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. 

FEDERAL SEABOARD 
TERRA COTTA Corp. 
8 E. 40th STREET NEW YORIC 16 

NEW YORK 

<11ENE~ 

FLASHING 

<11ENE~ 

FLASHING 
REG LET 

CHENEY FLASHING is again 
being made by the orig· 

inal inventor who pioneered 
the art of thru-wall flashing 
eighteen years ago. 

No thru-wall flashing can 
operate successfully unless it 
has the two very important 
features that are found in 
CHENEY FLASHING - proven 
weep-hole drainaqe and the 
three-way bond. vertical as 
well as longitudinal and 
lateral. 

Remember . the inferior two
way flashings . crimped cop
per and membranes: have 
neither the vertical bond nor 
do they drain moisture from 
the wall fast enough. Further
more. their first cost advan
tage has disappeared be
cause today Cheney Flashing 
is no longer a specialty-it's 
a standard commodity. 



OPEN WEB S~EEL JOISTS? 
In the light occupancy buildings of tomorrow, speedy, economical erection and 

greater utility are paramount. Consider why steel joists are ideal for such structures:· 
Easier to install than wood-conceal pipes and conduits within the floor system-elimi
nate shrinkage, preventing cracking of ceilings and partitions-termite proof-fire re
sistive. Particulars available from our field engineers. 

WHY SPECIFY CECO JOISTS? 
I. Wide top chords provide exceptional lat

eral rigidity. 
4. Bearing plates are securely attached, thus 

eliminating loose parts. 

2. Twin chords permit secure attachment of 
floor and ceiling by wire ties or bolts. 

S. Shielded arc welds withstand three times 
the designed stress. 

3. Hairline contact of bottom chord with 
plaster prevents streaking. 

6. Ceco steel joists a re approved by the Steel 
Joist Institute. 

Ceco catalogs are in Sweet's Architectural File 

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
GENERAL OFFICES : 5701 West 26th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois 

Offices, warehouses and fabricating plants in p rincipa l cities 
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Architectural 
TERRA COTTA 

• · • • The frank use of terra cotta for 
ornamental enrichment, along with 
other materials used for p lain me
chanical surfaces, was an outstanding 
characteristic of Ro man, Greek and 
Renaissance architecture. A revival of 
this reasonable use of a fine histo ric 
material may be seen in many build
ings, coast to coast. Terra cotta pro
vides desirable ornament at low cost 
because units can be reproduced in
definitely and exactly from one fine 
original model. 

. . . . Architect;,,,ra/ Services: 
Descripti ve litera ture: construction de
tails: color samples: ost estimates from 
architects' sketches or drawings. 

Northwestern Terra Cotta 
Corpor•tion 

1750 Wri~htwood Ave., C:bica~o 14, Ill. 
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The 

Trade Mark 

quality 

9unctional fieautie~ 
FOR ACCURATE ROOM 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
T-70 METROTHERM accurate, re
more. positive. snap action Thermo
stat. low & line voltage. Encased in 

ivory plastic. Louvres & 
dia l accented by bright 
chrome. Avai lable in 
ten models. 

T-80 TRIMTHERMS" T-70 
bar mo n i zing du 11 Metrotherm 
chrome cover is ther-
mally respQnsive mechanism, unhoused 
& exPosed co immediate radiant heat & 
temperamre change. Ivory plastic base 
aets as blanket to thermally isolate in· 
suumenc from wall. Extends on ly °l'fl # 

from wall . 

Request Service & Instruction Manual 
T-80 & new Caralog of Automatic Pressure. 

Trlmtherm Temperature & Flow Controls. 

~~.~.~!~ ijl ~!?.~.r~!L 
F'ACTOlllY ••ANCHas: PHILADELPHIA.. A.TLAN~• 
BOSTON • CHICAGO • KANSAS CITY • NEW YORK 
DALLAS • DENVER • DETROIT • CLEVELAND • HOUS· 
TON • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE • PITTSBURGH 

Dl8T•t•UTO•S IN P•IHCIPAL CITl&S 17·4 

A POINT FOR EVERY PURPOSE 

A century ago every house hod its old oaken 
bucket. A century ago Gillott Pens were in 
common use, too. 

Well buckets ore now mighty scarce. It 
doesn't matter; they ore obsolete. Gillott Pens 
ore rather scarce, too, and that does matter 
for thousands desperately need them . 

We ore using every facility to catch up with 
the demand. Perhaps your dealer now ·hos a 
supply of Gillott's. Hove you tried him lately? 



'oday, the genera l theme is di_rected to flexible, continuous-run lighting. 

'ar- ighted architects are incorporating Federal Zeon Cold Cathode Fluo

escent lighting in the new buildings they are designing. 

Federal's fixtures made in 8-foot unit are so versati le that they allow the 

rchitect the freedom of design that has so long been as ociated with only 

nstom-made jobs. Each unit, fashioned for ea y conversion to continuous
un lighting, .incorporates the principle of spreading the source over as wide 

n area as possible by using longer lengths of low surface brightness. The 
esults are more efficient, and provide a more natural diffusion of easy

o-see-by light. 

In tallation of Federal Zeon Cold Cathode Fluorescent units is a sound 

tvestment in the Jong run. The low depreciation and long life of cold 

athodc lamps assure efficient operation with low maintenance costs. 

'ederal fixtures contain a\\ ba\\asts, socke ts, wiring and convenien t knock

uts in all race-ways for easier, more economical installing. 

These versatile fixtures are avGilable, tool 

Illustrated above are three of Federal's distinctive 

ligh ting fixtures. The e easi ly -installed units may 

be used in numerous ways to obtain individuality 

and varie ty in design. They can be used as individ

ual fixtures and- are easily converted. into con

t inuou -run lighting units. 

FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. 
8700 SOUTH STATE STREET • CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS 



Eliminate Water Hammer 
•The most efficient way to stop or pre

vent water hammer is to install a 
WADE Sealed Air Chamber. The 
other side of the Pressure-Flow Chart 
contains handy selection tables for 
quickly picking exactly the right size 
Sealed Air Cnamber for a known 
pressure and pipe length . This is 
probably the most authentic informa
tion on selecting air chambers to stop 
water hammer ever published. Since 
supply is limited, we suggest you send 
for your Wade Wall Chart without 
delay. 

water-supply tables, originally compiled at the University 
at Wisconsin, have been adapted by Wade plumbing engineers 
and mounted on a handsome wall chart for easy reference. 

WHAT THE TABLES TELL YOU: 

e The gallons per minute available at any distance along a pipe %' to 2 ' in size, at aoy 
pressure up to 90 lbs . 

e Correct pipe sizes to provide adequa1e water supply for residence or apartment buildings 
when pressure is known. 

e The probable water requirements in gallons per minute of any residence building up to 
10 apartments in size. 

e Whether sufficient water is available for proposed remodeling of building to add new 
apartments or outlets. 

The Wade Wall Chart is available, wi1hou1 charge, to architects; engineers; plumbing 
contractors, and dealers . Write for your copy wday. 

Courtesy Pi1tsb urgh lro nmcn 

0 RA I NS AN D· ·p I U M ll I N Ii S I'£ C I A l TI f S 

81 NORTH STATE STREET, ELGIN, ILLINOIS 

Times have changed but " ARTGUM" 

still comes to you UNCHANGED IN 

QUALITY, unaffected even by wartime 

shortages and production difficulties. 

There is no substitute for "ARTGUM" -

the surface cleaner with a light touch . 

LI N -0 -BL U :!JJufiei 
/mist 011 the origi11al and stand.ad 

NONE LIKE IT .. FOR DIRECT BLUE LINE PRINTS * No. 10 Sharp and Permanent 
Elliott 's LIN -0-BLU Ammonio developed poper should be used by you· 
IT is o STAR PERFORMER everytime. ,l\voilable in thin, med ium or heavy 
weights. WRITE DEPT. U-2 FOl't FREE SAMPLES 

B. K. · ELLIOTT CO. 
MANUFACTURERS OF REPRODUCTION PAPERS 

PITTSBURGH - DETROIT - CLEVELAND 
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THE ROSENTHAL CO. 
4S EAST 17th STREET, HEW YORK 3, N. Y. 



I 

Research Laboratory at Norwalk, Conn. fo r 
Rcrnington~Rand, lnc. Architects and Engineers: 
Fletcher .. Thompson, Inc .. New York and Bridge~ 
pore, Conn. Contractor: The E &. F Construction 
Co., Inc . , Bridgeport, Conn. 

Here is inspiration in industrial building . . . beauty 

combined with functional design. The new 5-story 

Remingcon-Rand Building uses Lupton Architectural 

Projected Windows to obtain all the best features of 

window design- modern appearance, abundant day

lighting and controlled, natural ventilation . Ideal for 

school, office or commercial buildings. Write for the 

new 1947 Catalog or see our Catalog in Sweet's. 

MICHAEL FLYNN MANUFACTURING CO. 
700 East Go d fre y Avenue, Philadelphi a 24, Penna. 

Member of the Metal Window Instit11te 

METAL WIN DOWS 
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~'4 
CREOSOTE SHINGLE 

STAINS ••• 

The Economy ol 
Using the BEST 

Their deep penetrating 
creosote assures years of beauty 
and protection - yet Cabot's 
high quality Shingle Stains cost 
less than half as much as good 
paint. Cabot's Stains won'tjeel 
or blister, even when use on 
green lumber. Cabot's Creosote 
Stains are available in a wide 
variety of colors, from clear 
brilliant hues to attractive 
weathering grays and browns. 

Free Booklet-"Stained Houses"-
contains illustrations and complete 
information, plus color card. Samuel 
Cabot, Inc., 1277 Oliver Bldg., 
Boston 9, Mass. 

NEW CALIFORNIA DIVISION 

REPORT 

MORE THAN 21 WEST COAST BUILDINGS 

CONSTRUCTED WITH AMERICAN 

WOOD BOWSTRING TRUSSES 

Our new California Division, 
recently established lo better 
serve the entire West Coast , 
repor ts a big demand for these 
superior roof trusses, especially 
designed to protect buildings 
against earthquakes and other 
disturbances. 

Architects and Engineer s 
everywhere, can learn the many 
advantages of specifying Amer. 

}All, "J'tew- ican Roof Trusses for Stores, 
ll"'l'iee ( Sed F-,_,_,,,.,._ Bowling Alleys, Factories, Ga-
7.Ll .• ,.,./~a,lt f!Z(J(>~ I -i-- rages a nd other buildings simply 
~~.,..,.. by writing to our nea rest office, 
~9 1/tJw · · ' today, advising of the application. 

Actual photos showing advantages of 
roof truss cons truct ion in many types 
of buildings. 

25th Anniversary 1922-1947 

AMERICAN ROOF TRUSS CO. 
CHICAGO, 49 LOS ANGELES, 37 

6856 Stony Island Ave. 272 W . Santa Barbara Ave . 
Phone PLAza 1 772 Phone ADams 1-4379 
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ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
A P r actical Course ( HOME STUDY) by Moil Only 

Prepares Arrhirecrs and Draftsmen 
for srrU< rural portion of 

STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS 
for many rhis is the mosr difficult section of rhe examinations. 
Qualifies for designing srrucrures in wood, rnncrere or srecl. 
Successfully conducted for rhe pasr thirteen ye.irs . Our complete 
Strucrural Engineering course well known for thirty-seven year~. 

Literature without obUgation--write TODAY 

WI LSON ENG IN EERING CORPORATION 
College House Offices Harvard Square 

CAM BRIDGE . MASSACHUSETTS. U. S. A . 

SPRING BACK BINDERS 
FOR 

PENCIL POINTS 
(PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE) 

TWO INCH CAPACITY $2.00 

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP. 
330 W. 42nd ST. New York 18, N. Y. 

THERMAL 
INSULATION 
of BUILDINGS 

• • 

by PAUL DUNHAM CLOSE 
Formerly Technical Secretary, American Society of Heat
ing and Ventilating Engineers, New York, and Insulation 

Board Institute, Chicago. 

This book provides information and data on 
the various economic and comfort advantages 
of thermal insulating materials, a description 
of the various types of insulation used in 
dwellings and many other buildings, and an 
explanation of how they are applied. 
While the book is not intended to be an ex
haustive treatise on the thermal insulation of 
buiJdings, it is a technically competent but at 
the same time readily understandable discus
sion of the subject, well suited to use by archi
tects, engineers, builders, insulation salesmen, 
students and home owners. 
You will want this new book on your shelf for 
ready reference. It is spiral bound so that it 
will lie flat thus making it easier to use its 
charts, graphs, and other descriptive matter. 

Price $1.75 I 
REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP. l 
330 w. 42nd STREET NEW YORK 18, N. v. __ 



JUST OFF THE PRESS ~ ~ 

HOSPITALS 
INTEGRATED DESIGN 

By Isadore Rosenfield 
This a uthoritative and comprehensive volume on all phases of hospital 
design, construction, costs and equipment is written by a well-known hos
pital consultant who is completely familiar with the architectural problems 
involved in this work. 

This book is a thorough, well-illustrated study based on a lecture series given 
at the Architectural League of New York under the auspices of the New 
York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects and the Department of 
Public Works, New York. This material has been greatly augmented and 
includes discussions by Doctors Kingsley Roberts, Leo Taran and Otto Bloom. 
There are also chapters by Thomas H. Creighton and A. Gordon Lorimer. 

Those who have heard the lectures or read the manuscript believe that this 
book will be of unquestionable value to architects, engineers, designers, 
draftsmen, hospital administrators, municipal boards of health and public 
works, and members of the medical and nursing professions. 

Over 300 pages Price $10.75 

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECT U RE 

Other volumes in 

Progressive Architecture Library Series 
in preparation. 

APARTMENT HOUSES 

by Joseph Abel and Fred Severud 

price undetermined 

SHOPS AND STORES 

by Morris Ketchum, Jr. 
price undetermined 

L I B R AR Y VOLUME ONE 

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

D Check books wanted 

Enclosed find $ ................. ............ .for ... .... .... .................. copies of 

D Hospitals- Inteqrated Desiqn ....... ............................ . $10.75 
D Apartment Houses 

by Joseph Abel and Fred Severud 
Price Undetermined 

D Shops and Stores 
by Morris Ketchum, Jr. 

Price Undetermined 

Deliveries on the books will be made postpaid. (Add 2 
cents per dollar sales tax to your remittance for orders 
delivered in New York City.) 

Name .. ...... .. .... ....... .... ........... ..... ..................... ................................. . 
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0 B s E R v A T 

I AM GETTING VERY TIRED OF HEARING 
ARCHITECTURE REFERRED TO AS "A PART 
OF THE EUILDING INDUSTRY." Jim Ed
munds, that indefatigable president of 
the A.I.A., has been traveling the coun
try, delivering at many chapters and 
state association meetings a speech 
which begins, "The architects as a 
group are numerically and politically 
weak. We can be effective only if we 
realize that we are an integral part of 
the building industry.'' I submit that 
this evaluation is a very sure way to 
reduce architects to professional im
potence and architecture to a minor 
aspect of real estate maneuvering. Ed
munds and the A.I.A. are not alone 
guilty in this sense; every day material 
comes to my desk which says "the 
building industry" when it means archi
tecture. 

It is entirely laudable that architects 
have climbed down from the ivory tower 
they occupied for so long and come to 
an appreciation of the realities of build
ing. While they were up there drawing 
paper facades, the engineers and the 
contractors stepped in and took away 
many of their prerogatives. However, 
if the pr ofession now meekly lines up 
in back of the NAHB, the AGC, and the 
NAREB, and plays snap the whip in 
the tail position, it's going to get flung 
off the line entirely. 

What is the "building industry" in your 
town? Several speculative home build
ers, not always bothering with archi
tectural services; a couple of general 
contractors who don't always agree 
when you propose a change in their 
usual method of building ; a few real 
esta te people who are not always in
terested in proper commu nity develop
ment; some mortgagors who do not al
ways applaud progressive design; some 
dealers in building materials, who aren't 
always concerned with selling the best 
product for a particular purpose. Is 
your proper place in the community "an 
integral part" of this group? Or do you 
aim to be recognized as the planner, the 
designer, the coordinator, the profes
sional who makes sure that the com
munity and the people in it get the best 
possible buildings that the contractors 
can build and t he bankers will finance, 
on the best sites the real estate opera
tor s can provide, constructed of the best 
and most appropriate materials that can 
be furni shed? 

A great many architects, designers, 
draftsmen, and students, in and out of 
the A.I.A., are bursting with a new 
feeling of importance. There is activity 
ahead; there is progress afoot. As a 
profession, we can move now to re
assume our proper place in society. Or 
we can slip back, comfortably, to the 
role of draftsmen for the construction 
industry. It will be interesting to see 
whether the A.I.A . assumes leadership 
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in a real fight for proper professional 
stature or whether it will pass and let 
the bid go to another group that will , 
in that case, inevitably emerge. 

• 
THE PRESENT COMPARATIVE IMPORTANCE 
OF THE VARIOUS FACTORS IN AN IMPOR· 
TANT BUILDING OPERATION WAS ILLUS
TRATED WHEN U.N. LUNGED AVIDLY AT 
THE ROCKEFELLER PROPERTY. forgetting 
all the criteria that had been established 
by a technical staff and approved by a 
professional advisory committee. The 
papers carried long stories about Webb 
& Knapp, the real estate firm that held 
the land, and their vice president, Mr. 
Zeckendorf (The Architectural Forum, 
October 1946, p. 9), but the matter of 
architecture (PROGRESSIVE ARCHITEC
TURE, March 1946, p. 51; April 1946, p. 
98; August 1946, p. 70; October 1946, 
p. 156) was casually referred to Trygve 
Lie, to whom Webb & Knapp have 
offered plans prepared for another pur
pose on this site by Harrison & Abramo
vitz. 

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE has made 
every effort possible to urge an inter
national competition for this world
important design. Our final gesture was 
to wire Mr. Lie, pointing out that we 
have support for the competition prin
ciple from architects, architectural jour
nals, and architectural societies all over 
the world. The New York TimeB carried 
a story that PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE 
"has reported to Trygve Lie . . . that 
the magazine's suggestion for an inter
national competition ... had received 
strong support ... " We have urged 
action once more on the committee the 
A.I.A. set up to advise on U .N. head
quarters, which has t aken a unanimous 
stand for a competition. Any of you 
readers who feel strongly about the 
matter can write to Mr. Trygve Lie, 
Secretary General, U.N., 610 Fifth Ave
nue, New York, N. Y. Otherwise the 
architecture is likely to be consum
mated as part of the real estate deal. 
That's the way "the construction indus
try" operates. I think the people of the 
world who are placing their hopes in 
U.N. have a right to expect something 
better. 

• 
ILSE MEISSNER'S STUDENT THESIS IN THIS 
ISSUE MAKES ME WISH THAT WE KNEW 
PRECISELY WHAT IS GOING ON IN THE 
SCHOOLS. Reports are conflicting, and 
research we at tempted turned up ex
treme pride on the part of the faculties 
and some di ssat isfact ion in the student 
body. We'd have to attend all the 
schools, one after another , to get a 

really objective picture of the quality 
of architectural education today. We 
do know that the schools are crowded, 
and that the students are eager, inter
ested, and intelligent. We know that 
many schools are still directed by people 
who are out of sympathy with the 
times, and that good instructors are 
hard to find; yet we have had releases 
indicating a remarkably high level of 
ability in the faculties. For instance, 
Pratt Institute announces Walter San
ders, Philip Johnson, Caleb Hornbostel, 
and William Breger as design critics. 
Buford Pickens has become dean of 
Tulane's architectural school. William 
Wilson Wurster is still at M.I.T. with 
an excellent staff, now including Vernon 
DeMars, Carl Koch, and Ralph Rapson. 
Gropius at Harvard has Stubbins and 
Chester Nagel. 

Syracuse announces the addition of Wil
liam Lescaze and James Britton to its 
Cooperating Committee. Joseph Denis 
Murphy at Washington University in 
St. Louis, and Henry Kamphoefner at 
the University of Oklahoma are produc
ing results. We hear good things of 
Alabama Polytechnic, Georgia Tech, 
and the University of Florida. We pub
lished some University o:f Ca\i:fornia 
work last year, designed under Howard 
Moise. 

And yet--we get a copy of a design 
problem (Architecture 4, Problem 2) 
from that same University of Califor
nia, calling for the ground floor of an 
existing building to be remodeled for 
banking purposes, which reads as fol
lows : 

" The bank front, occupying the whole 
area, approximately thirty-six feet wide 
by thirty feet high, shall be designed as 
a 'distyle-in-antis' composition in some 
direct derivative of the Greek Ionic or 
Corinthian Order, for execution in its 
entirety in a fine cream-white marble. 
It shall, therefore, have 'antis' or square 
piers at the two sides and twa inter
mediate round columns clothing the 
steel ones, all surmounted by an entab
lature." 

Perhaps the tables are being turned on 
the eclectics. For years the argument 
against rational design has been that 
" the public won't accept it." I defy the 
man who wrote that program to find a 
bank client today who wants his public 
pace hidden behind a distyle-in-antis. 

• 
WE INVITE YOUR ATTENTION TO OUR 
NEW COVER. For some time we have 
realized that a pictorial cover with or 
without glamour, wi th or without sym
bolism, with or without r elation to the 
content of the magazine, was not pro
fessionally appropriate. Hence the typo
graphic design which lists the ent ire 
contents, for your convenience in read
ing and filing, on the cover of the 
magazine. We hope you like it. • 


